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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, December 6, 1921.
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Spokesmen for the Packers,
However, Assert the Chicago Plants Are Operat- -,
ing With Full Forces,

ROY GARDNER

Iy Carrier or Mull t!c a Montb
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rtuth's share of the world's
series profits in 1921 were declared forfeited
and Kuth
himself suspended until May,
1922, by Commissioner K. M.
Landis in a decision
today,
fixing punishment for a New
York Yankee ball player for
participating in a post season
barnstorming tour.
Kuth may apply for reinstatement on May 20 or within
ten days after that date, Commissioner Lnndis said.
The 1 922 baseball season
starts about the middle of
April, so that Kuth will be
prevented from participating
in baseball for at least
ono
month next season.
Bill Piorcy,
Now York
American pitcher, and Bob
Meusel, tho- Yankee
right
fielder, were handed the same
punishment by Commissioner
Landis. They participated In
the trip with Ttuth. The trio '
started out from New York.,
i..ny, piaying several dates in
New York state, but tho trip
was called off after they had
been warned that they were
violating the rules ot organized baseball.
Kuth's share in the 1921
perics amounted to $3,303.2(1,
which he will lose by tho Lan-di- s
decision today.
Meusel's
share was the same, while
received
$100 less than
Plercy
his two team mates.
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other centers all continued work.
which will be delivered at
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Twenty-nin- e
government officials and the
thousand workers
key, but, be could not tell upon J 0 o'clock tomorrow. His
outside Chicago responded to the
were expected to
of
h.i
representatives of the dail
what
characteristic;
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strike call, according to a state(! al
based his identification.
eireann have reached an
principally with tariff reviment by Dennis Lane, secretary of
economy and
A. P. Keliy of Tucson, a special sion, governmental
the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
agreement, the terms of
agent for tho Southern Pacific development of tho federal budget
Butcher Workmen of North Amerwhich will be submitted for
testified
system.
the
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lock
company,
ica, which colled the strike after a
Unusual Interest In the presiidentified by Templin as (lie one
the acceptance of parliawage cut averaging 10 per cent had
a key, had dent's appearance was manifested
ho
for
which
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assembeen decided on by plant
ment and of the dail eirann.
in
view of the assured attendance
been taken off the mail car that
blies, composed o representatives
of arms delegate:! and attache.
A copy of the agreement
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of employers and workers.
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house members answerod in tha
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Answering the
question, "Are
(Spokesmen for the "Big Five" gave
prosecution Indicated that its rns-- opening roll calls after the teti
you coining back?" Mr. Collins an1'lguros to show that only about
The Countess of Droslii'ila (left) mid Miss ;atdys Cooper.
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as follows:
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sobriquet of "the h'lying Countess''
ion estimates prepared under tin
been severe.
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'two ot the women Petitioners by tho work the did' in promoting notes
Several Persons Are Slight-- 1
new budget law. The budget prowho are well known in America aeiiai iiigius. two years ago she those that she is giving "ono of
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morning on the new proposals marked the opening of the strike at
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Tho senate was in session only
consequence of a paragraph statin.;
which underwent certain modifi- the South St. Paul packing plants
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to
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Naval
stylo.'
Question
The that "heaven and earth are being
about twenty minutes, but tWi
work today. previous. Now she wishes all ties greater
cations, for an Irish settlement.
here today. Several persons were workers reported fortomorrow
part of the room was done moved, in a popular phrase, to hold
bouse devoted three hours to dewilt cut.
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Cable Situation.
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Washington,
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Washington
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to how things stood, said:
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by Admiral
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to Sir Philip
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district,
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picket 'strike has caused meat prices
The delegates looked tired and lines tomorrow
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Passes
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of the government,
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country,
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Union officials at East St. Louis
family held this was a valuable right and
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tho air services of the two depart- said. He related how he and his
a
chance to
come and the outgo.
meeting of the American leagus
Birdsong, who is alleged to have series, overshadowed all else in in
As one means he recommended ments, divided $16,195,000 for the wife went to a houso where Airs. Preliminary
big ones. This is. the way to
Is will
ho held in Xew York Decern,
shot and wounded two white men, terest among baseball men hero have good
was
found
Obenchaiu
health."
and
tho
and
navy
for
$14,964,000
visiting
reduction
army.
legislation
the
directing
was shot and killed by a posse.
annual
today for the twenty-firs- t
Waived By Comedian, ber 14.
The foregoing is the concluding of tho accumulative
These compare with expenditures their son there with her.
naval
supply
meeting of the National Associa- paragraph of the message issued account by $100,000,000.
"I told Helton to come along
this year of $15,000,000 and
tion of
Professional
Baseball by tho state board of health to tha
Charged With Violation
homo with' us," said the father.
Asked.
respectively.
Appropriations
leagued.
citlzons of Kansas as they observo
"He
come
Tho
said
little
in
ho
would
a
estimates
nn
Actual
of
navy
of
the Volstead Measure
asked
carry
appropriations
Deals for players. President M. this week as health week, by proc congress for
the
federal de item of $99,198,000 for continuing while. Mrs. Obenchaiu was cryDay?
II, Sexton's campaign for greater lamation of Governor Henry J. Al partments and various
to
and
said
she
Helton
wanted
construction
on
1916
the
building ing
agencies for 19
San Francisco, Dec. 5. A preeconomy in the management of len,
,
total $3,224,875,592,
exclusive of .program as compared to 5142,452.-00- 0 stay there."
was
waived
liminary
smaller leagues and the possibili
the
hearing
by
Mr. Kennedy said this was about
In the message, the health de postoffice department. This reprefor this year. Navy pay calls
FORECAST.
today in the case of Ros-co- o
ty or reinstating the draft system,
declares that the aroused sents a reduction of $122,806,310 for $148,754,000, an incrcaso of midnight and that ho and his wife defense
C. (Fatty) Arbuckie,
Denver, Dec. 5, New Mexico
were temporarily sidetracked whlb partment
of school children and tho from the original estimated as prewho
charged
went
interest
without
homo
$49,000,000.
Helton,
with violation of tho Volstead proxuesuay ana Wednesday, fair, ex magnates and players discussed
public as a whole is in a
Pay, mileage, etc., for the nr...v followed about two hours later. He
the budget bureau, it Is
cept possiuiy rain extreme south Commissioner Landis' ruling an-- measure responsible for tho largo sented to
Is tho largest item in the war de- said ho next raw Mrs. Obenchaiu hibition enforcement act. The case
but
is
stated,
rapid'y
approximately
will go directly to tho United States
portion Tuesday; warmer Tuesday Its possible effect on the national decreasing mortality rate of ty
more than the appropria partment budget, tho figure heimr on January 8, last, late nt night, district
Arizona Tuesday and Wednes. game next season.
court.
It was the phoid fever. Twenty years ago, tha tions for this fiscal
$154,448,400.
For the nationi! walking along the street in a resiyear.
The motion picture comedian Is
day, fair, except unsettled centr.il generally expressed opinion
that message states, the death rata for
exguard an expenditure of $28,946,-60- 0 dential section with Bolton.
the
Explaining
$280,879,134
with having liquor served
portion; little change in tempera
best Interests of the game demandcharged
is estimated.
Went Duck to Her.
typhoid In the United States was cess of estimated expenditures hi
ture.
ed disciplining of the players, and 32 for each 100,000
"I walked i.long for several and consumed in his rooms at the
inhabitants. 1923 over
on public works
.the
Expenditures
appropriations
hotel
St.
Francis September 5 nt a
that the pennlty Imposed would The mortality rate
for 1918 asked for, budget bureau officials under the war department are (tlv-e- n blocks, with them on the oppoLOCAL REPORT.
have the effect of putting a stop in the
site side of the street," ho contin- party at which it is alleged Miss
as $57,943,900, Including
area was explain that some of tho funds acConditions for the twenty-fou- r
to "barnstorming"' after future 12.5. The registration
Virginia
Kappe was fatally indeath rate for typhoid
for rivers and harbors as ued. "Then I called Helton to come
to bo put out will be carried
hours ended nt 6 p. rn. yesterday world's series.
In Kansas in 1019 was only 7.6 tually
over in continuing appropriations compared with $29,850,000 for the over to me. Ho did so and after jured.
recorded by the university;
Arbuckie was not In the commisCol. J. C. Ruppert and Col. T. L. per 100,000 inhabitants, the mest
we talked for a moment he went
current year.
and by other means. They
no Huston, owners
sioner's court' when the hearing
Highest temperature . . . ,
of tho Yankees. sage states.
back to her."
Veterans' Ituivau.
a given
for
appropriations
was
.. 18 said
i Tiled.
Lowest
:is counsel announced
that they would abide by tho
The witness said he next saw
Included in tho $455,232,702 es"Nowadays," the message con- year do, not accurately reflect ac, , . ..
82 ruling.
Range
Mrs. Obenchain the night of Aug- that the defense was willing to
tinues, "typhoid
fever is suffi- tual expenses for that year, point- timate for the veterans'
bureau
Mean
34
The national board of arbitra ciently rare to become a matter ing out that while the
ust 5 at Beverly Glen, after his son dispense with tho preliminary hearappropria- are these items:
.. 68 tion today
Humidity at 6 a. m
United f.tates district
took up 126 cases of of interest, and the doctor who tions for this ' fiscal
Military and naval compenra-tlon- , had been shot and killed there. ing and the
year wero
.. SO disputes
was ordered to file an inover contracts,
Humidity at 6 p. m
has a case will take young physi- $3,197,807,962, the estimated
release
ac$160,000,000: military
and She was under arrest when he saw attorney
, . , . None
and other Issues growing out ot cians to see It in order that they tual outgo will exceed this sum
formation
Precipitation
Arbuckie in the
againist
naval insurance, $62,713,000;
voher, he added.
19 the season's play
Maximum wind velocity...
In
court.
twenty-si- x
may have an opportunity to note
cational .rehabilitation, $127,000.-00Earlier today there were read higher
$770,000,000.
Direction of Wind........ .North minor leagues. Nine cases woivj the symjitoms of this rare dls- - by approximately
The
defenso
did not indicate
medical relief and hospital into the evidence telegrams which
Jt me total estimated exoendl- , , Clear
Character of day,..
what plea Arbuckie would makj in
disposed of today.
ease, '
tures for 1923.
nODroximatelv
IContlnueu on Pago Two..
(.Continued on Page Two.)
the district court.
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As Compared to the Estimated Outgo for the
Period Ending Next June
There Will
a Slump cf
Harding Transmits
Statistics to Congress.
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Shopping

Chrutmji

theory of tho right of independent
SENT TO
operation of the department."
CONGRESS SHOWS BIG
Outlining the work of the 'various
ugencies established
IN EXPENSES by presidential orcer "to rectify
SLASH
faults in the routine business, of

ARE INJURED IN
CRASH

N

Most of the Victims Perish
in Fire Which Breaks Out
in the Wooden
Cars;
Matter of Just a Few Short Hours Now Before the End: Rescuers Are Helpless.
Wednesday Night:
of Present Big Credit Opportunity
': ' $$?
at 10 O'clock, Is Your Last Chance to Take Advantage
Numbers
in
Great
of This Offer and Secure Credits
Philadelphia, Dee, 5. Ad- bodies were recov- A
Subscription Earns 560,000 Credits if! r liiliiuial
Ihe smouldering
orod
from
Not
Will
100
Turned in Now Free
Paper Coupons
ilchris, and deaths of two In- be
Must
of
Class
This
Credits
All
and
Increased lo 21
(i.
night
Again
Appear
Ihe lalalides as a result of
in This Office or in the Mails by 9 P. M., Saturday, ' Ihe
head-ocollision
lietweeii
December 10th Today's Credit Count Shows New
mid Heading
Philadelphia.
Leaders Belen Together With Gallup Making Pace
railway suburban passenger
trains today. Four of the 85
Others Forging Rapidly Ahead.
r more injured were in a
$

ar

i

.iiu-i'-

$

n

'

f-

$

'

few-mor-

,

"live-wire-

1m- -

I

i:rx

;

5G0.-00-

0.

Keep in mind that the credit
earning power of subscriptions is
NOW at its highest point until
Wednesday- niuht at, 10 o'clock.
Vi;ilM SIIV MTK'S
Tin--

m i i:.

Wednesday night. December 7th
(the last day of the big credits)
the campaign department will he
open until 10 o'clock to receive
credits and subscriptions.
.Ml persons who are in the office
fit l hat time will be waited on and
their collections will apply on tnia
big offer.
Subscriptions th.it ARE MAILED,
k
if the envelope bears a
ef not later than 10 p. in., December
7, will also count in on this offer,
mi matter when the letter arrives
tit the campaign department.
A.Y BODY'S HACK I OH I'KIKKS.
Il's iiiiyhody's race for the
Sliidehaker Sedan, tho Light
" Stiidelmkcr and the three
i hevrolets at this time a mutter of it few hours lioforo tin!
close of the all lmMirlant
I'KHIOD and to a great
extent Ihe outcome of the entire campaign depends on the
work mill effort put forth before the bell announcing tho
post-mar-

rAsfAP
For Constipated

The nicest cathartic-laxativto
physic your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
Colds
Sour Stomach
Dizziness
Biliousness
is candy-lik- e
Cascarets. Ono or
two tonight
will
empty your
e,

tfj

iSpeH

im
it backward

rslriff

8

critical condition. It wns fear- el oilier bodies still were con- coaled by tho hut ashes and
twisted framework of tho two
wooden coaches which caught
fire. Willi few exceptions tlio
recovered bodies were inirned
Moist of
beyond recognition.
the victims lived nt South- aniplon and Xcwton.

!

elo'e of the I'lllsT 1'KKIOD
penis forth Wednesday night
at 10 o'clock.
XO .MORE I'Al'Elt COUPONS.
As announced in Sunday's Issue
100 FREE
of the Journal, tiie

i

4

''
CREDIT COUPONS which have ?
$
been appearing since the first an&
nouncement of the campaign were ".'
in yesterday morndiscontinued
ing's paper. Ail coupons of this
class MIST he in this office (fit IN
THE .MAILS before 0 o'clock Sat(Ily The Associated I'ren.)
urday night, December 10, otherDec. G. Fifteen
Philadelphia,
wise they will bo thrown out and persons were killed today and 25
NOT Coi'NTF.I).
or more injured in a head-ocolTHIS CUE'S FOR EVERYBODY. lision between two passenger trains
on the Newton branch of the Philadelphia and Reading railway, about
Hi miles north of Philadelphia,
in
CHINA
.a deep cut.
Fourteen bodies were
recovered, and ono of the Injured
died in a hospital.
to stand
Koscuers were
DELEGATION HAS helpless nt the top obliged
of the cut while
In
tho victims, enmeshed
the
wreckage, shrieked as the flames
tortured them.
train from PhilaPOST! An outbound
delphia ran into an inbound from
Newton in tho cut which is 35 feet
deep, narrow and curved. Its sides
were covered with snow nnd ice
Tyau Cables His Resigna- and It was with great difficulty
that
the injured were dragged out.
tion as a Protest Against
Several of the charred bodies had
Results''
the "Negative
not l.een identified, and it was
thought possible that more might
Thus Far Achieved.
lie in the wreckage,
A f tatenient from the railway ofAssm'Inli'U
(IIj llie
fices said the necident "seems to be
Astho
Dec
by
Washington,
due to train l.'.l (that from Philasociated l'ress.) Philip K.
overrunning its orders."
general of Hie. delphia)
Tyau, secretary
are under way.
Investigations
minand
arms
Cld'iese
delegation
Tho Inbound train makes no
Peister to Cuba, today cabled
and
stops between Southampton
king bin resignation as a member
Athyn. The outbound train
of the delegation in protest against, Bryn waits
on
to
it
for
pass.
thus far ually en ineer is siding
tiie "negative results"
eaid to have waitChina's de- The
achieved concerning
ed 10 minutes, nnd when a local
mand!1.
late, passed, to have asAssociated that was
llio
Dr. Tyau. told
sumed it to be the other train, and
Press tonight that in resigning ne
acted without, consulting the thr.ie proceeded.
Chinese delegates and his action
his personal views. LOVE MISSIVES
represented
Tho delegation was notified after
ARE READ INTO
tho cablegram had been sent to
the Chinese government.
BURCH RECORDS
"I personally do not feel ail;'
actual results have been achieve
vContlnued from page One.)
conferenc ;
by the Washington
regarding China," Dr. Tyau said. ihe
acin
handwriting expert said from
"They have been negative
addresses and characteristics of
tuality, except in prim ip'.e. Every- the
has passed bething has been agreed to in prin- the chirography,
Mrs. Obenchain and Burch,
ciple and then turned over to sub- tween
.Mrs. uhenchain and It. R. Obencommittees."
case China has chain, her former husband; Mrs.
In no single
presented for fettlenient on too obenchain and the man who was
basis of the ten points proposed slain, and liureh and his mother.
by the Chinese, delegation, Dr. Burch, this testimony showed, was
Tyau said, has anything more than asked in one telegram to come to
Ln Angeles,
The message said:
justice to China been involved.
"1 need you nnd your friend I
"Every ono of the demands, he
conlinued, "was for tilings taken had last summer," and was signed
from China in violation of treaty "limbless-.Tbe expert, said Mrs.
rights or through duress, because Obenchain sent It. A reply which
to
were
thy powers
strong enough
began "Dear. Dear Goddess," said
do it. They continue their violaBureh would leave July 21 or 22,
tions of China's sovereignty and and other evidence showed ho did
s
then tie the settlement of the
leave July 21, arriving in Los Angup in
eles July 24.
Most of the afternoon session
Referring to the withdrawal of
the foreign postoffiees, lie said, the was occupied with cross examinain
of
conference
action
the
agreeing tion of Carlson, whom the defense
to accede to this
by China, requested to go into details of
only after long i n si iu.it ion by a methods of whereby ho identified
in violation of the various telegrams' authors.
commission was
China's rights as- a sovereign naLurch appeared careworn today.
tion.
Mis usual broad smilo was in evi"if we attach our signature to dence only rarely.
any snoli proposition," he added,
"we would be in the position of!
condoning highway robbery on the PRIZES ARE AWARDED
part of the powers.
TO WINNING BOWLERS

MEMBER

RESIGNED

I'r.-M-.)

1

iiues-tion-

-

TREAT AY II I; RI TIHF.
Washington, Dec. ,r. Keiiuest of
Prig. On. C. Treat for retirement
from active service was granted
today by the war department, effective April 27, 1H22. The general, who commanded American
troops In Italy during the war, will
be assigned to command troops at
Manila, Philippines
is'and, unti'
his retirement.
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BICYCLE

RACING
BUNCHED

TEAMSARE

frit- Tim AiMirmfelT rreM.)

Milk minus water

is Klim
Klim plus water

Mix-da- y

tonight after the twenty-secon- d
hour, all having covered 463 miles
s
and two laps. Lands of the
team was leading.
and
and
Alavolno
Bello
lilllard
and Gaffney teams lapped by the
field in a jnm during tho early
lnnrning sprints, still wen. a lap
Lang-Ijind-

behind.

JUST

AM
22LH

ARRIVED
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SHIPMENT OF VAN
HEUSEN

M.
COLLARS.
CLOTHIERS,

MANDELL
Inc.

A GIFT
Yes, a gift

from your Heating
Engineer
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uojjui
imposing pressure
fnr n reduction in the esti
mates wherever proper and possi
ble.

1i

that

fPf--

expenditures for
estimate for
the
.
i i
inu )w,na
upon which ii.
ub ia
nn

unaa,i

hA

ex

increased

inltiat- -

cept
u. . through appropriations
tra
uu.v
ea oy congress ur iuy um- .vn.nit
as a result of emergency.'

Tit orn t im

lit

roooni me filiation

edintelv reoeal
all outstanding continuous approfunds.
priations and "revolving
General Dawes says tho method of
heretofore
money
appropriating resulted
In a condifollowed "has
it Is
which
under
of
tion
things
fnr either the ex
ecutive or congress, or the secretary
of the treasury to nave dbiuiu i.
a true picture of the fiscal condi
-tion of tne government
uj
time."
"Ph. mhnia hfihlt nf making con
tinuous appropriations to which the
lovei'iunent has Deen uuiumntcu ...
ihn oast." he adds, "is only an en
couragement to a lack of scrutiny
of public worn Dy im
which it is car
.,..r,,ii.iit under
ried on, and an encouragement to
shiftlessnesa ana carnioaau more
ih nnrt nf the subordinates
This sys- directly concerned in it.Unriivat
- Will
u" ntuuuBtern ot preparing inn
execu- "- - tha
coniine .imo
of
pub- the
tlve, of congress, and
o to the one great nni"i "".
tho" rflmtlon of too
l, 7nent bv the
' actually
money
government to the wmoney
w
V
to oe . received uy
...
;,aii onai a lis uuiainim
iiidefinlte com
and
obligations
ing
mitments, projeciH, nun
considered. This will liable
to
with more intelligence, the
determine at any time both
..Tit., (r.r- retrenchment and the
to engage
ability of the government
in additional projecw ofi the "Jbudget- hv congress outside
ary provisions."
Likening the federal .government
Genera
to 0 husiness corporation, "faults'
Dawes points to these
which lie says kaioicu.
The president ot the corporation
the United States)
(the president of no
attention to Us
o.IpbIIv
ordinary routine business.
The administrative, vice presidents (members of the cabinet)
were aUowed to run their several
as if each separate
departments
was an independent auof routine
thority in all matters
d
bUBencause of a lack of any
exbusiness plan, no systemor in
isted for making purchasesbusiness
selling material along
lines under a unified ofpolicy.
the
No balance sheet
was ever prepared
U
Th"tr.Murr kept no accurate
account of the contingent obligadeparttions of the various federal
money be-- g
ments, thus resulting incontinuous
y
drawn from him
annual
in excess of the estimated
running expenses.
selThe corporation, n effect,
dom reconsidered an unwise project
entered Into by any department.
The administrative heads of tho
were selected as a rule
departments
n.i.v. iuti rAfArAncA tn their busi
ness qualifications and were com
pelled to reiy largely upon ine
of subordinates "wedded to the
L.

"""

.'.."
uiujj

4

con-gres- s,

cation to governmental business ad- companies constipation.
ministration alone tn mind."
Whllo the railroad administration
and the transportation act are expected to cost the government
in 1922, no cstimato
$337,679,285
C.
of expenditures' for these purposes
SPECIALIST IN OCTLAB
in 1923 was Included in the budget.
KF.FRACTION
Experts explained that it was not
I'hoiie 10&7-107 S. Fourth.
possible to make an accurate estimate of what would be needed for
the carriers until after the results
of the 1922 railroad financing are
known.

without it. It's simple and
but the way it takes hold of a
will soon earn it a permanent
in your home.
Into a pint bottle, pour Vt ounces
of l'inex; then add plain granulated
sugar syrup to fill up the pint. Or,
if desired, use clarified molasses,
honey, or corn syrup, instead of sugar
syrup. Either way, it tastes good,
never spoils, and gives you a full pint
of better cough remedy than you
could buy ready-madfor three times
its cost.
It is really wonderful how quickly
this
remedy conquers a
cough usually in 24 hours or less.
It seems to penetrate through every
air passage, loosens a dry, hoarse or
tight cough, lifts the phlegm, heals
the membranes, and gives almost immediate relief. Splendid for throat
tickle, hoarseness, Croup, bronchitis
and bronchial asthma.
Finer is a highly concentrateil com- of genuine Norway pine
found and
has been used for generations for throat and chest ailments.
avoid
To
disappointment ask your
druggist for "iy ounces of Pinex"
with directions, and don't accept anything eloe. Guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or monfy icfnnded.
The Pinex Co, Ft. Wayne Ind.
liouee
cheap,
cougli
place

home-mad-

where
You will slip into the living-rooARCOLA stands, sending out its warmth to
those radiators and to the kitchen tank besides.
m

SORE STIFF JOINTS

and hard
WEATHER exposure
pains and aches in
muscles and joints. Have a
bottle of Sloan's Liniment handy and
apply freely. Penetrates without rubbing.
You will find at once a comforting?
sense of warmth which will be followed
by a relief from the soreness and
Stiffness of aching joints.
Also relieves rheumatism, sciatica,
neuralgia, sprains and strains.
For forty years pain's enemy. Ask
your neighbor.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

fuel saved.

;

V
j

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
2100

nna
Ilollffrmakr-r8. Second Bl.

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

Welder.
Tel.

1047--

'

Who offers this gift? Your Heating Engineer whose store is near your home. By
his skill and science he has made America
best warmed, most comfortable nation
in the world.
the!

See him this week and let him explain his

er

ItAI.DKl. VK I.UMHKK CO.
Phone 403
422 South fr'lnt Street.

i.

V.

'

Could there be any more perfect Christmas gift?
ARCOLA is a gift. It costs little at the
outset (surprisingly little) and by the end of
the third winter it has paid for itself in the

DP

gift how quickly ARCOLA can be installed
and how it will bring to your home the same
warmth which the larger
perfect
of
this Company give to
heating plants
and even the White
cathedrals
mansions,
hot-wat- er

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOORNAI. OFFICE

Liniment
WWUf s

twuty

.

George Geake's Own
Records Are Here
And they surprised

House itself.
The red and yellow card
at the right ia the sign of a
Heating or Sanitary Engineer (you used to call him
Steamfitter or Plumber)
who can show you Arcol a.
Look for it in his window.

onon

the artist himself

It will pay you to consult
him twice a year as you
do your Doctor or Dentist
His report on your heating
and plumbing costs little.

Am lnvT!JTMrNT

imThript.

I

'

and Comport

I

I

Bcttng Dividends
InFuzlEconoht

rrji

CAuwrniiN
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Catalogue

with their remarkable clarity and
absolute freedom from surface, noise.
The titles are

It may save much.

"A Dream"

AMERICAN

"Somewhere a Voice is Calling"
And the price for the double face
record is only $1.25.
Of course there are only a limited number available. You will want one.
Your collection would not be complete
without these two numbers by Albuquerque's own artist. Better call up
now and have one laid away for you.

A Gift

Uere'a an ewjr war to wn t?, and
yet have the beet rough, remedy
you ever tried.
n
You've probably heard of this
plan of making cough syrup

hot-wat- er

yUININB Tablets. The
bears the signature of K.
equipped
W.
Orovo.
(Be sure you get The most thoroughly
and best conducted business trainBROMO.) 30c.
in the southwest.
ing school
Journal Want Ads bring results.
Enroll for a course Morning,
Classes.
and Night
Afternoon
Personal
and class Instruction.
backward
attention
given
Special
LIMBERS
YOUR students. Private Department in
our Evening School.
Graduates for positions;
Positions for graduates.
BROMO

e.

at home. But have you ever used
it? Thousands of families, the world
over, feel that they could hardly keep

You will touch the
faucet; it
will flow with water that really is hot.

Q2.

For Cold", firln or Influeiiin.
nnd nt a Preventive, tnke Laxative

When you e in where the babies are
asleep, you will find each room perfectly
warmed by its own American Radiator.
tip-to-

AtBlOIMRQl'f.

The Bett Cough Syrup

it Home-mad-

If you act now, then on Christmas Eve
f"

H. CARNES

aa-vl-

e

New York, Doc. 5. Fourteen of
the lli teams competing in the annual
bicycle race i i Madison Square Garden were bunched

liiiiMilil

rnt

out-line-

llv The Asmidnird FitM.)

Dos Moines, la., Dec, 5. Cash
prizes totaling $'J,944.25 and nine
gold medals were beins distributed
tonight among winners of the Middle
West Howling association's
tournament
annual
fourteenth
which ended here today.
n
First money In the
event went to the Hutchinson Ice
Cream team of Des Moines, with a
score of 3017.
J. Danek and J. Hradek of Chicago won first money in the doubles event with a score of 1351.
Individual honors went to G.
Falkenbach of St. Joseph, Mo., who
made a score of 726.
U. Gabel of Des Moines was the
champion rolling a score
of 1,911.
During the tournament all middle-west
bowling records were
broken.
Next year's tournament will be
bowels completely by morning and held at Kansas City.
you will feel splendid. "They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
OUTBREAK OF
stir you up or gripe liko Salts, FRESH
BOYCOTT IS
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.
(Ily Tlx AMocialed rrtm.)
London, Dec. 5 (by the
Press.) Apprehension is felt
Vfcw
over the possibility of a fresh outbreak of the boycott in Calcutta,
where tho prince of "Wales is to
arrive on Christmas evening, according to a dispatch to the Morning Post today from its' Calcutta
Kxtremists openly
declare that nnother "partal" is
coming which "will amazo even
the prince himself."
A new special constabulary
of
3,000 law abiding citizens has been
organized.

FRESH MILK POWDERED

is Milk

-

n

Bowels

Dawes

0,

P.IHE5

With the close of THE FIRST
OUKDIT riCIUOr) a matter of a
little over 3t hours uwuy. Club
monil'crs nre nittinK forth theiv
effort to win Ic.iilerahil)
in the race for the knra and kush.
MANY' ( JI VMil S
'JYKlNti im,.ci:.
(.'lull members who have been
slightly down in the list of eredit
standings lire climbing steadily toward the top. This is Apparently
making t ho ones who had a
votes to their credit realize
that their margins of leadership
nro very narrow and that it's anybody's race for the big Studebak-e- r
the classy Htudehaker
light "6" with the nifty
wheels or any one of the threo
Chevrolots.
TODAY' AM)
I, A ST KAYS.
i;jFMAY'
vhioriou.s in
C'orniiiy out
Is
the aim of every
this race
unit
"
Cul niriulN-rfrom the activity that friends
:f ( luh nicnilM'rs arc shmvinff
It apix'iirs that there is
rivalry on every liiinil.
Kuril ( lull nicinlHT lias a
circle of friends Infesting' for
their
respective favorites
anil these factions are "up In
arms" in earnest, pitching in
and energy,
Willi enthusiasm
trjinif to put their favorlle
iho
"across
lull inenilHT
wire" flrsl.
Tuluy anil i'dnesday nro
the lasi days of the present
lilir crcilil offer the greatest
made In
ami icst offer to
th' entire campaignt n really
matit':; Damming down
ter i( only a very few hours
soon-analmost lieforo jui
d
know il the closing hour of
the hie credit criol will linvo
nrrived.
There l no time to lie wasted now every single moment is of vital Importance
and should lie the means of
pushing you that much further toward success.
s.v chi lis
cen.noo cm:iiis.
If turned In NOW two CLUBS
of subscriptions have an earning
power as high as 560,0110 credit3.
And there is no limit to the number of CIA.' I IS a Club member may
turn in on this offer.
It is to YOUR INTEREST to got
in every possible .'ubscription before 10 o'clock Wednesday night
because that Is when the present big eredit offer ends.
Kvery six year subscription to
The Morning Journal NOW count-800,000 regular and 200.000 Kxtn
Credits making a total of

General

Transfer of Authority.
service, $72,000,000 and salaries
"They involve no transfer of auand expenses, $26,521,702.
the location of which has
AlthoUS-a nimnla Will nff-a- an.
enforcement thority
For
prohibition
been fixed otherwise by statute.
the budget bureau estimates
"They involve the delegation of pear despite the care given your
an increase of $2,6O0,0OJ no questions of policy save that of skin, a bit of Black and Whita
over this year. Expenses of tho economy and efficiency.
Beauty Bleach applied at bedtima
Internal revenue bureau are placed
"They are simply
agents by will safely and quickly remove this
at $66,208,190 as compared Yvitn which unified methods of ordinary blemish.
business can bo imposed bv tho
$58,032,790, for this year.
Black and White Beauty Bleach
Estimates for independent agen- chief executive.
is the ideal nkin henf
in in.
are
to
created
cies Include:
"They
simply
give
of tan, freckles or dark
trade
Federal
commission, the president ot the United States, Btances
Interstate Commerce the same agencies ot contact and blotches. Ttlnelr and IVHt. fin.n
$948,500;
$4,995,240;
fragrant and dainty should be
housing transmission of authority as obtain
commission,
usea in connection with lieauty
railroad in any private organization.
$1,267,453;
corporations,
alien
"They are nonpartisan, being Bleach to keep the skin cleansed
labor board,
$898,650;
proporty custodian, $390,480; civil composed of men already in tho of all impurities. Black and White
service.
government
service commission, $695,696, and
Cleansing: 3ream may be used to
"They are In eftect simply a re- allay
commisemployes compensation
any irritation due to over,
sion and compensation
fund, grouping under an executive lead sensitive
skin tissues or exposure
ership of certain of the present em
$2,798,000.
ployes of government of such ex- to the air.
Operation of Plan,
fh
blldfret OH perience, contact, and relation in
iwnmnnnvlnff
its routine business as enables them tecs Black and White toilet prepa- sent to congress is a detailed report
to make possible the application of raxions. ask lor a
('......I rn,ua. am tn common-senscopy of the
e
business methods.
the
of
bureau
the operation
TjODular Black nnrl Whifa Tlvoom
budget
too
not
can
be
often
"It
reiterated
livu
since lln csiuuuaiiiiiaiii
V
inunun
Book, ttr writs diroo
ago and some pointed comments as that thisthemost important reformagovernmental business Plough, Memphis, Tenn...
to means of continuing its efficient tion in
is dependent upon the presi
operation. Discussing the reception system
of the budget by congress, General dent of the United States himself,
and
upon his continued assumption
Dawes says;
is to tie expected mat since of his responsibility as its business
"it
tV,
hlV head. The minute he relaxes his
n,.llmll,n,u
v...- .WIW
vim,.. u. J atttlmalAfl
been made under pressure by the attitude of attention to his duty
will be felt the natural pull
executive lur piuycr loimin;iHiicin, there
where consistent with efficiency, it of tho departments and establishwill not be necessary, as hereto ment toward the old system of
fore, for congress to make radical complete Independence and the
of the
cuts upon the estimates
General Dawes concludes his re
budget with any uncertainty as to
wnai win oe itiu ihuu hb n cuovio port with this statement:
"In making this report the dl
offielflnev. The president of the
United States, when ho sends the rector of the budget will state that
budget to congress is presumed to his connection with the bureau is
send it with all the reductions in limited as to time, in Accordance
When You Are Constipated.
..utH nan a afprterl with an understanding which he
),....
To Insure a healthy action of the
without due impairment of govern- - had with the president at the time bowels and correct
disorders of the
of his appointment. His purpose in
i
menial dusiiicb jjiwmch.
liver, take two of Chamberlain's
nw,n..BHnn r.t ina hllH(TA- ha hSS making this announcement at this Tablets
after supper.
had at work an authorized agency time is to emphasize the fact that They willimmediately
not only cause a gentle
his recommendations are mnde in
wm-iin the bureau not oniy in
without
movement
the
of
bowels,
Ua ronsnnBhlanens nf desired an Impersonal
way. with funda
effects, but banish that
appropriations, but in continually mental business principles and their unpleasant
acproper preservation in their appli dull, stupid feeling, that often
upon inu
No

HEAD-O-

EROS 10

tho government,"
suys:

(Continued from Page One.)
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"RADIATOR

COMPANY
Makers

Suggestion

of the famous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiator

Mr. Geake will autograph these records
for people wishing to send them for
Christmas Gifts. This record offers a
chance for a wholly unique and disThe new
Geake rec
tinctive as well as inexpensive gift.
ord is play
cd with an The
price for both numbers on the same
ordinary
steel needle. record is, remember, only $1.25.

New Mexico Phonograph Company
403 W. Central.

GEORGE

GEAKE

Phono 401.

STREET
;;T
Denver, Colorado

402 SEVENTEENTH

Fancy Egg
$12.50 "m.

e

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters
Checks

With Special Holiday Designs Must
bo ordered SOON. See our Samples
an excellent line. Orders for EnCards
can be
graved Greeting
placed for only a few moro days.

Albright & Anderson, Inc.
208 West Gold Avenue

AZTEC

FUEL

Phone 251

L.

CO.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

RF R
WWIDtn
I

KW1

ALBUQUERQUE
-

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NOKTH

k'lKST STKKKT.

1

December

G,

1921.
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Pase Three

.school board in the state on the
More
subject of school finances.
intelligent plans for handling illffl- Tcult questions have been worked
s "I'lC ITOIlVlllUCU
uui. i in: iiru,-,-am
.
mi
vi
ii i
that the new law will become thor
S
TO
ILLEGAL
under the direc
workable,
oughly
HEADS
5.
U.
P.
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec.
n rusii i W- ( ,
tion of Air. Jocrns.
ii iW...
Cosbey's plea in the superior
The quest Ion of the cession of
court hero today for a long
federal lauds to the state was dis
in tho state prison for
cussed under tho leadership of
OF LOAN AGENCY term
GASES
IN
himself was answered by Judge
President
llageruian. Whether or
Ji. C. Stanford with a sentenco
not a largo national park in the
of from three to ten years in
state might not put several miltho penitentiary. C'osbey, who
lions acres of our lands permanLocal Banking Institutions
is about 60 years old, pleaded
ils Unjustifiable If Carried Association Votes to Put ently
out of reach of our assessors, Question of a Three or Four
to having shot Hodney
was
called to the attention o the
to
Have Not Taken Advant- - guilty
the Point of "ImportuAll Tangible Property on
Power Agreement Is DeMcDonald in the left leg at
association.
Oflast
tho
home
hitter's
-;
of
Su-Friday.
and
Opportunities
Tax Rolls at Its Actual
nity
acje
Dodging,"
The final discussion was directed
j
manding Increasing Att'ofibey, in what Judge Stanto the question of a proper system
fered by Finance Board.! ford
Court
unusual
Decides.
said was the most
tention Among Envoys.
preme
Value.
of auditing office holders. The Inplea he had heard since be
adequacy of the present system of
ftS3
,
J. B. Henulon, president of the' had been on the bench, told
touch(tly The Associated
(By The AtMiciiilrd I'rpM.)
exclusive audits by tho State TravTaxpayers, big and little,
tho court that he was a failure
Now Mexico Bunkers' association,
view eling Auditor was
Washington, Dec. 0. Picketing ed elbows and exchanged
Washington. Dee. 5 (by tho Asconceded.
Tl.e
with both men and women and iin connection with a labor strike is at the annual meeting of tho Tax- rulo of law which
la in reci-lpof a letter from Kugenu
forbids the em- sociated Press). Tho question of
that he was ill and wanted to unjustifiable if carried to the point payers' association,
held in the ployment of privato auditors by the a three or
ugiceiuent
Glrcelur of the
Meyer, managing
to tile penitentiary in order
alligo
to replaco tho
rooms
yesof
War Finance,
"importunity and dogging" the Chamber of Commerce
proper officials was attacked. The ance
asking
well.
ho
attenthat
collected
is
might
increased
get
the
How
supremo
court
deniunding
money
ruled today.
in the informal discussion
for thy
terday.
speakers
of tlio associa- Stanford
;,(!
Judge
suggested
Decision us to whether
by taxation might bo more judi- all conceded that tho present sys- tion among arms delegates while
tion wilh tho work of tho agrieul- to the state instances of picketing come specific
Don't try to save money buying cheap
within ciously expended, instead of how tem tends toward laxness and ex- they wait for Japan to define lo r
uir.il loan agency recently organ- - sending Cosbcy
to
but
insane
for
the
on
how
tlio
ratio.
naval
hospital
!th0 court's inmbitiou must bo left to escape payment of taxes;
ized in this slate.
big-catravagance, if nott toward corrup- position
Baking Powders. You can't do it. You'll
tor determination on tho facts in distribute tho burdens of taxation tion,
Tho latest suggestion contemobjected, saying that be
In many districts,
10
letter Cosbey
tnrow
more in spoiled bakings than you save
to
out
his
had
been
to
twice
nn
of
tried
include
the
each
how
for
entente
such
instead
was
moi-it
doclured
but
case,
plating
Hie
equitably,
local banking institution!!.
states,
Attention was directed to the fact United
on price of the powder. And don't think that old style tm'h
these
tho court suggested that pickets gain a special advantage;
sanity and both times proHtates, flreat liritaiii, Japan
have ma taken full advantage of
the
intended
is
state
that
auditor
sane.
absorbed
nounced
'should
to
havo
the
tno right of "observu-jtioand France, lias developed
were the subjects which
the faeililien offered ly tho eurpor- priced powders are best because they cost most. They are net.
by law to be a comptroller and to point where a tentative
Tho sheriff's office said ho
communication and persuasdraft
tho thought of n presjntative men. exercise
ation, A comniittee of the Hankers'
a restraining hand on the is under consideration treaty
the
Florence
would
some
in
be
for
to
bo
and
fnH
taken
ion,"
of
further
limited
a
was
might
hope
It
.Mr.
day
association,
believes,
of all departments.
It
to "one representative
for each future of New Mexico. Not a dis- expenditures
could do much In furthering tno
although it has not been
was
that the auditor's office quarters
point or ingress and egress. '
cordant note wts sounded during had said
formally presented to the conferwork of the loan agency in its iin- never
i Q
this
functioned
under
clow;
ence.
its
at
Clark
Dissents.
All
Justioj
the
agreed
portant work.
law. A rough draft of a resoluThe opinion of the court, which that day.
aro
There
the
meetings
indications
more
that
Tho text of the letter follows:
frequent
has proved in millions of bake-daqucrque, in this important work. was read by chief Justice Taft, was should bo held. Kvery citizen hear- tion was passed demanding that Japanese delegates, and perhaps
tests
4 of tho agricultural
"Section
this suggestion meets with you approved by all
auditor's office be reorganized the British, aro consulting their
Justices ing tho discussions felt that tho tho
associate,
credits act, approved August 24, If
it is the best baking powder ever made that's why
to
A
commit
I
act
under
law.
shall
(he
approval,
greatly
JUr.
appreciate
did
not
state
existence
who
tlio
on
except
Clark,
a
home
such
conference
prop
921, authorizes tho AVar
justified
it is the biggest selling baking powder in the world
tee composed of W. C. Reid, Carl osition governments
it if you will be good enough to the grounds of his dissent.
while they aro asking for
of tho association
corporation to nmue advances to adviso me, and to let me
Magee and deorro Kaseman was further instructions
T.
I. ...... u.k.il T lln rroi'mfl :i
today. Wo other baking powder makes such temptinKly geod
ihe case aroso out of a strike at
on
ratio.
naval
any bank, hanker or trust company as promptly as possible, tho know,
mem- tho American tfteel Foundries
"..pointed to put this resolution in
tooVder at
tender, wholesome baltir:g3. No baking
On the part of the American
in the foiled .States which may
plant canenhV meH
as
committee
apmore
of
the
finished form.
at Uranlto City, 111., where J.liOO nnrl Introduced the managing di
powder of anywhere near the same quality
have made advances for agricul- bership
government, there apparently is no
action
of
Tho
this
latter
pointed."
men
purpose
were normally employed. After rector. It. l' Asplund, who read a
is sold at such a low price.
tural purposes,
the
disposition to entertain an entente WSAKING POWDER
including
The New Mexico agency has redown it resumed opera- paper recounting tho activities of is in an effort to prevent wrong proposal, at least at present. Later
raising,
fattening and ceived to date applications amount- shutting
out
about
to
find
conduct
of
instead
as
an
tions
You use less of Calumet because
about
with
six
open
shop
contho
such a suggestion may receive
the association during
marketing of live stock, or maj ing to $1,685,980. Of this amount o50 men, about
of whom years of its existence. It was u it after the harm Is done.
it is tho highest grade baking powder.
have discounted or rediacounted $759,280 has been
!immoira
sideration, provided it includes no
and
amtdst
approved
The
T
Trtto
labor
meeting
unions. Tho
adjourned
MA"
belonged
One teaspoonful is equal to two teaspoon-ful- s
notes, drafts, hills of exchange, or
record of steady accomplishment.
funds are now available.
In City
Earlier In requirements counter to American rr 4M
Trades
upon the re- This paper will be printed in full the est of feeling.
other negotiable instruments issued the
of many other brands.
has been ap- fusal of tho Council,
the dav Mr. W. A. Hawkins" rail public opinion.
of tho plant by the Journal it an early date.
manager
for such purports. I enclose here- addition, $926,700
The Naval Problem.
by tho agency here and has to negotiate, declared a strike and
road, tho K. 1". & S. W. wired Its
Hager-maAnd
with for your information a copy proved
there is no "luck" about it
of
was
said
President
address
it
Tho
t'pon high authority
been forwrded to Washington for established
from the association
was
pickets. There
of circular No. 2, which outlines in
when you use Calumet No loss. It is abwas well received. It also will withdrawal
today that the naval problem as
with
approval.
was
Mr.
considerable
Hawkins
the
violence
until
displeased
It
a general way tlio requirements of final
CONTENTS
USthis paper.
it was referred to Tokio involves
S solutely sure. It is the most economical of
Circular No. 2 of the War Finance courts intervened and restricted the bo printed in fu , in or
the eouraseous attitude of Gov. no
tho corporation in connection with
tho successis
resume, larre-.yall. Millions of housewives use it
4
proposal for a political agreeand
corporation, explaining the purrfose- picketcrs' activities.
on the mine tax matter
The council es aand
o
for advances under end
ment
of
the
applications
with
is
program
but
concerned
failures
so do leading domestic science teacher3
solely
ft..'
requirements of the loan agencyMr. John M. Sully the naval
contested tho authority tho
last winter.
this section.
thereupon
Commission.
of
and
iteienun
ofaspects
Special
military
be
obtained from the local
and cooking experts.
of the courts to interfere.
Chino Copper, showed himself the situation.
"To facilitate tlio handling of may
Tho American deleIt is worthy of tho study of aof sportsman
the agency in the N. T.
by holding no grudge gation adheres to its expectation
Klght To
such advances the corporation has fice of building.
You save when
Passage. men thoughtful men and women.
buy it.
Armijo
mem
to
"In
an
as
and from work,
active
and continuing
going
You save when you
established agricultural loan agenyou use it.
tho naval issue will be settled
After the reading by Mr.
that
to
have
as
a
free
ber.
passage
cies in the important agricultural
light
L. A.
written
by
a
of
without
decision
the
paper
conditioning
Calumet contains only such ingredwas this meeting on a
without obstruction as the streets
!'o (successful
and live, stock districts of the coun- SPANISH CLUB WILL
of tho First National
political rearrangement.
ft ients a3 have been approved
that
afford," the supreme court hold, Hugheo,
officially by
try. These agencies aro in charge
Admiral Baron Kato, of tho JapBank of Santa Fe, on the question pronounced by hose present,in the
of
"consistent
with
tho
the U. S. Food Authorities.
of
rights
open meeting, early
committees of
ENTER NIGHT SCHOOL
representative
anese delegation, said tonight, howof the taxation of national bank?, another
to
same
others
tho
the
was
enjoy
for
asked
privileges."
bankers and business
men who
by
year,
until
ever, that the naval question inWhilo attempts to influence an the meeting adjourned
MANAGED BY W. C. T. U,
servo without compensation, and
effect
volves issues of
other's action cannot be regarded o'clock.
their function is to receive applithe
Mr.
Hughes pronounced
upon tho national ami International
cations, to pass upon the collateral
the
law
state
life
of
and
tho
governing
upon
policies
MAY ROBSON COMING
Japan
the court continued, present
JT.
,
offered as security, and to mako
.'.i r,r -- r other's rights, and
of great powers for decades to
of national banks as both
dogging become taxation unfair and discriminatory.
to young
t voted ,V "importunity
appropriate recommendations
como
CRYSTAL
TO
THURSDAY;
and
mgl
permanently.
illegal,
perhaps
nJm!tiHable,
annoyance and
tho board of directors for considerto enroll in the v
be said, should
ls liUo!y 800
t0 A conference of tax commissioners
ation and final action. All the school conducted by the W. C. T.ghtl
GET TICKETS TODAY These issues,
U. lructiont whi,
to the full knowledge and
and national bank officials, is to
e
InUmi(lation...
thirty-threnunihei
in
agencies,
Decemon
The purpose of the
at
that
in
his government
be
held
consideration
of
place.
Washington
u lirgumr;nt!t afl.
In
;f
havo established Iieaduuarlei-and
a uniform
the speaking, valicci1thjs
Everybody reads "Tho Saturday The delay in presenting Jap:
and nll ,,,,., Jaaion spd WPro ber 19 to formulate
aro prepared for business. Many of school isandto teach of English.
nanew
of
a
taxation
law governing the
definite position on ratio, he
Evening I'cst" and when
writing
0
it was declared,
them a ready have submitted large reading
T. U. is conducting a lnUlni(laUon,..
chairman serial written bj- Nina Wilcox
clared, ls due wholly to the dill
ing that pioketH Hll01lM no't ,.be tional banks. J. K Saint,announce!
numbers of applications to tho
winsame purpose abusive,
tho
a
school
such
with
for
of cable communication anil
Tax
of
the
culties
Commission,
night
appeared
libelous or threatening,"
board and the corporation is daily at Old
Town, and the regular class.
ning caption as "It Pays to Smilo" the desire of bis government to act
"a,,Dro.lcll individuals toceth- - that New Mexico would be repreadvances
approving
aggregating meeting will be held tonight.
it'.-in
or
not strange
remarkable
sented at this meeting.
circumspectly in so Important a defrom one to ueveral million dollars.
Tlio W, C. T. U. now has five
The afternoon session bega.i tho least that the firm of Angus, cision.
This rule, the court explained,
"lu many districts, howeer, if teachers,
all serving without pay, might "be varied in other cases." with a business meeting of the as- l'ilou, Inc., who are always lookMeantime, tho conference outappears that the local banking
schools in this The courts mnsi, however, "pre- sociation. Several amendments to ing for good clean comedies should wardly is concerning itself with
havo not taken advantage conducting night
two
or
of
in
need
but is
vent the inevitable intimidation of tho constitution wero adopted, the instantly sec the quality and quan- questions of collateral significance.
of tho facilities uttered by the cor- district, more.
The work requires the presence of groups of pickets, most Important of which was a tity for a new play for their most Tho committeo on draft, headed by
three
poration. This may be duo in con- three
Persons
week.
a
Elilm Root, today debated foreign
evenings
but to allow missionaries."
provision admitting' Chambers of successful Mtar. May liobson.
siderable measure to their lack of
Kuril delightful, infectious comto act as teachers in the
Commerce and other civic organiStrike Not Malicious.
telegraph and radio facilities in
knowledge concerning tho work of willing
assoin
with
or
the
communicate
edy, rare blls
The aclion of the council in call- zations to membership
quaint spontanei- China, virtually deciding to brii
tho corporation and what it is try- schools .1.may
Struniquist.
ty whoso genuineness makes it like in a resolution providing that as
ing the striko under consideration ciation. A drive for memberships
ing to accomplish, lu some states Mrs. X.
was
unto
summer
the
small
was
show, sunshine manv of tho facilities a, exist
taxpayers
not
among
decided
"malicious."
"The
tho bankers' associations have dewithout treaty sanction shall liuvoj
strike became a lawful instrument planned.' it being announced that after rain.
signated small committees to co- VARSITY BASKETBALL
an
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The dramatization was made by only a curtailed use hcrcatter. J lie
in a lawful economic struggle or members
equal
operate with the local loan agencies
skill
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vote
the
iMuinford,
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regardless
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of tho corporation and to assist
employer
Shantung conversations, proceediin this lino in well known and she ng; between tho Japanese and
employes," the chief justice stated, fee paid.
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to
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division
give
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share
were advanced another
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profloor
from
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to tho country banks, full informaphenomenal
capital.
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tion regarding
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powers, rein
"It Pays to Smile" will be at
sources and requirements of tho the
Tho committee of the J'ar Kast
tieing laborers still remains, and the organization ii "to soeufe the
university gymnasium.
A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz. Some
o?i Iho
action may bo maintained therefor placing of- all tangibleopera House on is to meet Wednesday. An open f:
Crystal
corporal ion, as well as the
Coach Johnson outlined briefly in proper
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value."
to
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but
rolls
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apactual
the
its
make
cases,
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session of tho confeienco may lie 1
that should bo followed In a program calling for inter-clas- s
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powders come in 12 oz. cans instead of 16 oz.
.Seats are on salo at Matson s to held late in tho week.
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making applications for advances. and
games, and such a ease as this, seems to us of members rose together
the m
upon
belief
that
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cans.
American
sure you get a pound when you want it. 1
"Tho corpora ion desires to have added that a
day.
The
varsity team would to be unreasonable."
tho affirmative vote being asked.
tho fullest
naval question can be settled indeof tho state
be selected which would
W, C. Held, attorney for tho Santa
bankers' associations in connection probably
of
I
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political issues, apparpendent
play some of the local institutions,
Fe railroad, John M. Sully, ma
with its activities. These associa- with
accepted in all
the possibility of a trip to
Philadelphia, Dec. 6. Tho Uni- ently is not Areadily
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School
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i.t
the
today
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ilnv
GonrffA
voted
Knseman
In the I'rit-iscellent medium for tlio disseminaclined an invitation from
State recently declared that
university team will have
tion of information along tho lines thoThe
view the naval and Far Easttogether for its adoption. This il- Fuir association of Texas the
to
send
use
M.
C.
Y.
of
A.
gymnatho
lustrated the spirit of the meeting. a football team to compete against ern problems were bound up in
indicated, but they aro also in a sium for its
Practise
practising.
The Amendment prevailed. Jle-- i the Texas
and there bavj
peculiar position to impress upon will
commence
some
time
College at tho sanio sheaf of a like epinio
probably
who last year resisted tho idea of Dallas. ThoAgricultural
i
their members tho responsibility the latter
association was been indications
WAR ad
part of this week.
valorem
that rests upon them to do everytaxation, yesterday informed that fair
somo
Japanese.
the team had been among
voted for it as a policy of the as- disbanded for the
considered possible that in
is
thing in their power to meet the
It
year,
needs of agriculture in their comsociation.
CHAM?" IOSKS TO JACKS.
tho period of waiting, the two
munities during this difficult period.
Governor II. J. llagerman, was
threads may become so tangled in
Philadelphia, Dec. 5. George
V.T5I SII MHOS MOHTOV.
S.
"Tho directors of tlio corporaJ.
Senator
to
lost
Freddie
Baltlntore,
the foreign capitals as to give the
Chancy,
president;
IS
St. Paul. Minn., Dee. 5. Bobby American
tion sincerely hope that you may Jacks of Kngland in the second
Clark of Las Vegas, vice president:
delegation eonsiderabl
St.
shaded
Paul lightweight,
d
find it possible to designate a com- round of a scheduled
J. B. Read of Santa Fe, secre- Ward,
troublo in separating tliem when
a
in
Morton.
Puggy
A.
L.
mittee representing your organizabout tonight on a foul.
Portland,
Santa
of
tire.,
Jacks
Hughes
the discussions here are resumed.
tary, and
bout tonight,
tion to
treasurer. Tho new executive
and assist the claimed to have been hit low anl Big
The proposal for a
Cigar Shaped Navy Fe,
committee is composed of H. J. according to sport writers.
agency of tho corporation at Albu- - tho referee stopped tho bout.
entente, as now advanced. Is conof Koswell, .1. S. Clark
sidered an outgrowth of the sug"Blimp"' Proves the Value Hagerman
of Las Vegas, R.-.Bryant of
gestion of David Lloyd tieo'ge,
of Helium; Gives Demon Portales, J. M. Sully of Hurley,
made several weeks ago, in parliaW. D. Brennan of Dawson, H. H.
ment, that the Washington conferSAYS
of
Power
stration
Brook of Las Cruces and Mrs. It.
ence might well consider merging
Lifting
M. H. Ferguson of Silver City.
alliance in'o
the
will
The executive
committee
(By The Asuncluled TreM.)
an arrangement to which Iho UnP.-ea nam a council composed of one
Washington, Dec. f.
States would bo a party. Tho
d
big
navy "blimp' person from each county in tho
havo shown an inclinaAND Japanese
proved today tho value of helium, state.
tion to tako up that proposal and
the new
to
of
gas disdiscussion
a
it
has
been
mentioned moro than
Returning
De- covered during Pno war. The great subjects
of interest to tho slate
once to the American delegates!.
Washto
its
droned
gas bag
way
Prince of Santa Fe,
These hints havo never brought
ington from Hampton Koads, and called attention to the fact tint
tho subject to tho point, of a forhack again, making a demonstra- taxes were in need of equalizing
mal
exchange of views, however.
tion of the lii't:::g power of the downward in some instances. Ho
In every consideration of a possiYou eat three meals a. day to
was
She
new
to
the
A.
first
W.
"ship"
gas.
According
recounted how land assessed at
Garren, the
ble treaty or international underliirnisn your blood with tlio iron noted authority on health, this of the air to bo inflated with it $3.73 per acre was selling at $1.00
to re.'daco the alliance,
The Very Next Dose of this standing
it must have so it can nourish your preparation is the best product to and she met every test, he- officers per acre or less.
the
American delegates have Kept.
nerves i.na build Healthy tissuo to successfully meet present day re- reported.
School
Jocrns
in
Auditor
John
mind
tho
gave
Treacherous Drug may
possible temper of the
make you strong and able to en- quirements which is now to be had.
Not only was the ship sufficiently a most interesting, instructive and
senate, should it bo asked to ratify
dure the work you must do.
And Judging from the large num- - buoyant and safe from any danger " ivincing
Start
Trouble
talk on the workings of
An "undersuch an agreement.
If your stomach cannot digest ber of people who are
en- of fire or explosion but she cariied
new school auditor law. Prostanding" would not require senate
that food and It remains in your dorsing Carren's Tonic,publicly
his state- back to Hampton Itoads tho same posed school budgets in the state
You know what calomel f It's confirmation, but it is conjectured
stomach and Intestines to sour and ment is borno out.
amount of gas she brought away. have been scaled down over $300,-00- 0 mercury; quicksilver. Calomel is how
binding an agreement of that
"
answered her rudders per
ferment, it causes indigestion, conAlthough only placed on gale a
this year. Mr. Joerns has met dangerous.
It crashes into sour character President Harding and
stipation, nervousness, headaches, comparatively short time ago, more fectly.
bile
like
counselled
and
and
almost
with
his
every
dynamite, cramping
plenipotentiaries would care to
"
came humming up from
and consequently you become weak, than twenty thousand bottle have
sickening you. Calomel attacks the effect.
thin, and "run down."
been sold by the leading the south early in the day. .She
already
bones
never
be
and
Into
should
put
To correct Ibis trouble yon druggists throughout the middle signalized her arrival by a series
your system.
should take Nature's own rem'edv west, and all indications point to of twists and turns over the capi-to- l.
If you feel bilious, headachy, SUGGESTS CONVERTING
is
made from
Her crew took a blrdseye view
Iho
most healthful record rales for Garren's Tonic.
constipated and nil knocked out, SIX
CRUISERS
INTO
roots, barks and herbs, which Is This is not surprising because when of the arms conference. Then they
just go to your druggist and get
at tho root of the
of
now placed in your reach in the a. mouicino actually bunas up run had a close-u- p
Z a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
PASSENGER VESSELS
tneory,
ine
form of (la rrcn's Tonic, tho prep- down peoplo, and makes them navy department uuliuing.
few cents which is a harmless
a
aration which is creating such a healthy, rosy cheeked and happy did a little aerial sightseeing around
of his
drop
vegetable substitute for dangerous
Dec. 5 (hy the
Washington,
Washington
tremendous amount of Interest all they are bound to be enthusiastic. Lincoln Memorial,
of rich. nniiriEriiner
calomel. Take a spoonful and if it Associated
The eix Ameri'
Press).
v
over this country on account of the
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Garren's Tonic Is sold In Albu- - monument and tho figure of freedoesn t start your liver and straigh can battlo cruisers under constructho capitol dome, then
remarkably quick results sick and querquo by the Alvarado Pharmacy dom of over
ten you tin better and nuicker than tion but which
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suffering peoplo aro getting from and tho leading dealers in every dropped
and without making under tho naval program
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Don't take calomel! It makes Emergency Powell,
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It
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you
you
day:
the system in buildhearted monster.
At least three, ho said,
such"
a day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone today.
could bo ko converted, and he addInspections .followed, army and
ing up strength.
straightens you right up and you ed that they would he "the safest
navy air service folks hastened
v
v'
feel great. No salts necessary. passenger ships afloat."
sure
over when they heard tho motors
Scott Bewaa, Bloomfl.ld, N. X
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;
Mr.
humming.
ICxperts from the bu
Powell
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that
ALSO THAT- is perfectly harmless and can not verted, the cruisers would
reau of mines rushed out to get a
go about
salivate.
look at this art craft, first in tho
26 knots instead or the ua knots
world, it was satn, to be lifted by
they would make as war craft.
any other gas than hydrogen.
A converted
vessel, ho said.
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for
(Tabltts or Granules)
class
1,000
first
passengers, 2.0UU
Four-in-IIaiilTO CONTINUE CLINIC
ls
Silk
RELIEVE
second class and 2.000 steerage, a.s
well as spaco for 0,000 tons of
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PLEADS FOR A LONG
PRISON TERM; GIVEN
FROM 3 TO 10 YEARS
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The Gift that will please him
the
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gift that shows the thought
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Scott's Emulsion
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our comprehensive stock
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NORMAL TIMES ARE HERE
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Owing to our modern machinery and efficient workmen
are able to do first class work at pre-wprices.
Men's Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
$1.45
Ladies' Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
$1.30
Children's shoo work from 60c to
$1.00

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Shoes called for and delivered free.
21.1 South Second St.

Phone

567--

wo

Gift Suggestion s

KK10ID5

Shirts

Why

enz, noted Austrian surgeon, at the
hospital for joint diseases, will bo
continued, it was announced today.
The announcement followed a
meeting of the board of trustees,
who investigated complaints that
fees had been requested of the poor
who took their crippled and
children there for

"O
I

II

in iy
vuvwinkiiuu

ii guaranteed by 30 yeatt
soviet to million of
Amtilcana.

AFFIRMED.
The supreme

6.

court today affirmed the conviction
FREE
of Luis Chaves, a Navajo, on the 20 Trauma!
charge of second degree murder for lit at raniat
killing Pat Smith, trading post ol your
aim
at fiedato. Sundoval
manager,
county, end sentenced to serve from laiaUrna
twenty-fiv- e

to

thirty-fiv- e

the penitentiary.

years in
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qOXVICTION
Santa Fe, lJec.

O

KONDON
Hiaacaaelii, Hiu,

yjQM

neea
RESIflOL

(Br The Amir!utp4 PrpM.)
Now York, Doc. 5. The clinic
being conducted by Dr. Adolf Lor- -

Kondon't
wonderi lor your

celd. tnttzlng, cough.
chronic catarrh, bead'
etc
, ache, tort nose,

JDruicgistc
nave

5oothinq .nd

He&Iinc

Because its

Invaluable for

Burns Chafing
Scalds Rashes
Cuts ColdSons
Stin&s

freight.

ZBYSZKO A1CTOK.
Detroit, Dec. 5. Stanislaus Zby- szko, world's champion wrestler,
defeated Oloyanl Miuzan, Italia i
champion In straight falls tonight.
inin- The first fall came in 21
Utos on a headlock and bodv scis- sort and tho second in 7 minutes
with a body scissors.

Mufflers
Bath Robes

Half Hose

Pajamas

Night Robes

(i loves

Hats

Caps

1- -2

DECISION1 TO GiniiONS.
St. Louis. Mo.. Dee. G. Mike Cih- bons, St Paul middleweight, was
given the referee's decision over
Augie Ratner, of New York, in a
twelve-roun- d
bout here tonight.
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The Atchison, Topeka and Santa railroad and the Harvey system are names in the business world that have become synonymous
Years ago it was the judgement of the Santa Fe management
with sound judgement, wise constructive policy and broad vision.
That judgement has been reaffirmed as each
that Albuquerque' was the strategic point for radiation of its lines in the southwest.
new line has been built and thus the strategic importance of Albuquerque has been steadily increased. The Harvey system chose
for its business in curios and allied lines.Albuquerque as the site for its first large hotel; for its important museum and
-

ft

h ,.i r.i
5
E

F3v

The Santa Fc faith in Albuquerque is just now being further confirmed by
the construction of huge shops which more than doubled the former shop caVe have heard the
pacity here and which involve an investment of $3,000,000.
statement, with some authority to support it, that before these shops have been
of $5,000,000.
fully rounded out there will have been an investment
The new shops, when complete and in operation, will employ 2,000 more
emmen, bringing the total payroll to more than 3,000 men. The additional
and will
ployes will mean an additional population here of not less than 8,000
create the necessity for 1,200 more homes.. It will expand business in every line
and thus will attract a considerable additional population, the extent of which
can only be guessed at now.
The increased population and other benefits brought to Albuquerque by the
new shops is hardly more important than the fact that in the judgment of the
stratgreat railroad organization's management, this city is the wise place; the
egic point for concentrating such an industry in its permanent home. It provides ample confirmation for the judgment of the rest of us that Albuquerque
is a good place to do business in. When a group of Albuquerque business men
with the Santa Fe ofrepresenting the chamber of commerce
ficials in securing the ground for these new shops few if any of them underimportstood the vast extent of the plant contemplated, or its
the
to
community to
ance to this city. They understood that it was important
do its part, and'saw to "it that it was done. Thus the way to growth was opened.
An investment of time and effort made years ago, is bringing in its 'dividends.
ed

far-reachi-

ng

;

The Alvarado was the first large hotel to be built by the Santa Fe for the
Harvey system. Ibhas remained the most beautiful. Built and maintained primarily to serve passengers on the Santa Fe, it has been the means of bringing
visitors here from all over the world. It has housed investors who otherwise
would not have been attracted. It has made possible many conventions which
without it could not have been secured.lt has been, since its opening, one of
Albuquerque's important assets; a permanent reminder to us of the importance to this city of first class, modern hotel service, in attractive, harmonious
surroundings. At the same time the Harvey system established here its Indian
museum and Indian crafts building which has probably done more to advertise Albuquerque throughout the nation than any other single influence, aside
from climate. The Indian building has stood through the years as a shining ex
ample of the value of the picturesque in our surroundings. We. have seen this
building and its contents attract people from all over the world; and we have
still to make the first move to further exploit this resource which is our at command for almost unlimited expansion.
The Alvarado hotel is about to be more than doubled in capacity. It will become even more beautiful in architectural lines and in its interior arrangement
and equipment. Like the original building the enlargement is primarily to.
take care of transient business of the Santa Fe railroad. The value of the enlarged hotel as an asset of this city will be increased, but it will in no way
solve our local hotel problem. The Harvey system has proceeded to provide
its earlier
for the increased demands upon its service here. Thus.it
judgment that Albuquerque is the right location for its most important hotel.
re-affir- ms

In locating these very important installations in Albuquerque the motive of the Santa Fe and the Harvey system was, of course,-thaThat Albuquerque benefitted thereby was an incident due to the city's location midway on
of greatest operating efficiency.
If this location is of sufficient
the transcontinental system and as' the point of radiation for lines east, west; north and south.
and the steady increase in that
strategic importance to determine the outlay here of millions of dollars in permanent improvements
investment from year to year, it certainly should be sufficient inspiration to the people of this community to spare no effort to
capitalize that location and make it produce its utmost in city building.

t
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Have we an equal faith in the advantages of Albuquerque?
Have we the courage to hack that faith with works?
Faith hacked hy works will build a great city here; H is our
appointed time to put them both to the test
THE FIRST TEST OF OUR FAITH IN ALBUQUERQUE AW 0VR OPPORTUNITY TO DEMON-STRAT- E
WHAT WORK, BACKING FAITH, WILL ACCOMPLISH, IS IN THE UNCOMPLETED
MORE THAN
TASK OF PROVIDING ADEQUATE HOTEL FACILITIES FOR THIS CITY.
WE PROGRESSED
$209,000 WAS SUBSCRIBED FOR THIS UNDERTAKING EARLY IN 1921.
MORE THAN HALF WAY IN THE WORK OF FINANCING A MODERN, ADEQUATE HOTEL.
IT IS EVIDENT NOW THAT THE NEED FOR THAT HOTEL WILL BECOME IMPERATIVE
IN 1922, AND THAT IF ALBUQUERQUE IS TO PROFIT TO THE FULLEST EXTENT BY THE
GROWTH THAT WILL BE FAIRLY FORCED UPON US IN THAT YEAR, WE MUST BE READY
THE HOTEL
WITH THE FIRST ESSENTIAL

Let's Resolve Right Now to Finish Financing the New Hotel in 1921.
Let's Determine to Have the New Hotel Ready For Service in 1922.
We Must Have $ 50,000 More in Order to Do the Job.
1

3

ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL) COMPANY
By Louis Ufeld, President.

THE KIWANIS CLUB
By II. G. Coors, Jr., President'
fey

ALBUQUERQUE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
By G.

E. Breece, President.

.

THE ROTARY CLUB
By

David R. Boyd, President',

P.
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BEAUTY CHATS

Social Calendar

By Edna Kent Forbea.

WIDE AWAKE EXERCISE.
you waks up In the morning
feeling as though the only com
fortable place In the world Is ths
bed you are lying In and that the
effort to get up Is almost too great
even to attempt? If you do and
"Do

I

d

-

J?

even make you glad to get up. It'i
aa follows:
Lie on your back, first disposing
of the pillow, so you He with your
head on the mattress.
Fold the
arms over the chest, grasping tho
arms with the hands just above
the elbow. Now, while you hold
tightly to your arms, try to pu
them apart. As you are holding
tightly you can't do It.
But what you do Is to exercise
any number of muscles in the
arms, chest and shoulders. Prob
ably a lot of them you never sus
pected existed. Repeat this stretch
ing exercise about a dozen times.
You will already feel a little more
wide awake.
Now, while you lie In the same
position, stretch out your right foot
and try to touch some Imaginary
object, six Inches or so below you
the footboard, for Instance. Re
lax and stretch out the left foot
and then the right foot again, and
so on until each have been stretch
ed half a dozen times. Then try
to stretch the head up from thu
neck, making your body as long as
possible. You will feel beautifully
wide awake by the time you are

nnisiiea.

Tliis exercise Is splendid for yon.
then you are only like most of us
I have an excellent suggestion
to offer.
It's an exercise to he taken In
bed.
It's very good for you and
It will reconcile you to the dreadful task of rising. In fact, It may

Dick: It depends upon your own
condition how long tho fillings in
your teeth will last. A deficiency
of lime in tho system, or acidity
in tne secretions in the mouth,
causes poor teeth that will not re
tain the fillings as many years as
those that are strong with healthy
gums.
Blonde: A girl of 18, height five
feet fivn Inches, should weigh
aDout 12& pounds.
J. C. W.: The best way to over
come
is to
come interested In others and put
your own seir out of it for the time,
Listen attentively and get the point
or view or other peonle. even
they bore you or you do not agree
You will soon find
with them.
that you are becoming responsive
can
and
reply or even hold your
own in an argument, as you have
gained a sympathy which obllter
ates this consciousness of self.

By LAURA A. KIRJXMAN.
Tuesday.
Presbyterian Christian Endeavor
ANSWERED LETTERS.
ents? I have heard of such a
meeting at 7:45 p. m.
Meeting of Missionary society of
Ma was still tawkln on the tele
A. M. P.: "I bought a bollvta recipe, but haven't It."
Central Avenue Methodist church
Answer: I happen to have the fone wen tho dinner bell rang last
with Mrs. Jenkins, 315 South Ninth cloth coat and It got wrinkled, ,!0
recipe, I am glad to say. Here it bunday, and mo and pon went
I tried to press it. But the iron Is:
street at 2:30 p. in.
Croquettes 1 cup of down and Nora brawt in a thing
was too hot and now there are Iron hot Vegetable
miiHhi'd potatoes, 1 cup stale with a holo chicken on it and put
marks all over the coat. How can bread cruhs,
tablespoons melted it In frunt of ma's place for her to
I remove these?"
butter,
teaspoon salt, a dash carve wen she came down and pop
EMBROIDERY TRIMS
of
pepper,
teaspoon celery suit, sed, I think HI give your mother
Unless you have actualDARK WINTER SUIT Answer;
small onion grated or finely a little serprize, I think 111 carve
ly burned off the nap (and I hardchopped, 1
yolk well beaten, the chickin Jest to shoy her I can
ly think you have) you can remove 1 tablespoon egg
minced cooked ear-r- do It, and wen she comes down it
the mnrks as follows: Go over the
(this may be omitted 1, and I will bo all nicely carved.
entire coat with either gasollno,
tablespoon sweet milk. Mix ingreAnd ho went over
picked
or
a
benzine, dipping
naphtha
dients In the order given and beat up the carving nife andand
the carvcloth Into one of these fluids and well.
Add a littlo morn milk If ing fork,
see
me
Let
now,
saying,
rubbing it lightly on the bolivia
Shape Into balls, roll I don't hlecve It makes mutch
cloth. Then let the coat hang in necessary.
these balls first In flour, then In
ware you start, the main
a stiff breeze until the odor hai raw
egg, then In crumbs, and place thing is to start somoware and
Do not do this work
evaporated.
in the frying basket. Lower then
follow up your advannear heat nor flame, as all of these them
to
into deep, hot fat for about 40 tage. boldly
fluids aro very inflammable.
seconds
until
a
brown.
golden
And he stuck the carving fork
Mrs. P. n.: "I have two
Letter Friend "Please in so stul
din the chicken slid away
solid walnut beds which tellUnsigned
me
how
a
lunch
cloth
is
made
over
the edge and would of slid
I prize very highly. I want to make
v.
rr v.'
from flour sacks; are they hem- even to
if pop hadent of quick
frrther
them
show
up the grain as only a stitched together with two rows of
!
piece of walnut enn, but do not hemsiltclilne each way and a hem pulled it back saying Wo.a Janunrv.
know how to go about this. I can one Inch wide? And what kind youre a dead chlckln not a live
easily remove the paint which N of design should one put in the race norse.
" 1 YS1
G pop, look at all the gravcy
on them, but what shall I do corners"
on the table cloth, I sed.
then?"
Answer: Yes, thev are made ns youIllgut
do nothing of the Bort, sod
Answer: After removing
the you describe in regard to the hem
3
7
the
feist
pop,
of a carver Is
paint, simply polish with turpen- stitching.
A
pretty design to us? to keep his eye dooty
on tho ball, I mean
tine and linseed oil In enual nro- - Is a basket filled
with flowers. Vn:i
portions; this will polish like wax, can mnke this design yourself hv the berdd. And he started to carve
if you will rub long enough.
If
proherly because
a picture of a basket from off a drumasstick,
if It wns the easiest
you prefer, however, you can ap- tracing
a child's story book, miltine a it looked
carve
to
on account of
off
a
wax
thing
suc
h
oil
as can be piece of tissue paper over the nlr:- ply good
bo far off natcherlly, and all
purchased at most hardware stores. ture, then drawing
on being
the
picture
of
a suddln he gavo a oxter hard
Try polishing an inconspicuous the tissue with a pencil. Then out
portion of the bed first, for prac out tho tissue paper basket and push and the hole chlckln went
rite,
I
up in the air and would of
can
not nnv a wax tn
tice, it you
u i.u outline
n, i
went on the floor If I hadent of
en. ,v mi, u Mure,
mo a around it in black.
airu
The
flowers
r
cawt It, feeling something like
4
f
BuiiiiiiRu
envelope are made of tiny circles of French
a football ony moro slipand I will gladly send vou the knots
(each circle a different catching
pery, and I quick put It back on
name of a firm that will sell you a color) close
at
the
together
top tho plate saying, a pop look at my
can of It by mail.
of the basket.
hands.
Daily Reader: "Would you kindRun In the kitchen and wash
ly print a croquette recipo containOf 4S7 defendnnts arraigned In
sed pop. Wlon I did Jest In
them,
ing peas, grated onion, bread Snn Francisco police courts 1n one
time to get back before ma came
crumbs and some other Ingredl- - month more than
were down, saying.
iii:
Well for goodniss
women.
look at that cloth, cant that
Vfr
(t
"41
v
ot

ts

1

one-ha-

iw

F. E.

E6.

If.

The old time Demon Rum
we have Demon
Number Two. He has no patience
with the guy who takes a drink
and doesn't die. He likes to see
his patrons come and take a slug
of poisoned
rum, and,
after
breathing fire and smoke, curl up
at once, and yell and croak. The
Demon in the darkness toils; in
witches' caves his cauldron bolls,
a cauldron filled . with deadly
things, with upas leaves and serpent-stings,
with everything that's
foul and mean, with all that's noxious and obscene. And then his
Janizaries go to sell his deadly
broth of woe, and if man drink.i
and doesn't die, tho Demon heavss
a weary sigh.

hard-earne-

THE NEW GENERATION
By

jane rnELrs

1SY JXOISIC
which has been
Uroadcloth,
somewhat slighted for several sea
sons by American designers, is be- ng used this winter by the mos:
fashionablo
of Paris
modistes.
Black broadcloth suits are tho
now
in all tho smart circles
ogue
of Europe.
Tliey aro usuallv
trimmed in somo color, however,
to relievo tho Eombcrness of the
black.
Pictured here Is a straitrhtllne
suit of lustrous black broadcloth.
The skirt Is a plain, straight model
ntnmmed. Tho coat, however.
makes tin for tho plainness of tho
skirt. U is a Russian Cossack ef
fect trimmed with bands of lived
squirrel. The black is set off bv
broad bands of geometrical work
dona In colored leather cord, an
unusual material for embroider. A
wide band at the coat hem and
narrower band at tho wide cuffs
is enough to make tho suit startling to say the least.
A narrow bolt with a metal
buckle fastens loosely nt tho waistline. The coat may bo worn
however, if the figure
belt-les-

MARGARET PIANS ITER OWN examining her still girlish figure.
WARDKOHE.
"Yes, It is Just the right length,'
slender legs In their glossy silk
CHAPTER 81.
Margaret had determined that stockings and smart shoes were ENROLLS
36.000""
she would have a stylish and be revealed. "Not too low either, and
CAPITAL CHILDREN
corning wardrobe for the summe: those short sleeves are perfect.
as far as she could afford It. shall want to wear the cap all the
IN HEALTH DRIVE
But the habit of years was not so time, It Is so
becoming," she added,
discarded.
When
she
easily
shop
ped and saw the gay sports sultu then laughed at herself. The Idea
that were all the rage for summer of a woman 40 years old talking to
wear, the bright colors for after nerseir line a cnud!
would she
noon and evening gowns, she also ever overcome this desire to be
saw Joan the look on her face and look young now that It had
when she told her she had "lost taken possession of her?
Joan s voice startled her. She
her Mumsle. Unconsciously it influenced Margaret In her pur- drew off the cap quickly, then un
She lingered longingly locked tne door. When her daugh
chases.
over rose, yellow, and green sweat- ter reached the room Margaret was
chose sober drab and Innocently arranging the white tie
?
then
ers;
brown. She looked at gorgeously that held her collar In place.
colored evening gowns only to de"I tnought I would try it on and
cide upon a simple black net. She see that It was all right." she extried on handsome, stylish after- plained, trying to keep the note of
v,
noon gowns that made her look so apology she so often used when
girlish that she blushed at the feel- speaking to Joan, out of her voice.
ing of happiness it gave her, yet "How do you like it?"
'
she turned lingeringly nway and
.Pretty well, dubiously answer
bought simple white or dark blue ed Joan, the disapproving frown
"I think it's too young.
crepe de chine gowns that made evident.
told you It would be." severely.
her appear, if not quite her age
f
'..
not as young as her daughter.
"but of courso you don't think
"Joan will he pleased," she said so ." this last a bit Impudently.
"No, or I would not have purregretfully after her selections
were made.
chased It," Margaret answered.
Margaret, however, exercised her "I think it a very good looking
Independence in one Instance. She and modest costume. I'll put on
bought the dark blue and wVilfn.thn cap, then we can see Just how
batning suit and the pretty becom it iooks with the suit." A red flush
lng cap. Dark blue stockings and crept over her cheeks at her In
the white shoes with tho dark blue nocent duplicity.
It took Margaret some moments
trimmings completed the outfit.
Margaret tried the suit on sur to adjust the cap to her satisfaC'
Then she turned
reptitiously In the privacy of her tion evidently.
room, tne aoor locked against sud to see a look of distinct dlsappro
den Intrusion by Joan, who was nation on joan a race
out at the time. After she was
"This Is too silly for anything!"
fully dressed, cap and all, Margaret she declared.
followed Joan's example and stood
"But it covers my hair nicely,"
before the cheval glass critically Margaret pretended not to under
stand.
"So would a black one."
"But this is partly black."
"Partly! But those white wings
NAIL! standing
out on the top of your
head are ridiculous for a person as
old as you are
Oh Joan, dear! Don't call me a
Skin
and Toe Nail person!" Margaret wanted to laugh Mrs.Mrs. Ernest It. Grant.
Toughen
Ernest. R. firant. director
she longed to cry. Would this
Turns Out Itself.
roonsn young daughter of hers os. tne cnimren's health crusade
in
ever recognize the youth In her?
Washington, D. C, has enrolled
A few drops of "Outgro" upon Had she submerged It, herself, un- - 36,000 children in the movement
in the past year. The movement, a
the skin surrounding the Ingrow tn too late?
A woman then, excuse me!" national one, Is conducted bv the
inflammation Rnd
ing nan reauces
pain and so toughens th tender Joan of late had beoome aulte National Tuberculosis association,
sensitive skin underneath the toe particular In certain ways, such as Jilght million children have been
nail, mat it can tot penetrate the using the right word to express enrolled in the entire country.
flesh, and the nail turns naturally herself and so on. She was quite
the best English seholar In her FORMER EMPEROR HAS
ouiwsra almost over nignt.
"Outgro" Is a harmless, rntlsep-tl- class, and one day Malcolm Frost
manufactured for chironodint
DECIDED TO WED AGAIN
had said:
However, anyone can buy from the
"You use the most awful Eng
store
a
drug
tiny bottle containing lish out of school of any of us. It
(Itj The Aiaorlatcd F'tM.)
uirecuons. AQV.
yon do stand higher in class work."
Berlin, Dec. S (bv the Associated
It had had instantaneous effect, Press.) According to the Zwool- fuhrblatt, former Emperor WilChamberlain's Congti Remedy the
Benny Leonard has started a liam has decided to marry again.
Moiner s ravorite.
season
his
after
long vacation The lady of his choice, the newsThs soothing and healing prop- busy
from the ring. Following his bout
says, is the widow of a high
erties of Chamberlain's Cough with George Ward In New York paper
officer from Danzig, who was
Remedy, lta pleasant taste and the champ on lltrhtle will tackle killed In the war.
prompt and effectual cures have Pinky Mitchell in Milwaukee and
made It a favorite with .people Young Denny in New Orleans.
It Is said that nothing whatever
everywhere. It is especially prized
known concerning the pedigree
mothers
of
children
for
TiET
TTTE nOTXERK IVV CA. and
young
by
of Animation, cham
colds, croup and whooping cough, TICK FOR XOVR NEXT PARTY. pion breeding
harness horso and win
as It always affords quick relief and WE KNOW ir o W K ATS. ner ofheavy
the $2,000 stake at the rc- is free from opium and other SWEETS.
rnj.r.vnv ent National Horse show in New
harmful drugs.
IX N. PHONE 241.
York.
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ICE CREAM

Gallons
Bricks
Individuals
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Bottled Milk Our Specialty

?jf,v

r

'.

Albuquerque
Dairy Association
Co-Operat-

ive

321 North Second

i'

Phone 351

H art, Schaffner & Marx

V.'.

s,

E SATURDAY

The location of the Frances E.
Willard school for girls which is
to be moved from Helen, will be determined at an Important meeting
of tho board of directors which
will bo held In Albuquerque o:
Saturday. The school is maintainor
by the Woman's Christian Temper
ance union.
All proposals for changing tlr
location of the Institution and invitations from cities in the state must
be at hand by noon on Saturday,
according to Mrs. Anna Wilds
.Strumquist, state president of the
W. C. T. U. Only thoso received
before that hour will be considered.
The future policies of the school
will be determined at the Saturday
meeting.
Tho Clovis
chamber
of com-- 1
merle telephoned to officers of the
school here yesterday that, a dele- gation from that city was coming
to present the Clovis invitation to
the school. Mrs. A. D. Austin, of,
Clovis, is one of the members of
the board of directors.
Other board members who will
attend the meeting are Mrs. Edgar
Jtewltt, of Santa Fe; Mrs. 8. W.
Seery, of Boien; Mrs. Minnie Bvrd,
of Oklahoma; Mrs. Harwood and
Mrs. Strumquist, of Albuquerque.
Mrs. Solomon Luna is expected
from California in time for the
meeting.

DMPEPSIH

M

Every year regularly more than
a million .....
stomach sufferers
,
.
. in the
T'
f ,1 cC
Lotus, onsiana ana uana-- i
w.niu
da take Pace's DiaDensin. and re. II
anze not only immediate, but

lasting relief. This harmless ant
acid helps digest anything you eat
ana overcomes a sour, gassy ori
stomach in five min-utes. If your meals don't fit com j
fortably, or what you cat .les like
a lump ot lead in your stomach, orl
it you nave heartburn, that Is a
sign of Indigestion. Get from your
case of Pape'si
nruggist a sixty-ceDlapepsln. There will he nn Kourl
risings, no belching of undigested
rooa mixed with acid, no gas or
neartDurn, no fullness or heavy
reeling m tne stomach, no nausea,
headache
or Intestinal trlnine.
Prove to yourself In five minutes
that your stomach is as good as
any; mat there Is nothing really
wrong, stop tnts food fermenta
tion ana Begin eating what you
want without fear
of discomfort
or indigestion.
nt

Clears the Pores

Of Impurities

Daily use

of theboap,

with occasional

o

touches of
the Oint- -

(V

Overcoats
ALTHOUGH

THEY WERE NOT HARMED

ment as
cleanses

needed,

and purines

v.theskinand
keepsitfree

trom

pim-

ples and
Cuticura Talcum is ideal for
powdering and perfumincr.
AiWrara: ''OrtlmreUli-or.UrlM- ,
SnphlukFrMtTHtll.
Dpt atd, lh!4u 41, 1IM1 Sold .rry.
7i m
vinwiwiawdwc. Talcum at.
vaucura aoap
without muf.

mm

'
.
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BY FIRE, WATER OR SMOKE, ARE BEING
SOLD AT DRASTIC FIRE SALE REDUCTIONS

.......

MEN'S $60 AND HIGHER PRICED
HART, SCHAFFNER AND MARX
.SUITS AND OVERCOATS

Xi

fell

AND

COATS

SHHCH MISERY;
FOR

Suits

MEN'S $40 AND $50 HART, SCHAFFNER AND MARX SUITS AND OVER-

INGROl

iArif3.

say "Bayer"

Khoumarrsm. Earache. Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
in handy tin boxes of 12, and In
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin ia
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester
Of

SCHOOL

BOARD
HE

through; now

lf

Unless you see the
Warning!
name
Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians
for twenty-on- e
years and proved
safe by millions. Take Aspirin
only as told In the Bayer package
for Colds, Headache,
Neuralgia,

)

fc

By WAIT MASON.

wretch.

Bayer on Genuine Aspirin

v

RIPPLING RHYMES

ia

DUOS OF liXPOSt'RE.
gerl set a platter down without
spilling gravey all over the cloth,
Denver, Colo,, Dec. 5. Word
Ive got a good mind to Bpeek to was received hero today that Herher about it
bert Q. Kutz. 28, of Denver, had
No, dont do that, dont do that, died of exposure near Watkins,
she's bin so sensitive lately she's Colo.,
yesterday after he and two
libel to leeve, sed pop, and ma companions had labored for hours
sed. Well, I wont say anything to trying to extricate their automoher about It this time.
bile from a huge snow drift. Kutz's
Wich she dldent and me and pon arms, hands and feet were frozen.
ate our chicken as If we knew Ills two companions brought the
something about It that ma dident. dead man's body Into Wutkin.i
whore they are in a nervous condiWich we did.
tion. Knu is survived by his widJournal Want Ads bring results. ow an l a
daughter.

L'
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The Demon Rum, In bygono
days, was bad enough for thirsty
jays. It stripped them of their
d
wealth, and undermined their valued health, and
tinted red tho beaks they wore,
and spoiled their stand-of- f
at the
store, and gave them all a bum
ri'iuv. i as a discredit to the town.
Yet with the Demon they might
train fur many years era they
were slain; the Demon got them
In good time, but nursed them
while tliey had a dime. The Demon shunned Indecent haste; he
thought it looked like wanton
waste to kill off sots while they
could fetch another rouble to the

cJNOTR BOOK,

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

1

THE NEW DEMO.V.

UTTLE

BENNYS

1

$23

1

l

f

i

la.

' . :' "
i

,

I
I

.

$36

The Suits and Overcoats in the two lots liste'd above
are the entire Hart, Schaffner and Marx line for
1921-2Every style by the world's style leaders.
Every material by the firm that dictates materia)
preferences. And remember that Hart, Schaffner
and Marx clothes must make good or we will.

III

2.

1

mlSirmiX
JWt
--

Copyright

Ki

1921 Hart Schaffner

& Marx

Women's and Misses' Coats, Suits and Dresses
THE KIND THAT SOLD fl
SOLDK3n
IINElTHAT
FOR
$55 to $70, NOW
?OU
FOR $75 to $90, NOW
ip4U

None of the garments in these lots were damaged by fire, water or smoke. In
fact,
many were in transit during the fire. Come in and see them try them on if there
is something here that suits you, remember
you can save half its real value.

WOMEN'S and MISSES' GLOVES
FROM THE GIFT SHOP
Fine
fabric Gloves, which sell regularly
for $1. In white, brown and grey.
Fire Sale Price
DOC
Ladies' $2 fabric Gauntlet Gloves, in white,
rr g
brown and grey. In the
a
Fire Sale, at
$3 and $3.50, white, black, brown, grey and
tan lambskin Gloves, in the
Ci AC
Fire Sale, at
p
$4.00 one and
French Kid Gloves, in
white, black, brown, grey, fawn and tf
tan, in the Fire Sale, at
UUO

140r

--

O

two-clas-

nr

WOMEN'S AFiD MiSSES' FUSS
FROM THE GIFT SHOP
$15
$25
$40

and $20 FURS, $5
and $35 FURS, $10
and $50 FURS, $15

You select from the largest and most varied fur
stock in the Southest.
Chokers,
Collars,
Muffs and Sets, in the foregoing lots. If you
are in the market for furs, you ought to see these.
They are all in perfect condition.

Rosenwakfs Fire Sale

December 6, 1921.
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Take
Cars

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

our Choice of
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omorrow

Tomorrow is the Big Day for candidates in the Five Car and Gold campaign:
Promptly at 10 o'clock tomorrow night the biggest credit schedule- of the
entire campaign goes out of effect. And after that only a few days remain
before the campaign will be over and the five automobiles and the numerous other prize winners will be announced. Tomorrow is expected to be
an overwhelming one in the matter of subscriptions turned in and credits
cast and preparations have been made for an enormous onrush. The few
hours that remain of the big credit schedule will perhaps be the most
important ones to candidates of the campaign. It behooves each candidate to make the greatest effort.
-
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the last few days have
brought forth a spirit of hustle that has never been equalled. Candidates
declare they are doing their best work now, and hardly one but states
that they will be mighty near one of the five automobiles by the time
the last remittances are in tomorrow night.
That tomorrow will be the busiest day for the candidates in the whole
campaign is forecasted by their enthusiasm shown in the preparations
for the big day that are now going on. Outside candidates report ,that
almost everyone in the small towns and the country around is as deeply
interested in the outcome of the race as the candidates themselves. Civic
pride will play an important part for these hustling communities are very
anxious to see that their candidate brings home one of the biggest of
the awards.
As will be seen by the count of credits today,
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COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

'ANDINGS
NUMBER ONE

DISTRICT
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr.
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Benny Cordova
Miss Helen Gurule
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox. . ;
Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston

427,900
404,100
......
32,700
562,200
. 502,900
37,000
;..
559,700
..... 53,400
....... ...... 44,800
5,000

Albert Linder.
John Livingston
.... .
...
Mrs. R. M. Marx
..
Miss Ada Philbrick
..
......
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey.
. .....
.......-..Miss Louise Roark
..........
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger . . . . .
Miss Margaret Spargo
....-.- .
Miss Niles Strumquist
...... . . ..... .. .
.. . .;
Miss Mildred Tatum
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
Miss Edna L. Williams.....
Edna Margaret Davis. ,
;.
;

James Ross, Jr
Henry Burrus. ...

Samuel Mann
Miss M. Moore . . . . .
Miss Lillian Yrisarri.
Mrs. L. B. Sweney. .

..... . . . ....... in... . .

Mr.

Alfredo Baca.

Abreu.....
. v.

.

Neil P. Bolt
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner.
Rene Divelbess. ..,
F. C. Groman
Miss Virgie Hidalgo
Mrs. C. W. Howe
.L.
...
J. F. Jamison
R. M. Kimbro. ti.
H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez.... i.;.;.,.;.
Miss Sophie Martin...-..
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby.
J. M. Sandoval
Mrs. Florence Saul. , . . ,:.r..
Mrs. Fern Swatzell ... .
Matt Radosevic. ..... .v.

......

..

.

...
.... ..;.c,:.

..'.,,

..... .....j

ir

....

...

.......

5,000
5,000

433,600
1 1,600
168,800
5,000

164,000
5,000
5,000

599,700

.

351,800

317,300
.

.,;.;. ..v.

:.1,..jl41....

183,000
510,700
342,000
5,000

THREE

NUMBER

T H Bowlflnd
Baby Ellen.
J. Eller
...MJ ,..
Miss Fannie Frost
Miss Lupita Garcia...
Miss Geraldine Hodges.....
.
Charles E. Hayes.
Gordon Herkenhoff .....
Colbert tiiclcs
Jose T. Gurule

.

592,900

Mv7,it"xi

v....

.

49,100
5,000
42,200
312,900
5,000
. ..
5,000
202,100
5,000
it!, 4,

.......

.......... .... . .. . . . .. .. .. . .
... .:...
.,.x...
'

L.

.
Mrs. Florence Kronig
0 E Lov&n
zi9
. . .......-."- .
Rev. C. D. Poston. . . . . .
..
Miss Margaret Radclif fe
H. L. Rose
..ji.... .. ,y
. . .
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez.
. ....
Clarence Stoldt. .
Fred Rogers
.r.-.-

..

..

..

'

.......

:.

Make Sure of Winning NOW.

571,400

5,000

.-

...

L.

J. Stone...

Harry White. . . . ..... .
J. A. ShaW. . .

.... ... . . .
..j.

.

yeuL.iaa
. . . .

....

.v...........
Ulsl'

5,000

65,500

316,900

6,200

548,600

.

.t.i..-.e.i.-

First Period Credits

5,100

531,000

519,500
... . 591,700
553,100

.. ...x...

a'.1.

.

..

..... . ...j

..... ....... . .

jm-.w.,

k41

9,000
6,900

..i

:

................
.

(i

182,100
524,100

TWO.

NUMBER

DISTRICT
Lawrence

524,600

586,400
543,200

30,000
30,000
555,200
. ........ . . . . ... .
6,000
5,000
5,000

Sidney Marcus

DISTRICT

FOR

......

542,200

G.

3

Tomorrow is
YOUR LAST CHANCE

umiTianuinivTrir-- i
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1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

Personal pride in the achievement is also coming to the front. No candidate wants to lose out after going this farv and it is certain that they,
will take care that they poll a sufficient number of credits before 10 o'clock tomorrow night to win. Its a merry tussle and the interest is growing keener
every hour. In the past few days the voting has been augmented, doubled and
trebled in some cases, by friends who are getting into the fray, anxious to do
their "bit" so that their favorite candidate will pluck the biggest of the cars.
Outside candidates can devote exactly, as much. time to the Big Credit Schedule
as the city candidates, as they have the privilege of mailing their remittances any
time up to the closing hour 10 o'clock tomorrow night. All letters bearing a
postmark not later than 10 o'clock, December 7th will apply on the big credit
schedule.
,
Don't forget that tomorrow is your last chance to benefit by BIG CREDITS.
Wednesday night at 10 o'clock is the FINAL HOUR to get the maximum number of credits for every subscription secured. All persons in the office on or before that hour will be waited on and their subscriptions will be credited on the
FIRST PERIOD Credit Schedule. Subscriptions that are mailed, providing the
envelopes bear a postmark of not later than 10 p. m., tomorrow, will also count
on the Firt Period Schedule. This gives ev eryone an equal chance to work up
until the last minute. GO TO IT!!

miinri Mir--

f.

5,000
5,000
5,000
49,500
589,600
5,000
5,000

Where Will You Be Tomorrow?

CAR

1

December

El 01
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STOP AT BELEN

hour

As

court late today ordered striking
packing house workers to return
to work until the Colorado state
Industrial commission can Invest!
gate the controversy between the
mm and the comuanies.
The judge s order was in the
form of an mandatory writ and
followed a petition filed with the
court by Attorney General Keyes
on behalf of the industrial com
mission.
Under the writ, the striking era
ployes are enjoined from continu
ing the strike and the agentB ana
officers named in the list of respondents aro required to rescind
their orders calling the strike pena
Ing, an investigation and finding by
the commission. The commission
contends the Colorado Industrial
law was violated by calling the
strike before tho commission had
time to investigate tho dispute at
issue.
The packing companies are re
quired, under the writ, to maintain tho same conditions of em
ployment as existed before the dec
laration of the 6tnke.
Itain Set for Hearing.
The attornev general told the
court the commission had set December 15. next, for hearing the
controversy, following filing or no
tices of protest by the employes
against the 10 per cent wage re
duction put into etrect Dy some oi
the rnmmnlos.
The writ is directed against the
employers as well as the unions and
employes involved. The defendants
are the Coffin I'acmng company,
the Mountain State Packing and
Provision company, the Colorado
Picking and Provision company,
tha Liberty Packing and Provision
company, Swift and company. Lo-cNumber 641. its president and
secretary, and the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and Butchers' Work.
win. T. A. McCreash. district nres
ident. and all the employes of the
companies named. It was cited in
the petition for the writ that Mr.
McCreash directed and permitted
ha strikn here "prior to any in
vestigation, hearing or award by
the industrial commission of Colo,
rado of anv dispute or alleged d!a
pute between said named employes
and their respective employers.
al

SANTA FE TO BUILD
-- CEMENT
CROSSING AT
EAST CENTRAL SOON

Is not expected

early one,
that the marshal

Las Cruces, but as it will still
be early in the morning and to
Marshal Foch
fill engagements,
must arrive in El Psbo at 2:30,
no stop will be made from Belen
to El Paso.

In

T HREATENED
NDUSTRY COURT
Around Packing
Plants in Kansas City,

Crowds

Kans., Must Be Dispersed
or Will Ask Allen to Act.
(By Th

Anaodium rreas.)

Kansas City, Missouri., . Dec.
The
5 (by the Associated Press).
Kansas court of industrial relations
today informed Mayor H. B. Burton of Kansas City, Kans., and H.
T. Zlmmer, chief of police, that unless crowds surrounding the packing plants were dispersed by tomorrow the industrial court would
ask Governor Allen to declare martial law in Kansas City, Kans., and
order tha state militia to tak.i

-- The Santa Fe company has startled making the cement blocks to
be used for the new crossing at
East Central avenue, according to
a notice received yesterday by City
Manager James Gladding from the
company officers. The blocks are
to. be used instead of solid cement
work so that they can be removed
without damage should it become
necessary. It is expected that the
crossing will be completed within
a few days.
City commissioners have urged
the construction of a good cross
ing at Central avenue for a number of years. The work has been
held up for some time due to litigation which the company felt
ehould be- - settled before a permanent crossing was constructed.
The matter has come before the
commission on a number, of occasions during the past few weeks,
and the city manager was request-ated to bring it to the company's
A cement crossing was
tention.
recently constructed at the switch
on EaBt Central avenue cast of the
main crossing.
LABOR BUREAUS

I

tha manslaughter trial, appeared

-

hook-keep-
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NEW HIGH RECORD BY
UNITED STATES BONDS

LINEUP

THOUGH!

LIE!

4's

Theaters Today

Ho-ba- rt

all-st- ar

well-know-

TfljJAtM INFANTS and INVALIDS
ASIC

m5

tne

FOR

'

vngiuu

)CAcoud Imitation
and Substitutes

if

Rich milk, suited grain extract in Powder
and Growing Children
Fatlnftntj, Invalid!
Digestible
For All Aet I No Cooking Nourishing
Vbt Original Food-Drin- k

-

Had your iron
today?
Eat

more

raisins

5:03)- -

It

FLAVOR

"

Kentucky

"

Burut

for good old tobacco tact

l

Choice Macedonian

V

for spicy aroma

Golds Vircima

for life and sparkle

'

TV

"

Mabviand Broad Leap
for

V)
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g

rSi
Lioosrr & Mtoss Tobacco Co,
-r- -
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STATE NATIONAL CUP
HAS 16 CONTESTANTS
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B I G the Inhabitants and
said East Albuquerque
der may be made and
COLLARS.
M. record by thia Hoard

ARRIVED

residents of
that an orentered of
prohibiting
the running nt large of such aniCLOTHIERS, mals
within the limits of said East

SHIPMENT OF VAN
HEUSEN

MANDELL

conOf the original thirty-tw- o
testants for the Ktato National Inc.
which
golf trophy tournament,
opened Sunday morning, sixteen
are left. These players are paired
for next Sunday's play as followm
Beauty Contented'
Guild is to meet Swlllum,
Vou are ihqn conflcfcnt
Stiome to piny Hangar; Cornish,
that your beauty has bun
Jr., against Joe McCanna;
developed to the highest
of lu poMihillllt
against Allen; Naranjo
after
against Murphy; Giorni against
mine Couraud's Oriental
Cream.
Gtero; P. White against l'rager
Send 15c. for Trial SU
and Kellehar against McDonald.
The handicaps of the different JXF,rf.T.H,pJi,,.So.
V Hiw Y.rk
players were announced Sunday.

Albuquerque; and tho Hoard being
fully advised in the premises, doth
grant said petition.
Wherefore, It is ordered by the
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of Bernilillo. State of
New Mexico, that there shall be
and is hereby prohibited the running at large of iry cattle horses,
swine, sheep, goals, burros and
other domestic animals within tha
1
1 U limits of Kast Albuquerque, the unincorporated town above described
and ns shown by the plat thereof
accompanying the said petition of
the residents and Inhabitants of the
MENAUL AND BANKERS
said Eaot Albuquerque and filed
TEAMS MEET TONIGHT
herein.
And it Is further ordered that
this order be published once each
Menaul school will meet the
for four consecutive weeks in
week
Bankers in their first basketball
the Alhuquerque Morning Journal
game of tho season this evening nt
and Albuquerque Herald, newspathe Menaul floor. Tho game will
pers published In tho city of Albustart at 7:45 o'clock. The Menaul
line-u- p
querque, In the said County of Berwill probably be R. Marnalillo, State of New Mexico, and
tinez and J. Candelarla, forwards;
that printed hand bills containing
Cruz, center; Vasquez and Marsh,
such order be posted by the clerk
guards, and Jaramillo and Marof this Hoard in at least thre
The Bankers
tinez, substitutes.
in snid East Albuquerque.
line-u- p
will be Gilbert and Pegue,
mm. places
Done at a Special session of said
forwards; Salazar, center; Harris
pros
of
Board
County Commissioners of
and Igon. guards, and Cavanaugh
asm the
of Bernalillo, Btate of
and White, substitutes.
Or. i;a.nl has abholma pruof that lu- - New County
this 4th day of OcMexico,
berculosia can he healed In all cllmatea
Reaulta tober 1921.
by THE INHALANT METHOD.
CONSULATES OPENED.
A. G. SIMMS,
.
Fnr further nartlpulara (Seal)
art
Washington, Dec. 5. American addreea THE INHALANT METHOD CO., Attest:
Chairman.
consulates have been opened in Suite M0 Union Lonnue Bids'., Key No.
FHED CROLLOTT, Clerk.
Munich and Hamburg, the state 11. I.oa Angeles, Calf.
NOTK'K OF ADMINISTRATOR, i
department was advised today by
In the Matter of the Estate of An- Ellis Loiing
Dressel, charge at
LEGAL NOTICE
astasio Gurule, deceased.
Berlin. Thev are the flrsf nf sev
Notice Is hereby given that Nicoeral such posts to be Installed ln'i
Miili i; i on
in.icviiON.
las
Gurule, Administrator of tha
HKPUBLICATION.
Germany.
Gurule, de132 1.17 112
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Estate of Anastasio
Evans
Otfico at Santa Fe, N. M., November ceased, has fjlcd in the Probata
150 J 85 155
Clifford
I'm.
Court
of
Bernalillo
125 127 197
County, New
Boatrlght
Notice la hereby Riven that Julian
of Barton, N. kf., who, on December Mexico, his final report as such
Court has
58 3
605 871
13.
X
v1T.
Totals
Homestead entry. No. administrator and th
191a, mode
V
OL'SStS, f'jr KI3V4 NWli, W!i WH bVVli appointed
Monday, the 2nd day of
Arnot.
10
a. m.,
Townend
E!4
o'clock
section
at
NE!4,
SW14,
1J,
128
January, 1922,
Meyers
Is'., Hince 6 K.. N. M. P. Meridian, as the
ship
170
day for hearing objections,
Harris
has filed notice of Intention to make if any there
be, to the approval o"
138
r
Brinton
proof, to eitabllah claim to
.
145 198 163
tho land above deicrlbed, before tha U. sald final report and the discharge
Arnot
s. Commissioner, at Albuquerque. N. M.. of said Administrator.
on the lath day of December, 931.
Witness my hand and the seal
581 647
Totals
WillClalmont namea aa wltneeiea:
of said Probate Court this 21st day
iam Mc'tutnneas. of Vljeraa. N. M.: Jesua of November, 1921.
Maria Onrcia, of Barton. N. M.; Dement-rHOME STUDY COURSES
FRED CROLLOTT,
McGuinnr-s- ,
of Tljeraa, N. iLi Sol'm (Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
Chavez. of Morlarty. N. M.
OFFERED
A. M. HEnOERB. Reslater.
BA'KRi;PT'Srl h ITION VOtC.
MEN BY THE Y. M. C. A
BFKOHKTIIK HOARD OF COCN-TDIWHAKtJE.
COMMISSlONKItK OF THK In the United States District Court
3
men
A number
for the District of New Mexico.
of
county
No. S74.
xhw mexico.
hnvo tnkpn .advantage of the re
In the Matter of the Petition of IniM
O V
In Bankruptcy.
duced rate offered them in the
habitants
Residents of East In the Matter of l'eitro Orrico,
ond
Y. M. C. A. home study courses
K
i - '
KSSfVy.
Albuquerque.
and have enrolled during the past
Bankrupt.
,
ORDER.
To the Honorable Colin Neblett,
few days. The courses aro not only
This
matter
on
to
rate,
be
reduced
nt
a
rreatlv
coming
nffnrprt
Judge of the District Court of
heard upon the petition of more
the United States, for the District
but the "Y" has soma funds with
than twenty-fiv- e
residents of East
of New Mexico.
which to heln those who can not
situated within the
Albuquerque
Peltro Orrico. of Albuquerque in
afford to carry the whole finan
of
Bernalillo
course.
state
of the County of Bernalillo, and State
and
county
cial resDonsibllitv of a
New
last
Mexico,
was
and
it
to
the
New
of
in said district, re- -,
appearing
Although yesterday
the Board that the facts, matters spectfullyMjxIco,
represents that on the
day upon which applications,to for
be
and things stated In said petition 22nd day of October, 1921, last
tho courses were supposed
are true, and that East Albuquerpast, he was duly adjudged bankaccepted, Secretary Lynn H. Fox
is a platted townslte of an un- rupt under the Acts ot Congress
que
that
applications
stated last night
town and addition relating to bankruptcy; that he has
incorporated
iinnLI ho received for a few aaye. thereof having a population of not duly surrondeed nil his property
Thonn lntn annllcations will be forlo.'.B than three hundred
unrded tn the national office and
people sit- and rights of property, and has ful
uated Immediately east and adjoin-- 1 ly complied with all the requireJ.ne
will nrohablv be accepted.
ing the east boundary line of the ments of said Acts and of the or
"T" home study courses cover 265
city of Albuquerque and taklnar In ders of the Court touching hi
different branches.
and embracing all the lands and bankruptcy.
MISS FRANCES NEWMAN.
Included within the limits
Wherefore he
that he may
territory
POLICeTaKE CHARGE
or an extension of the north and be decreed by theprays
Chicago, 111.
Court to have a
wona
medicine
of
"Only
south boundary lines of said city of full discharge from all debta prov
truly
OF ABANDONED AUTO derful
merit could have done what Aiouquerque east for a distance
of able against his estate under said
Tanlao
me
Is
did
and
for
there
one and seven-tentmiles bankrupt acts, except such debts aa
Police last night took charge of nothing half good enough for me about
more
or
less
an
area
and
containing
the Iluick roadster which has been to say about it," said Miss Frances of about oo acres and the limits are excepted by law rrom such discharge.
avenue for
2639 Hirsch St., Chicago. thereof are plainly mnrked by
standing on West Roma car
Dated this 29th day of Novemposts
carries Newman,
the past two days. The
oon
ever
I
suf
an
think
t
or
corners
anybody
tne
said
and
ber, A. D. 1921.
platted
New Mexico license number 1185 fered any more from Indigestion unincorporated
East
PIETRO ORRICO.
li
Albuquerque,
which is credited in the state
I as shown by the
than I did and for over a
plat thereof atBankrupt
cense records ns being Issued to C. was in wretched health. year
had
I
to
tached
said petition as Dart
All
V. Cruse, of Wagon Moitna.
and
heart
my
epells
smothering
and
ORDER
OF
described
as
NOTICE
THEREON
follows:
efforts to locate Mr. Cruse in the palpitated so violently I thought I yireof,
Beginning at the S. E. Cor. of In the United States District Court
cHv have been futile and police had heart
trouble, but I know now Sec. 22 T. 10 N. R. 3 E. N. M. P. M.
for the District of New Mexico.
have notified him at Wagon Mound It was all caused
from
stomach.
my
west along the south line of
tnence
No. 374.
of tho fact that his car is being
Since taking Tanlac I feel and See's 22 and 21 to the east line of
In Bankruptcy.
held here.
look like a different person.
I tho Albuquerque Grant: thence In the Matter
of Pietro Orrico,
have a splendid appetite and my
along the east line of said
Bankrupt.
KHIjED111..IN EXPLOSION. man aigesuon is jusr. periecc. j. sieep ' north
errant
to the south line of Coal ave
District of New Mexico ss.
Roxana.
Dec. 5. Ono
or nine hours every night and nue; thence west along the south
On this 30th day of November.
was killed and four others are in eight
In the morning feeling fresh line of Coal avenue to the east line A. D. 1921, on
get
up
of
reading the petition
serious condition as the result
and
me
friends
tell
I'm
happy. My
of Mulberry street; thence north for discharge of Pietro Orrico,
an explosion which occurred in the
now and I certainly along
alwaya
smiling
the east line of
bankrupt, it is ordered by the court,'
Roxana Potroleifm company plant
m enjoying life street to the north line Mulberry
of East that a- hearing be had upon th
here this evening, when seme new ought to be, lor I
again."
same on the Gth day of January,
east
avenue;
thence
Marquette
for
refining apparatus, being tested,
Tanlac Is sold in Albuquerque by
the north Una of East Mar- A. D. 1922. before George C. Taylor,
the first time, gave way.
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all along
avenue to the east line of a Referee in Bankruptcy of said
other leading druggists everywhere. quette
tho Albuquerque Grant; thence court, at Albuquerque, In said
Adv.
north along said grant line to the district, at 10 o'clock In the fore
north line of Sec. 21: thence east noon; and that notice thereof be
the north line of See's 21 and published
in the Albuquerque
Mra. Laura M. Ho.vt Recommends along
22 to the N. E. Cor. of Sec. 22; Morning
Journal, a newspaper
s mulcts.
luamnerinin
south
thence
in
east
said
line
the
of
along
district, and that
printed
Musterole drives pain nway and
"I have' freauentlv used Cham- - Sec. 22 to the place of beginning.
all known creditors and other perbrings in its place delicious, soothing
And it further
to the sons in interest may appear at tha
comfort. Just rub it in gently.
three years, and I have found them Board that the saidappearing
East Albuquer- said time and place and show
It is a clean, white ointment, made snlondld foramheadachetoo and bilious
contains streets and alleys, and cause, if any they have, why the
que
pleased, at the business and residential district
only
with oil of mustard. It will not blister attacks.. I
of the said petitioner should
time, to speak a word in praise thereof, and business and residen- prayer
like the
not be granted.
mustard plaster. any
of tbnrn.' urrltM Mra. Tjiurn. M' tial houses
And It Is further ordered by tha
occupied and used by
Get Musterole today at your drug Hoyt, Rijckport. N. Y.
the inhabitants and residents there- court, that the Referee shall send
store. 35 and 65c in jars end tubes;
of, and the plant, buildings and by mall to all known creditors,
hospital size, $3.00.
campus of the University of the copies of said petition and thta or
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
State of New Mexico, and the res- der, addressed to them at their
H
lo Ketmj
ervoir of the water works of the places of residence, as stated.
CATARRH
COLIN NEBLETT,
city of Albuquerque and the Coun- (Seal)
ef the
U. S. District Judge.
try club house and golf links and
BLADDER
imdivers
,
other houses, buildings,
ATTEST:
. Wt, SKceufal
A true copy,
provements and property which
are subject to great and irreparable
WYLY PARSONS,
Each Canaule
Clerk.
pears name
damage by animals running at
It
GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
further appearing to
large; and
BnmnefeomUerMl'
the Board that It J the desira o,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
E1,

fUt

natlnn-ivfdp-

n

.

Oar-el- a.
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President of the Cleveland
Club Plans to Make One
or Two Trades at the
Annual Meeting Dec. 4,
n Tha AmmIsIMI
Cleveland, O., Dec. 6. When the
American league season opens. It t3
likely that some of the familia"
faces will be missing from the
Hne-u- n
of the Cleveland Indians.
James C. Dunn, president of th)
club, plans to make one or two
trades at the annual meeting, of
the American league at New lork
December 14. The club also wlil
at the minor
be represented
leagues meeting in Buffalo, D'
cember t and new players may be
obtained at that time.
The first step to strengthen the
team was taken when a JeaI was
made with the Pittsfleld club or
last year':
the Eastern league,
pennant winners, whereby Walter
Hammond, manager and second
baseman, was acquired by the In
dians. With Hammond in unl
form, second base will be protected in case of an Injury to
and a substitute
Wambsganss
shortstop Is insured should any.
to
Sewell.
thing happen
"There have been reports mat
I planned making a trade with the
Athletics whereby Steve O'Neill
and other players would be ex
Catcher Perkins,
changed for

Pitcher Harris and Inflelder

Du

gan," President Dunn said. "Noth
ing to them. Mack has assured me
none of his players is for trade or
sale.
President Dunn also declared the
Indians would. take n different
route north from their spring
Last
training camp at Dallas.
year they came by way of Pan An
Chatta.
tonio, Houston, Mobile,
This year
nooga and Cincinnati.
Manager Speaker intends to go
from Dallas to Oklahoma City and
then to Kansas City. Other dates
have not been arranged, but It !s
believed the itinerary will include
some Three-- I league cities and
The Indians will
Indianapolis.
play in Columbus, O., April 9 and
10.

r

-t- hat Spicy

vei?-tatl-

.

(Br The Aanncluted Trent.)
Now York, Dec. 5. Four of the
United States bonds made new high
records on the slock exchange to
day during further extensive in
vestment purchases.
Liberty second 414's at 97.80 rose
20 cents per $100 and tho fourth
at 98.14 showed a similar
AT
gain.
Both Victory issues
C. OF C. AND THE "Y"
touched
DUKE CITY WILL BE
100.02
against the previous max
DOING ACTIVE WORK imum as
or. par.
WELL REPRESENTED
Total dealings in Liberty and
v
AT RIVERSIDE MEET
Men and boy who ere out of a Victory Issues approximated $!),- of
Job are calling at the chamber
000,000 or about forty per cent of
Bimnn fitorn and J. C. Baldrldge, commerce and the Y. M. C, A. every tne day s operations.
who day in the hope of getting a line on
two former Albuquerqueans
are now living in southern Califor. either permanent or temporary
nla, will assist in representing the work. A largo number of men
city at the meeting of the South- have been placed by both organizawest league at Riverside, Calif., tions during the past few weeks.
when the problems of the Colorado It is urged by the officials, that
river will be discussed. Although persons needing workers list the
"II" Theater Thomas H. Ince
both of the men are temporarily jobs with both ot the organizapresents one of his triumphs, entl- California, wires to the tions so that they will be available tied
living
"The Cup of Life." with
Chamber of Commerce Btate thrit when men call for them. Both the
Bosworth and an
they are still Albuquerque boosters "Y"' and the chamber maintain free also showing "Current Events"cast;
and
and would bo glad for the oppor- employment bureaus.
Burton Holmes' "Travelogue" pic
tunity to assist in representing the
tures.
of
A
number
cjty at the meeting.
RECORDS OF GEORGE
Son of
Ijyrio Theater ."The
other Albuquerqueans will also
one of the great pic.
GEAKE NOW ON SALE Walllngford,"
tures of the year, Is still
at the
Lyric, and drawing big crowds at
MAN
of
host
friends
Geake's
SHOT
each
SOCORRO
George
show, afternoon and evening;
and admirers will be glad to hear the management la repeating the
IN TEXAS HOLD-U- P
;
that two of the records he made comedy, "The Skipper's Narrow
last summer have arrived in AI Escape."
n
cattleThe titles are "A
Postlmo Theater Harold Oood- J. J. Baca,
buquorque.
man of Socorro, was shot and se Dream" and "Somewhere a Voice win is starring la "Oliver Twist,
modernized from Charles
riously Injured Sunday when he Is Calling." Both are solos with Jr.,"
Dickens' novel by F. McGrew Wil.
and two friends were held up by violin accompaniment.
was
He
Tex.
near
The
Okeh
who
made
also
Us;
Eloctra,
the
bandits
people,
presenting reels of "Fox
removed to Dr. Wellor's hospital records, have placed the Albu mows- - pictures and "Mutt and
at Electra, and hopes are extend- quorque assignment under the Jen cartoons. .
ed for his recovery.
querque consignment under the
- Details of the
Both numbers are on the same
attempted hold-u- p
were not available last night. Baca two face record.
They can be
was shot once through the breast, heard at New Mexico Phonograph
Moving Picture Funnies
un
company, of which Mr. Geake is
while his companions escaped
I manager.
harmed.

r

of the sunlight
These
changes.
colors aro supposedly made by vegetation, which grows only in tho
sunlight of tho lunar day. "There
could be no largo expanses of
on the moon," declares Mr.
Miller, "as there are 'on the cuth,
because there Is practically no atmosphere and the tempencure s
too low. The plant life, If it exists
at all, Is of a most moager an I
primitive sort, flaring up like mushrooms in tho heat of the lunar day,
which Is approximately two of our
weeks In length, and dying in the
inconceivably low temperature of
tho lun'ir night. It is Ukaly 'hat
vegetation is confined to a few
of the craters, which may contain
water and a store of heat."
Mars has some atmospherl, and
also water vapor, which we on earth
regard as essential to life, avers Mi.
Miller. "Tho fact, too. that Mvrs'
days are about the same as our3 and
her years approximately twlie as
long loans ono to conclude irom
analogy that Mars lias at !;nst a
vegetable life," declares tho pro
fessor. "Ureat
colored patches
suggest wide expanses of vegetation.
A blue green
color stnrU at the
border of tha molting polar cap
and graduBlly extonls down the
aurfnee of Mars. T'no colors are
supposedly plar.l lifn growing on
the banks cf earn is. Th') regularity
of the long innr!;inis has lod af- tronomers to cm Mii'le I bat tlu canals were constructed by intelligent
beings. Then, s o tie cnnals nu't
positions Bomtiiivs in ns shrrt a!his tugtime as three
onj from
one
gests riralnlr.g water
1?
these conrnnnl to nno;.hr.
Mars
on
nrn
jectures
trio, people
How
would bo lilgMv int.iil-ntever they niiftlit be radically differns
in
ami
menta'itv
ent from
bodily
form in thinking nf their appearance and InleHigriiee th? mind unconsciously reverts to i!i3 strange
by ibe fancy of
beings created
Swift In 'Gulliver's Travsls.' although, of course, It Is not Intend td
to bo ronvrvpd that there Is a scientific bnelH for such a comparison."
Mr. Miller savs that the Idea of
Martian
originated
Inhabitancy
with Schlnpnrclli in 1S77, but that
con
astronomers
have
later
many
curred In his opinion.

wis

us-sa-

,

I

there is considerable evidence in
suppport of Professor William It.
Pickering's recent announcements
that the moon and Mars have vegetable life, and that it is not improbable that Mars also supports
an animal existence.
Professor Miller says that certain color on the surface of the
moon seems to spread as the slau1;

on a perjury charge in connection
with her testimony.
was
A preliminary
hearing
waived by the defense on the prohibition charge and the Neighbors
case was continued until Wednesday,
Previous to the calling of thess
cases, District Attorney Brady an
announced that he was investigating information that aVi attempt
was made to intimidate Mrs. Helen
M. Hubbard, one of the jurors of the
manslaughter trial. She voted for
conviction consistently.
Brady said he might present the
matter to the grand Jury for an exhaustive Inquiry.
Police Lieutenant William Lambert, mentioned in connection with
was
the Intimidation . charges,
asked by Chief of Police O'Brieu
to make a full statement.
The prohibition violation charge
arose out of the serving and consumption of liquor at the party in
Arbuckla's rooms In the Hotel St,
Francis on September
6, during
which he is alleged to have inMis3
jured
Virginia Rappe, motion
picture actress. The manslaughter
trial resulted from Miss Kappe'ii
death.
Denies Telephoning.
Gus Ollva, commiesion merchant,
denied today that he had tele
phoned to Mrs. Hubbard's husband
Sir John Bnddelcy in his new gown, asking
that the latter send a note;
and Lady Baddeley.
to his wife in the Jury room ad- -'
to change her vote from
Sir John Baddeley, head of a vising her The
outbound train
London printing firm, was recently HrynAthyn.
yesterday some one representinaugurated as the new lord mayor ing himself to bo Ollva had given
of London. He is known as a "true him such a message over the tele
cockney," having lived anoV worked phone.
within the "sound of Bow Bells"
Oliva said there had been ill feel
aver since his birth, seventy-nin- e
ing between tho Hubbards on one
side and himself and his brother
years ago.
on the other and that once he had
Hubbard arrested, tho case being
out of court later.
settled
DR. E. W. NELSON TO
Mrs. Hubbard once was a
In the Ollva commission
SPEAK AT G. P. A.
according to Gus Ollva.
SMOKER THURSDAY firm,
A new grand Jury was sworn in
tonight. Other organization busiDr. E. W. Nelson, chief of the ness was transacted and no effort B0ATRIGHT BOWLERS
U. 8. biological survey bureau, will kwas made to present Mrs. Hub
be the main speaker at the smoker bard s charges of alleged IntimidaDEFEAT ARN0T TEAM
to be held by the Albuqucrquo tion to it. Tho new body will hold
BY A CLOSE MARGIN
busiGame
association its first meeting for regular
Protective
Thursday evening at 7:45 o'clock ness on the evening of December
maintained
at the Chamber of Commerce par- 12.
bowlers
Boatrlght
lors. Dr. Nelson, who is a souththeir place at tho head of the class
west man, having resided at St.
"U" bowlers last night nt the i
John, Ariz., Is familiar with tho
alleys by defeating the Arnot team
two out of three games. Kelly
game situation in tho southwest CHANG E S
and will probably devote a great
of tho Boatrlght team, rolled the
part of his address to local federal
high score of 207. Arnot made the
He It
and state game problems.
second high score with 198.
also expected to touch upon tho
The Bcores follow:
proposed public shooting grounds
Jloatrlght.
170 135 207
proposition.
Kelly

-
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Information late today was that
all packing houses hern operated
with greatly reduced forces, alat
though official statements made
nackine house headquarters earn
had estimated the number of strik
ers at about 25 per cent. The strik
was felt most severely at the Cuda
hy plant, according to a Cudahy of.
ficlal.
Keversl trucks, atten ptlng
ak
rrntsB to Kansas City Mo., f
local deliveries of meat were turn Jd
hnr-tnrtnv bv strickers. One drive:
was nulled from his seat and
Yiaa ton
Immediately after the Industrial
court's announcement. Mayor l.iir
ton and Chief of Police Zirr.mor
visited the five big packing house
plants and addressed the crowds
gathered outside. told the crowds
Mayor Burton
that it was illegal unaer me rwan
nn ft In w for them to congregate out
side the plants that it constituted
Intimidation and that unless the
nrowds dispersed on orders of th
DOlire it would mean national
crnnrdRmen would take charge.
In front or me Armour
after the mayor's talk, G. W. Reedo
negro commanding the forces
strikers, urged hi followers to dls
Derse and refrain from congregar.
inr at the Dacking houses tomor
row. He said a lew ouservura
would be outside the plant to re
nnrt events there. At all tne pacts
inir nlnnts the mayor was cheered,
and left each plant amr nis iami
Meanwhile a numner or union
flciala appeared before the Indus
rial rnnrt and told of circumstnnnpa leadina- un to the strike
They said there was dissatisfaction
with the wage cut and that the
amnloves were not fairly repre
ontnrt under the Dlant council ays.
tern.' The hearing will be resumed
tomorrow.

,a,c:::::v

Ar-buc-

San Francisco, Calif,, Dec 6.
Two courts were concerned today
with the aftermath of the man.
slaughter trial of Rosc'oe C. (Fat- a
ty) Arbuckle, which ended in
In tho
disagreement yesterday.
tho
commissioner's
division of
United States district court, an
appearance was made for Arbuckio
in an answer to a prohibition violation charge and simultaneously
in the polioe court Mrs. Minnie
Neighbors, witness for the defense

at
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Half a loaf is better

than none, sometimes. But
once you've tried Spur's spicy
blend you won't be
satisfied with anything short
of a cigarette that's'll-therc- "
in taste
Try Spur for
af

(Dr The AMOt'lated Trew.)

and the other distinguished men
on the train will muke a public
appearance, according to a wire received by the chamber of commerce last night. It was hoped
that the train would make a stop

MARTIA

CONCLUSION

NEIGHBOR S

Defense

:

The Anhucliilei Pre.)
Denver, Colo., Dec. 6. Judge
Clarence J. Morley In the district

BST

151 NHABITED

(I5y Tlie AbkucIv.i.J l'rcm.)
in
Witness
Emporia, Kans., Deo. 5. Is Mars
inhabitud?
Does it support any
in
Case Appears
kind of plant life? Does the moon
With
sustain
in
form
Connection
of vegetation? II.
Court
any
F.
professor of astronomy at
Her Testimony at Trial. theMiller,
College of Kmporia, thinks that

Or fl P r Q Marshal Foch will stop for one
Colorado Judge
House
Employes tnis morning, enroute to ;i Paso,
Packing
his special train is schedBack to Posts Until Con- where
uled to arrive at 2:80 this aftertroversy Can Be Probed. noon. the
it
is an
OSy

II

PERJURY CHARGE

LONDON CALLED
"TRUE COCKNEY"

SHORT

TO

RETURMTOW0HKI

NEW MAYOR OF

Page Seven

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

LUTTRELL

Funeral services
Marguerite Luttrell were
held yesterday morning at Strong
Brothers chapel at 10 o'clock, Rev.
In
Charles McKean officiating.
terment was in Fairylew cemetery.
for

Mrs.

GRIEGO The funeral of Luca- rlta Orlego, who died Sunday morning, at her residence at El Cedro,
N. M., will be held this afternoon
Cut out tha metura on nil four from the family residence to the
sides. Then carefully fold dotted Catholio church, where services will
line 1 its entire length. Then dot- be held. Burial will be in Juan
ted lines, and so on. Pold each Tofnas cemetery.
Crollott is in
section
underneath accurately charge.
When completed
turn over and
ALDERETE
The funeral of
you'll find a surprising result. Save
the pictures.
Jesus Alderete. who died Saturday
night, at his residence afc.Pernlta, N.
In India certain species of fish M., will be held this morning from
can live out of water a day or two, the residence to the Catholic
church
and on a hot summer's day they where high mass will be read.
may be seen strolling rather clum Burial will be in Peralta cemetery.
Crollott is in charge.
sily across the fields.
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New fork
matter at the postoffice
under act o( Congress of
4

8 B. 42d St..

of Albuquerque, N. M.,
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 16c:
00,
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"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
ratine than la accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Directory
Newspaper
The ooly paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
the use, for republication of all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
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READY TO IIFXP,

It Is beyond understanding why W. A. Hawkins,
given the choice of a direct or a devious route to
accomplish his ends, will inevitably choose the devious and objectionable method. Whether practice
or temperament Is responsible the onlooker can only
conjecture.
The people living in the upper sections of New
Mexico have never had the slightest objection to
the people in the south part of tho state asking for
a national park. The rest of the state has stood
ready at all times to assist in any possible way In
the accomplishment of that laudable purpose. All
that was necessary was for these southern counties,
to frankly call a convention of their own peoplt-complete their plans, and then tell the rest of the
state what could be done to assist.
But Mr. Hawkins could not do as simple a thin?
as that. He must call a convention of "the people
of New Mexico" to undertake the project. Probably
Mr. Hawkins thought no one from the north or
central part of the state would be present, and that
he could put over the convention in the name of
"the people of New Mexico."
The presence of three or four delegates from the
n
sections of the state required a
hasty "executive session" from which Mr. Hawkins
asked the Albuquerque and Santa Fe representatives to withdraw. The plan was then revamped to
exclude them from participation in the organization,
and to confine its membership to the south. It was
a steamroller proposition when no steamroller vtat.
neoded. All that was necessary was to have called
a convention of the southern counties and made the
in
plans. The rest of the state would have waited
a cordial spirit to learn what might be done to help
our friends in the south. It was an illustration of
Hawkins' methods.
The only objection the people of the
part of the state have ever had to the call
was that they did not wish something done In the
name of "the people of New Mexico" which would
put them In the position of saying that they believed
all government benefits should be given the south,
If this were done and later the north should ask for
national parks or rational monuments, we were
once
likely to be told that New Mexico had agreed
that her park was to be in the south and that sh?
was entitled to nothing more. We simply wished
to refrain from foreswearing ourselves.
This organization now Is frankly made up of tho
southern counties. There Is no reason in the world
lend
why the rest of the state can not and will not
successevery possible aid in bringing its plans to a
At a later date the south will
ful culmination.
in
doubtless,
procuring for tho north-centrhelp,
section whatever its people decide they may want.
No one should feel the slightest Irritation toward
our brethren in thf south over (.he rather curt treatment the delegates from this section received in the
The people down there greeted our
convention.
delegates cordially and had nothing to do with the
was in
lily methods used by Mr. Hawkins, who
Mr. Hawkins merely "got them in bad"
charge.
as usual.
The south needs but to tell the rest of the state
what it can do to help. Whatever that may be
will be done heartily. Everybody wants the monument to succeed promptly and fully. Mr. Hawkins
did not need to put a couple of Fall appointees to
region on the roll
federal office in the north-centras "honorary vice presidents" in order to get this
We are ready to help because our
hearts prompt us to help, not because Mr. Hawkins
subterfuge. Had
"kidded" anybody by his worn-ohe placed them on the executive committee, i.i
which all the power Is reposed, both the upper part
of the state and these estimable gentlemen might
have been embarrassed.
Let the south tell us what wo can do to help:
central-norther-

north-centr-

ut

RED CROSS SEALS.
There are numerous pleas in a general way and
in each community in a particular way for worthy
causes, but there is none more worthy or quite so
unobstrusive as the annual sale of Christmas Red
Cross seals, the returns from which are used for
the fight against tuberculosis.
Investment In these seals requires only such a
sum as the Individual requires to spend, from one
cent upwards. Even the poorest may have a real
part in making up a fund that in other years hai
done so much in relieving sufferers and in fighting
the physical foe of so many persons. The penny
seal speaks eloquently of the power of small thing-when they are gathered together and applied in ths
mass. The child who invests a penny in a Red
Cross seal has made a direct contribution to Us
spirit of benevolence.
Plans have been made early for the distribution
of the Christmas seals and this distribution should
be as widespread as possible. Not only will this
plan Increase the revenue to the conizations engaged in fighting the white plague, but it will enable more persons to receive the benefit that comes
from participating in raising the money. The campaigns in which the Red Cross seal plays a prominent part were not planned altogether for the raising of money, but for the educational value that accompanies them. It is Important that the attention
of the publlo be called periodically to the importance of adopting methods of prevention in the warfare on tuberculosis.
The Christmas seals stand for better health
which comes from better living conditions and
proper sanitation. The seals should be sold by the
millions this year in order that the excellent work
made possible through their sales may not be curtailed but extended everywhere.
)

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS.
The more practical minded find no ground for
dissatisfaction with the three weeks' progress of the
True, nothing
limitation armaments conference.
positive has been accomplished, unless presentation
of the American proposal for reduction of navies
and China's principles touching consideration of
Far Eastern questions may be regarded as such.
The hopes of some idealists have been disappointed,
but, were it possible for them to be realized In so
short a time there would have been no conference,
for none would have been needed.
It were better that the new world order be es- .

)'.-

-

tablished on a substantial business basis than

issues and the two Victory issues.
the latter at a slight fraction over
par, were among new high records
in the bond list. Other issues were
uncertain on the heaviness of Mexicans. Total sales, par value, aggregated $21. 850,000.
Closing bids:
so1!
American aeei eugar
32
American Can
American Smelting & Rerg. . 44
.
32
Tobacco.
American Sumatra
116
American T. & T
12
American Zinc
46
Anaconda Copper
89
Atchison
37
Baltimore & Ohio
66
'Bethlehem Steel "B"
17
Butte and Superior
44
California Petroleum
118
Canadian Pacific
31
,
Central Leather
57
Chesapeake & Ohio. '
21
C. M. & St. P
27 M
Chino Copper
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar...
11
Krle
76 hi
Orent Northern pfd
37
Inspiration Copper
66
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
25
Kennecott Copper
110
Louisville & Nashville
112
Mexican Petroleum
26
Miami Copper
18
Pacific
Missouri
f9
Montana Power
74 Vi
New York Central
81
Northern Pacific
34
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14M
72,i
Reading
B4H
Rep. Iron & Steel
22
&
Oil
Sinclair
Refining
80
Southern Pacifio
19
Southern Railway
78
Studebaker Corporation
45
Texas Co.
56
Tobacco Products
126
Union Pacific
83 54
United States Steel
69
Utah Copper

THE ALTOGETHER TOO FRIENDLY COP.

e

semblance of It proceed from mere emotionalism,
which would leave essential details to be worked ou.
The world has in effect a unanimous conviction
that armaments should be reduced and the rights
of nations recognized in order that potential cause3
of war shall be removed. The real assignment of
the conference is the drawing up of agreements In
which will be embodied precise definitions of the
commitments of all concerned.
In essence the task of the conference does not
differ greatly from that confronting a group of business men drawn together to organize a corporation
or contract for the manufacture and sale of articles
of commerce.
Put that way it takes on a sordid
aspect to those who are convinced that moral issues
are all that need to be considered and decided
However, the moralities can not be excluded from '
any business problem, though they may not loom
so portentously in a commercial contract as In an
undertaking between nations designed to assure
world peace. But they. are indispensable to any
a
binding agreement voluntarily entered into at
thereto.
of
the
minds
of
parties
meeting
It is desirable and necessary that every aspeci
of every question brought forward be considered
with exceeding care. Objections by Great Britain,
Japan, France and Italy to some details of the
Hughes program, if made in good faith, are to b9
v.elcomed.
They will not necessarily thwart the
dishigh purposes of the conference. Frank, honest
cussion is the only means by which differences, real
or apparent, can be reconciled. The sincere deslro
for accomplishment of righteous agreements avowed
the
by all the participants makes solid ground for
universal trust that there shall be a meeting of
era of good will
minds on details, and the longed-fo- r
shall be ushered in.

)

NO "WONDER.
DOING, WELL
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A writer in the London Dally News tells of the
grip that gambling in exchanges has taken upon
the
large numbers of Germans. Universal gambling, the
correspondent says, is rapidly breaking down
morale of the German people, and tjiey are losing
interest in everything of a stable character, intent
tha
only on making a fortune or losing it through
fluctuation of money.
Persons in Germany who realize the danger to
the nation's life appear to be helpless in stemming
the flood of speculation which has been let loose by
economic conditions. Instead of working and sav
asscsts of the nation
ing in order to conserve the
and increase the value of tne currency, ucrmaua
are making a gambler's device of the nation's financial distress.

THEIR ONLY CHOICE.
It's either the open door or the open season

China.

Dallas News.

TERSE THEATRICAL CRITICISM.
A Cleveland man who has seen Babe Kutn in
vaudeville hopes Judce Landis will fine him a mil- lion dollars. Toledo Blade,
MUST HAVE C.AIXED IT BY DEGREES.
Marshal Foch hos gained ten pounds, but wis
probably weighed with his new medals on. Shoo
and Leather Reporter.

v v

DIVIDENDS, ALREADY.
Since the marines were placed on mall train..
the net result of attempts to hold up Uncle Sam Is
three dead bandits. Perhaps the outlaws will learn
something after a while. Detroit Free Press.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
HEROISM IN A PROFESSION.
(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
Dr. Adolph Lorenz, famous Viennese surgeon, is
said to have been apprehensive a little while ago
that he would not be cordially received In this country because of the late unpleasantness between his
Austria
and ours. Whatever doubts of
nation
that kind he may have had must have been dissolved long before now in the light of what he hai
seen in New York where he is besieged by a ho.st
of cripples making pitiful pleas for his professional
aid.
bloodless surgery
In the practice of
that is, in the scientific manipulation of parts of th-human body to correct structural defects D.
Lorenz has long enjoyed an international reputation.
His fame had preceded him to the United States
when, 16 or more years ago, he came over at the
behest of J. Ogden Armour, Chicago packer, to treat
the tatter's daughter, Lollta Armour, for a congenital trouble of the hip Joints. He had a very large
measure of success with that case. His skill at that
time showed to equal advantage in other instances.
Dr. Lorenz has discovered that there is no harboring of prejudice against him on account of the
late war. He Is here on an errand of mercy and if
reports from New York are correct he is sacrificing
his own health and comfort to minister to thosi
whose physical mechanisms are defective for one
reason or another. There is no nationality, no sectionalism, in the esteem of men for one of their fellows who lends his skill and knowledge to mako
human bodies function more efficiently and to lessen the pain that racks them.
By all accounts Dr. Lorenz has richly earned title
to that heroism which submerges thoughts of self
in the passion to be of service to others. He is said
to be drawing unduly on his own strength in his efforts to impart new strength to those who implore
his help. If the human race were made up of persons of that type there would have been no world
war and no tragic aftermath thereof.

Bedtime S tor let
For Little Ones
By Howard

H.

Uarlti

j

Copyright. 1921, by McClurc
Newspaper Syndicate.
AND
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Uncle Wissily Lorgcars, the ni-- o
bunny ra! bit gentleman, waa in
the drug storo of Dr. I'orsum cno
evening to buy n piece of co.irt
planter for hia pink nose, whichhad a scratch on It, wiicn h?i hapj,Cned to r,eo Uncle Butter, ihr oi l
ircntleman Boat, having a i ac,.a ;a
wrapped up in white paper and
tied with pink s'riwj.
"Are you uu;!ng court p'aster,
also?" asked the bunny of the
goat.
"No, I'm buying soap," answered Uncle Butter.
"Why, this Isn't wash day," eala
the rabbit gentleman.
for wash"And thin Isn't
ing clothes that I'm buying I "
laughter Uncle Butter. "This
fancy, perfumed soap that Auvt
Lcttla wanted me to get for her
bath. Why don't you get rome for
Nurse Jane? Here, look how nice
it Is!"
The kind old goat gentleman
oponed tho package and showed
Uncle Wiggily some pink, blue, red
and yellow cakes of soap in a
fancy box. Uncle Wiggily took
long, sniffling smell.
"What a lovely perfume!" he
said.
"Isn't it!" bleated the goat. "Of
course, such soap Is too fancy for
you and me, but the ladies like this
kind, Better get some for Nurse

'

i

J

QK.wKai

Jane."
"I will," decided Uncle Wiggily.
"I told her I'd be homo early, but
I've lingered here a bit late. And
If I take her some nice perfumed
soap she won't scold me for staying. Wrap me up some of that

a itmny

ta-slel"

the kind you think they are. You
did not let me finish what I started to say. These are cakes
"Tut! Tut! It matters not to me
what kind of cakes they are!"
broke in the Fox. "I can eat any
soap, Dr. Possum, if you please." kind of cake chocolate cake,
Bo Dr. Possum did so, and then
cake, cinnamon cake or even
Uncle Wiggily, smelling like a drui? French pastry squidgie - squldgie
store, started to hop home to his cakes. I like 'em all! Here! Oive
hollow' stump bungalow one way, me those cakes!"
Most rudely and Impolitely the
while Uncle Butter went the other,
each carrying some cakes of fancy Fox snatched the soap from Uncle
Wlgglly's paw, tore off the paper
perfumed soap.
"Nurse Jane will surely like and when he saw the pretty yellow,
this," said Uncle Wlgerlly to him- red, blue and white cakes, the Fox
self, as he hopped through the howled:
"Oh, how good they smell I Try-Inwoods, stopping now and then to
to fool me, aren't you, pretendtake a snlfty smell of the sweet
soap. "She surely will like this." ing these cakes are too good for
Every time the rabbit gentleman me! Yum! Yum! What a feast I
smelted the package of soap he shall have! Oh, you cakes!" and
liked, it more and more, and he he stuck out his tongue at them.
"You had better give me back
was quite pleased to be taking
Nurse Jane home a little present those cakes, Mr. Fox," said Uncle
so she wouldn't scold him for stay- Wiggily. "You'll make a mistake
if you eat them. They don't taste
ing out a bit late.
as good as they smell."
"Miss Fuzry Wuzzy will certain"Nonsense!" howled the Fox.
ly like this!" said the bunny for

of"
mo-less-
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MARKETS.

LIVESTOCK

Chicago, Dec 5 Cattle Reslow;
ceipts, 22,000; beef eteei-3- ,
early sales steady; quality 7 r. plain;
offerings around $0.00?i s ; she
stock and bulls steady; stockers
and feeders steady; veal calves
dull bidding evenly lower.
fairly
Hogs Receipts, 48,000;
active, 10c to 20c. lower than Sat- butchers
off
most,
average;
urctay's
but most
shippers buying liberally,
of smaller houses out of market on
account of strike. Top, $7.10 for
light lights; practical top, $7.00;
bulk, $3.uOSj)fl.75; pigs, 10c to 15o,
lower.
fat
23,000;
Sheep Receipts,
lambs and light fat sheep, steady to
lambs
fat
$0.75;
top,
early,
strong;
some held higher; bulk early,
culls, $7.50(8.50;
$10.25010.50;
good light fat ewej, $5.25; talkint
feeders.
on
steady
.

Kansas

1

I

V

4s,

i&

4;

4.

6S6.

(By Tne Amnrlatsd PrM.)
New York, Dec. 6. Maximum
prices for tho year were made by
a number of Issues In the stock and
bond lists today. Many of these
gains Were subjected to sharp
downward revision, however, late
in the session.
Rails coi tinued their listless
Investment
and Junior
course,
shares making only slight changes.
from
of
several
the more
Apart
speculative foreign and domestic
Issues, oils, notably Mexican Petroleum, General Asphalt, Houston,
Middle States and Transcontinental
were relatively dull and Irregular.
Greatest activity and strength
were shown by equipments, steels,
motors and kindred accessories.
Shippings, food specialties and textiles made variable advances. Lima
locomotive, a comparatively obscure
industrial, was the strongest feature, at a net gain of 11 points.
Heaviness of tobaccos, leathers
and a few unclassified Issues evidently was due more to neglect by
bull pools than to any specific
causes. Sears Roebuck continued
to weaken, repeating its low record of the years.
Sales, 776,000
shares.
Call money dropped from S to
4
per cent early in the afternoon.
Except the German rate, which
was moderately reactionary, all foreign exchanges rallied briskly from
last week's late reaction. Sterling
rose 3 cents and the various continental bills were higher by 7 to
20 points.

L

4s

Liberty second and fourth

Trade Mark Registered C.

.

S.

New York. Dec 8. Foreign exchange strong. Great Britain demand,
cables,
4.07.
France 4.06;
demand, '7.45; cables,
7.47. Italy demand, 4.32; cables,
4.33. Belgium demand, 7.24; cables, 7.25. Germany demand,
Holland
cables,
demand,
36.75; cables. $5.81.
Norway deSweden demand,
mand, 14.45.
23.90.
Denmark demand, 18.65.
Switzerland demand. 19.23. Spain
demand, 14.08. Greece demand,
4.07.
Argentina demand, 32.50.
Brazil demand, 13.12, Montreal,

.43;

.44.

.9115-1-

NEW YORK METALS,
New York,
Dec. E. Copper
steady, electrolytic spot and nearTin,

$31.50;

c; later. 13c14c.
firm; spot and nearby,

future,

$31.62.

Iron steady; No.
No.
$21.00
22.00;
$20.0021.00; No,

HIS PC
AHfr

WrM- -3

flat-lo- p

1
2

Northern,
Northern,

roll-lo- p

with

desks,

WesMarble;

FOR SALE Furniture of a five-roohouse, practically new and absolutely
sanitary, complete $400. City Realty Co
207 West Quid, phono 687.

PERSONAL
VIOLIN 'essons by a French violinist.
7
(22 Bomh Broadway, phone 1SB1-PIIRF.KOLOOIST
SARAH M. JONES, 112 Cornell avenue,'
phone 2160-Wit N'l ED Private pupils; teich'.-- l has
special training for primary grudts.
219 Nirth High, phono 1193--

TEXT BOOK of

WALL STREET
1922

Kansas City, Dec. (. Eggs. un.
changed; firsts, 503 251c; seconds,
810.

Butter

crjancry, unchanged,!
45c; packing, one C'jnt lower. 2"c
Poultry, hens; heavies, lo hlgh-- j

Edition

now ready for free

distribution

McCall, Riley & Co.
Memban ConaoIMtted
Stock

20

of New

fctXtibftng

Broad St.,

Patent Office)

York

New York

By Gena Byrnes

GfJ5

i,

desk and tw
chairs; alrcrrt
Co., U5 houtti

new.
Second.
FOR BALE Heating stove, dresser, buffet, kitchen cabinet, library table, sanitary cot, two rockers, book case. 411
Barber-Maitlan- d

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kftgg

)

FOK SALE One

2 Southern,
$18.00019.00.
Lead, steady; spot, $4.704.80.
Zinc, quiet; East St. Louis delivery, spot, $4.80(94.85.
Antimony spot, $4.56.
Foreign bar silver, 6$e.
Mexican dollars. 60 He.

-

MANr-fhon-

167J-- J.
kind of work
WANTED Odd jobs carpentering, painting and rout repairing Phune 1458-IF YOU ar thinking of building, phon
1929-J- ;
plana furnished tree; all wor
guaranteed

6.

by, 13

313

A .

J

fvwfOt -- toLDtrK

"!'

DO-

rTii

4s, 3s, 4s,

FOREIGN EXCHANGE,

(

i

sacked, $1.60 1.75 cwt; Wisconsin
bulk, $1.70(8)1.90 cwt.; Minnesota
sacked red and white. $1.60 Si 1.75
cwt.; sacked Red River, $1.00()1.70
cwt.; Idaho sacked russets, $2.00
2.15 cwt.
i

3s,

4s,

THE MARKETS

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams

f

roosters, 15c.
Potatoes, northern white, steady;
western stock weak; Wisconsin,

"You're trying to save them tor
yourself. I shall eat them all!'"
Most greedily he crammed all
the cakes of soap into his Jaw..
Qulckiy he chewed them up, and
then, all of a sudden, he began to
foam at the mouth, and he held
hia paws on his stomach and
howled:
Oh,
"Oh, what funny cakes!
how wretched I am! Oh, what a
funny taste! Oh, I feel Just like
Oh! Oh! Oh!"
a barber shop!
And away he ran through the
woo!s, foam and lather dripping
all tho way, and my! How Uncio
Wiggily did laugh!
"I guess that Fox will be so
clean he will not need a bath for
a ' week!" chuckled the bunny.
Then he hopped back to Dr. Possum's cirug atore, bought more
soap for Nurse Jane, and this tlnvi
He safely
nothing
happened.
reached his bungalow with tho
cakes.
scented
And if the stick of peppermint
candy doesn't go out to beat tho
NEW YORK MONEY.
dusty carpet and get chopped up
next
tell
I'll
for firewood,
you
New York, Dec. 6. Call money
about Uncle Wiggily and Sammle'
steady; high, 6; low,
ruling
gun.
rate, 6; closing hid, 4; offered at
last loan,
Time loans
CARPENTERING
steady; 60 days, 6; 90 days. 6; six
months, 0. Prime mercantile paper, PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB

4;

so-'-

He

lit.

4,104
Eggs, hlsher; receipts,
cases; firsts, 64c56c; ordinary
52o;
miscellaneous,
firsts, 45cft)60c;
54c; refrigerator extras, 41c
firsts, 38e(ij)40c.
43c; refrigerator
Poultry, alive, higher; fowls, 14o,
22
c; turkeys, 12c;
024c; springs,

A

time, as
about the
he held the soap to his pink,
And Just then
twinkling nose.
thcio was a rustling in the bushes
jand out popped the Fuzzy Fox.will
"11a! What la it Nurso Jano
jlikc?" suddenly asked the Fox, as
he stood In front of the bunny,
blocking tho path. "What have
Ivoti there?" and ho pointed to tha
package of soap in the bunny's
paw.
"Why, I have here," said Unci 3
WlK"i!v, "Soino cakes "
"i.'a! I kn:.w it! "Somothln
good tor Nurao Jano! Cakes, eh?
Well, if cakes are good for the
mu;i::rat ladv they're twice as gool
for me!" howled the Fox. "I'll cat
C ona cakes first nn-then nibble
your ears! That's what I'll do!"
He reached out his paw to take
the package of soap from the bunny (rentleman.
"Wait a minute, Mr. Fox. Juit
said Una moment, if you please,"
cle Wiggily. "Tho-- o cakes arc not
forty-'lcven- th

I

I. .a
TfcLL thim

c.

co

Veis! Vti'
THIS 15

Htt!

--

32c34c; standards,

42c; seconds,

37

Butter, lower;
44c; firs's. S5cf

2c.

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

ftS

T)".r.

,'xtnvs,

kinds-mostl-

uncle v.iomrY
EO.M'.
fo."

Chicago,

creamery

fc.

.

The gate is closed. OCf to the Golden West,
Its "Observation" gay with waves and cheers,
"The Limited" pulls out with merry Jest,
The Joys of youth, the smile of waning years.
The stately "liner" on Its wheels of steel,
Moves slowly forward with majestic grace,
And in the distance fades its radinnt seal,
And where it erstwhile stood is now but space.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

1MUIPK E

CHICAGO

City, Mo., Dee. 5. Catt
Receipts, 13,000; all elnssos vcr
uneven; early trade limited to klH
lng classes; stockers and feeder!
Chicago, Deo. 5. Wheat under- strong to 25c higher; stockeri
went a setback today, largely as a $4.6O6.00; feeders, $5.00 6.75;
result of selling pressure due more beef steers and fat she stock gen- or less to general relief from erally steady to 25c lower; better
drought In the southwest. The
other
$4.30(?J5.00;
market closed heavy with May grades, $3.5004.00; some heifers
11.15
to $1.16
and
canners and bulla.
July $5.5006.25;
to xi.03. Corn lost
i.U3
c
canners
mostly around
to Ic and oats
c. steady;
to
top
steers, $7.25; other- $2.50; early
Provisions ranged from 6o decline sales,
$4.60 7.00; some choic
to un advance of
heavies held around $8.50: calves.
At first, wheat averaged a little
to weak; best vealers, $9.60.
higher, owing apparently to a mod- steady
Receipts, 5,090; desirable
Hogs
erate demand from houses with
and light butcher hogs. to.
seaboard connections and to Lon lights
10c to 16c lower; packer
don dispatches emphasizing reports shippers,
fully 15c lower; shipper top,
that Japan of late had been a pur- trade
bulk of.
chaser on a large scale. Gossip in $6.70; packer top, $6.65;
sows
some quarters, however, that Jap- sales, $6.406.6O; packingsteady;
anese' buying was in the nature of mostly $5.75y;6.oo; pigs
bulk, $6.706.90.
preparation for war failed to meet
Sheep Receipts, 6.000; killing
any general acceptance.
ewes,
classes
steady;
generally
On the contrary, upturns met $4.25; yearlings,
$8.00; few natlwe
with increased offerings, especially lambs, $9.76; most
fed lots, $9.25:
from southwestern sources and af- (8)9.50.
fecting in particular July, a new
crop month, which touched a new
6.
Cattle Re
Dec.
Denver.
low price record for the season. ceipts. 6.500: steady. 25o higher;
The weakness in July acted as a beef steers, $4.&U(gj.25; cows ana
drag on December and May and the halfara t ? fl S - ralvett Sfl 0(1
market closed at the day's low.
i9.R0: hulls $2.0033.00: stockers
Selling by cash houses 'n corn
feeders, $3.5uB6.uw.
tended to weaken prices of corn and
1.600:
slow.
Hogs
Receipts,
- fAw anlpA ftt S6.50.'
and oats. On the other hand, ex- nororport demand for corn continued
Sheep Receipts, l,uu; sieaay to
and the southern call for oats was
strong; iamus, a.6o iy ?.u; www,
better.
4.25: feeder lambs,
(.tU(
2.60
Provisions were neglected on account of the packing house strike. 8.60.
Close:
Taking Desperate Chances.
Wheat
$1.12;
Dec.
May,
it is trna that manv contract se
Jl.15.
vere colds and recover from them
Corn Dec, 48c; May, 64c.
or
Oats Dec, 32 c; May, 38 c. without taking aany precaution
treatment, and knowledge of this
Pork Jan., $15.20.
fact leads others to take their
Lard Jan. 8.47; May. $8.87.
chances Instead of giving their
Ribs Jan., $7.37; May, $7.72.
colds the needed attention. It
should be borne in mind that ever
LIBERTY BONDS.
cold weakens the lungs, lowers tha
makes the system less able
New York,
Dec. 6. Liberty vitality,
to withstand each succeeding at'
bonds closed:
$96.60; first 4s, tack and paves
the way for the
$97.70 bid; second 4s, $97.60 bid; more serious diseases. Can you affirst
second
$97.88;
ford to take such desperate chances
$97,70; third
$98.14; fourth when Chamberlain's
Cough Rem$98.00; Victory
$99.98; edy, famous for its cures of bad
s, $99.98.
Victory
colds may be had for a trifle?

LIMITED."

And yet tomorrow we shall see again,
Another "Limited" otr to tne west:
Its freight tho tame, youth age, their Joy and pain.
Their sighs and tears, their laugh and merry Jest,
This life Is but a Journey to the West,
To those who gather flowers on the way:
Whose souls can meet with fortltudo the test,
When days of youth become a yesterday.
Joseph R. Wilson in Philadelphia Bulletin

springs unchanged,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
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er 12c21c;
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
PARDON

WELL
rH J WN'T

WOULD XOU MINO

T

C

UENOlNi ME "foOR. OVERCOrVT To RUN
uu.vs TO M CLOG- - I FORCOT MINE
I

A IlEAIi BARGAIN
Ten rooms, ijiodorn;
steam
heat; kooU front and back
screened porches; full Bize lot.
This la a Kood brick house,
close In on paved
located
street and can bo bought as a
real bargain. Call us for an

I

IN

--

by the International News Bervlc.
Ktgistered 0 8 Pa'ent Otllre.

1921
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COAT J

tTm"ATHO(JNO
HOPE HAVENT
I

b
I

By George McManut

INCONVENIENCED

rp

YOO-

01 JUtjT

MOT AT I
ALL- - I

I

-

AOORE TOO FOR COtNC TO

w WINCIM

-

-

COAT-

n

e

ALMOST DAILY
ARE. ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL
WE

I

KNEW TOO BY

7irf

e

"

oh:

'

,

ESTATE?
ANTWITEltE
EXCEPT IN
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS?
WE 1)0
AH parts of
Albuquerque and
Hie Mliolo stale.
I'll! KENT
TWO STOI'.KS
hiciiiimi mi West Contral
avenue. No i l Lirrii.it inn given
over phone.
FOR KENT
S(;ver.tl furnished houses.
Sever;, unl'iii nisiir a houses,
.
at all prices.
FOR SAT.R
Real (loud Homes-EasSliver Ave.'
5
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $7,0110, furnished.
o
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $.",700, furnished.
East Central Ave.
Rcvorul beaiilit'ul new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
Several
dandy
btimralows,
on
priced, $3,G,'.0
up,
easy
terms.
li Ward
New
HiiiiKMlrnv
rooms,
hardwood
porches,
fireplace,
floors, shade and grass,, only
Terms.
$3,750.
TO SEE THESE CALL

I!t

appointment.

C"

1'OIt KENT
Somo very desirable furnished and unfurnished houses and
apartments In all parts of the
city.
us

Tell

D.

what you want
may have It.

we

1921

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.

210 W. Gold.

US AN OFFER
double brick
dwelling with two baths. Five-rooand bath on each side, furonly
nished, separata entrance,
five blocks from postofflce..
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
On

MAKE
a

FLO-SCD-

,
till

In

Realtor

HELP WANTED
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE W. lur 1 sh a!
hinds of help. Try our servOs.
11
Friun 'jnira, pnone 354-WANTED
Capable casliter and manager
ior amau DanK in .New Mexico; muit
lrave A-- l referenees and Invest. Address
jjanK, care Journal.
WANTED Two salesmen of Spanish
desoent; permanent positions with good
pay ana orignc ruture; references required. Bee Mr. Atwater, 114 North High,
t o o ciock lonignt.
Femnte
WANTED Good family cook.
Phone
1019--

WANTED Experienced collar girl,
celslor Laundry.
PRACTICAL NURSli wanted. Suite S,
Barnett bulillng.
WANTED A girl for general house
W'TK. 621) south High.
WANTED A vtoniiin for general cook
west topper.
injr.
WANTED Maid.
Apply housekeeper,
A!buiuerque Sanatorium.
WANTKD
Olrl for general housework.
North Thirteenth.
Apply
W A NTKD
Lib
Experienced waitress.
crty t'afe No. 1, lor. West Central.
WANTIH tllrl for general housework
good wages, Ap ply 105 Norttr fl r t.
WANTED American woman for general
nouBeworK. inquire -- 18 South Broad'

w

way.

WANTED Girl for general mousework
must stay on premises. Call at 102.
West Homo.
WANTED Housekeeper from 6:30 to
14 24 East Gold, after 6 p. m.
p. in.
Phone 13SI-WANTKD Second girl to assist In care
or Infant.
. J. Lewltnon,
i)5
Mrs.
boulevard.
A
cook In a family of four
WANTED
Mrs. D.
good wages to right party.
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
to
WANTED Young ladles
tr.ko r.rdeis
for beautiful
medallions; gn d par
Call mornings. 05 North Heconl.
Room and $10
month
EARN BOARD
whlla attending school; catalogue, free
Business
tOOVs
South
College,
tUackay
Main, Los Angeles.
WANTED Competent girl for general
nuuscwork; must be able to cook. Ap
ply mornings, Mrs. Leopold Meyer, IIS
South Fourteenth,
WANTEP -- Ladlee all over New Mexl
to takt orders for my medallions; good
Write me for particulars.
bay.
Harry
New Mexico.

Mule and Female.

IP

YOU CAN RETOUCH, call at Walton
Studio: we wll end you stand. 8H!4
West central, phone 823.

WANTED Mercantile clerks, department
managers, office help it all kmc..
Expert Service llureau, 221 West Gold,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CLERKS, for Postal Mall and Govern
ment Field Service, 1125 month. Ex
perience unnecessary. For froe partlcU'
lars of examinations, Instructions, write
xamtn
R. Terry, (former Civil Service
er), 26 Continental Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

foR

,

RENT ofTTcVYooms!
'iWyk West
t entrui, over wooiwortn s.
COR RENT Attractive
office, steam
water
and
furnished,
heat, light
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
FOR RENT Three very doslrable office
rooms, light, heat and water; will rent
Separately or as a whole. A. B. Mllner,
13' West Central, phone 1)23.

FOR RENT

Ranches

KENT A Heven-acr- o
ranch ; two
miles from the Burelas bridge. Phone

JTOR
18.10--

TOR KENT A large farm with big past
roths
ure, all fenced; five and one-ha- lf
from clly. See P. P. McCsnna'a Real

Kstate Offlee.

WANTED

Position

IPRACliUAi. iNui.ai.-Nu- ;
price leasuii.un.
I Phono 1370-I' VANTED
clerical
and
Stenographlo
work. Phone 1666-VANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
106 East loai. pnone ibos-home.
VANTKD
Laundry work to take home.
or by the doy. Phone 1101-- J.
WANTED
Lady wishes eltuatlon as
housekeeper, tor email iamuy, Aoaress
care Journal.
M. V
"WB AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
Williams a zanu,
keep hooks.
,nom 1 Menni punaing. rnone ,ui-vKURSE wants position, nursing and keeping house for Invalid or healthseeker;
two rears' experience In hospital. Ad
dress N. C. care Journal
$VB FILL, any position from an office boy
to
jl juh
general manisei,or write
Kxpert
gnsppr aervlce, phone
Service Bureau, 221 West Odl'l. Alba- I
tjusrque. New Mexico.
lir IN NEED of
experienced
ofstenographer, bookkeeper or other
fice help, communicate with us. Southwestern Educational Exchange, Clerioal
service Department, Chamber of Compares building, Albuquerque, ' ' N. M.,
' .
.,
Witmt

!.

$5,000
850
460

m

SCDDEN
SERVICE.
Hi branches. Loam, Tht Red Arrow (all over the West) ren-doSurety Honds.
on Kodak finishing
sudden
service
1 South Fourth Street. Next to P. O.
to people who demand quality. Work
Phone (174.
:n before 11 a. m. mailed earn
day.
Work In before t p. m. mailed neon next
day. Address work to
THE BED ARROW,
'
FOR BALE
E. La
Verat
Albuquerque
Good double furnished house, four
In
want
TOJH
(We
representative
rooms, 92,000, $200 cash and &0 a
territory.)
month.
Three-rooand bath, now furnished house, garage; highlands, half
block from street car; J3.60Q. $500
"A BARGAIN"
ca?h and $00 & month-Three-roomodern adobe house,
Now four room frame, large front
new, plastered, splendid lot, $1,400,
and back porch, full lot, garage.
200 cash, $25 a month.
Chicken house. Furnished com
Three-rooand two porches, frame
plete, Including sewing machine,
house, close in, $1,060, $50 cash, and
$20 a month.
victrola, etc. Only $2,350. Terms.
New two-roohouse,
good lot,
Mcdonald & worsitam.
$800, $ir,o cash and $20 a month for
a year ond then $10 a month.
Real Estate, Insurance.
house,
Absolutely new two-roo108 S. Third.
Phone U08-frame, highlands, full size corner lot,
1,0mi, ?::oo cash ami $'J0 a month.
on
Two three-rooadobe houses,
FOR RENT Dwellings
full sized lot, with shado and fruit
trees, very close to shops, $1,400 ,$10o
Twu-rooFUK UiS.V'I
furnished
cash and $25 a month.
tag. 1727 West Central.
Good three-rooadobe house, Brood
Four-rooFOH RENT
furnished house,
lot, $0, $.10 cash and $20 a month.
Four-rooadoNs house, highlands,
modem, 1216 Bouth Walter.
good corner lot, $1,100, $50 cash and
FOK RENT Five-rooand bath with
$20 a month.
range. Call 212 North Walnut.
MEAT ESTATE EXCHANGE,
FOR RENT
Furnished
four
house,
4011 West Conner.
1'hone 79,
rooms and bath. 4 25 West Santa Fe.
rour-rooFOR RK.VT
house, at 328 North Fourth. Dr.

niranc.

SOME BARGAINS

ten-roo- m

cottage, sleeping
furnished, corner
porch, completely
lot; highlands, one block from Cen
tral avenue: term.
$S,ooo One of the finest homes on East
TO SELL, so call
fr liver avenue;
seven rooms and bath;
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
'.ra fine sleeping porch; full base
ment ; hot water heat, laundry, fine
Realtors.
electrical equipment, good garagu vUu 120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.
servant s quarters.

A.

FaATUJII

SBHVICI.

Villi

INC..

ig-- s

1'hone 60

FEframeSALE

2,100

InT'L

BY

SIS

ifSfeS

1. KINGSBURY,

FOR RENT Five-roomodern bungalow with glassed-i- n
sleeping purch. 314
South Sixth.
FOR RENT December 8, dandy tittle
modern home, furnished; garaf?; j.re-fe- r
lease. H, H., care Journal.
n
FOR RENT Unfurnished, new
cabin wltlr 7x14 sleeping porch anil
garage. Apply 1903 South High.
FOR RENT
two
Dandy
glassed sleeping porches, furnished or
unrurnisnea. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Houses and apartments;
three, four and five rooms; somo
Vf. H. McMillion,
206 West Gold.
FOR RENT
with
cottage
largo sleeping porch, very nicely
not modern. Inquire 801 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, completely
furnished; modern; good location; no
children; ICS. Inquire 604 West Marble,
In rear.
FOR RENT Small bungalow, one room,
glassed sleeping porch, furnished for
housekeeping; lights and water paid. 610
West Coal.
FOR RENT Three nicely
furnished
rooms with sleeping porch; chicken
405
yard and basement; all modern.
South Waller.
FOR RENT Four rooms, unfurnished
house, with two screened-lporches,
1201
East Copper.
Inquire 210 North
Cedar, or phone 2.11
FOR RENT New flvo-roomodern,
completely furnished, house or three
rooms with use of kitchen. Call morn
ings only. 819 North" Seventh.
FOR RENT Completely furnished house,
four rooms ond bath, porches and base
ment, has furnace heat and fire place;
also nice garage. Phone 2201-FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, two
rooms with sleeping porch, and largo
yard; lights and water paid, rent ?25; on
car line. Apply 1218 South Edith.

AUTOMOBILES
Foil

SALB
Ford truck, enclosed bodv.
Phone 420
FOR HALE Two irooil For,.. Inquire
710 North Thirteenth.
FOK SALE
5
Ilulck tourlna- - cor;
flrst-clas- a
condition. Uonii.nnin en
elty.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
K. Sheet Metal
Works, lit North
Third.
FOK SALE Some extta good used care;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 60K
West Central.
FOR SALE Truck. newly overhauled,
(15 West Atlantic.
cheap for cash.
Phone 1420-FOR SALE OR TRADE Maxwell truck.
worm drive. Grande Waion Yard, mo
rvorin uroaqway,
FOR SALE 1021 Model Ford roadster.
with starter.
Duke Cltv liar
in
inirq, pnone B07-- J.
FOR SALE Long distance, passenger and
trucK service line:
good
business,
Oles Trucks. 215 South First.
FOR SALE Oldsmoblle six. In excel
lent condition; a Darxa n: cash or
terms. 1304 West Central, phone 14B8-see Mcintosh auto company for
used tires, all sizes, used parts: Max
well, Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
C08 West Central.
FOR SALE Paige touring car, Just over
nauied: cash or terms: this Is a bar
gain; must be sold account tfwner leaving
city. Duke city (iaragx.
FOR SALE Two Sulck light sixes, 1018
models, T650 and 1750: Ford truck.
$176: one-to- n
Tord truck, worm drive.
1350; Ford speedster, tl75; Dodge touring car, 8400. 116 West Oold.

LOST AND FOUND
FOtlND Sult' case; owner 'can "have "on
1211 South John.
Identification.
LOST
Crescent shape stick pin, with
diamond chins settings: return to Rlng- llng Cigar Store; reward.
LOST Between
Silver
and Coal, 'n
Seventh street, motometer and radia
tor cap; return to 708 West Sliver, ir
call 1441-reward.
LOST Class pin, letters J. II. T. S. and
Latin moto, and name A. Munck on
hack, between Lyrlo theater and Thir
teenth street;
return to 8114 North
Twelfth and receive reward.

DRESSMAKING
PLAIN and fancy sewing. Phone 1826-DRESSMAKING
by the day, 13.
605, Imperial Rooms.
Mlsa Balchuch,
DRESSMAKING
.land Hotel, 309'- West Central.
WANTED Dressmaking; children's sew
ing specialty. Mrs. Baker, phone 1130-HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Mil
linery. 200 South Broadway, pn. 1073-PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
mnll orders. N. Crane, SIS Nortn
Psventh: Crane Apartments, phone 1114,

FOR SALE

Real Estate

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have it
rtEALTr CO.,
. SHELLEY
Realtors.
45B-W. Gold.
Phone

ii

J.

FOR

Bin rooms

modurn,

Why not have a home of your
own consisting of four rooms
ind glassed in sleeping porch,
built-ioak floors,
features,
furnace heat and largo basement? Tlila place la priced to
sell quickly. Call.
n

A.

J i.

MAHTI3T

CO.,

Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 156.

RENT

furnace,
$55

fireplace,

SALE

brick, sleeping porch,
right up to date except furnace,
located on University
Heights.
Price only $3,750, good terms.
11. MoCU GUAX. REALTOR.
201 W. Gold. Phone 442-- 1.
Real Estate,
Loans, Insurance,
Notary Public.
Five-roo-

Miscellaneous

FIRMSHED

HOME
two porches,
Live in one
half will meet
payment down.

Of six good rooms,
large lot, close In.
side
rent of other

payments. Small
heater, 1104 West Con- Only $;!,700.
Foil SALE--GWo havo a few small ranchen
tral.
BEST IN TOWN. closo to town for salts or trade
TRY BUDDY'S M1L!
for cilv property.
Phone
ROIJ.IN E. GITHHIDGE,
FOR SALE Plauo and fireless cooker.
314 W. Gold Ave
Phone 1023.
70S East Central.
2413-R-

SALE Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
208 South Arno.
FOR SALE Canary birds. 218 South
Walter, phono 1607-.DOANE'S milk gallon lots; no delivery.
1301
North First.
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap.
South Walter, phone 2314-SWEET CIDER 60c a gallon; war
6 cents.
110 South Walnut.
FOR SALE Savage rifle, nearly new,
very cheap. 112 West Roosevelt.
Winchester
FOR SALE Twelve-gaug- e
pump shotgun. 410 North Sixth.
DENVETfT'OHT delivered at your door,
Phone 1043-6f,c per montl
FOR SALE New $1,000 Baldwin player
piano. l.iOO. Phone 1820-with
FOK KALE Cabinet phonograph
records, cheap. 820 North Twelfth.
3 17
NAVAJO kUoS Po8ltlvelyaTcoMt.
North Mulberry, phono 1730--'
r.
Foil- SALE Meilium ulza Orb oil
Phone 1762-J- .
FOR KALE Good piano, almoflt given
away,
Apply 323 Went Pacific.
FOK quick sale, good atize t)e-lurnecondition. Phone U'2-cheap, Atwo
dotf
FOU SALE Winter
house,
pairs now feather pillows. 710 West
live

handle this cosy, small
in the north lowlands.
Partly furnished and wb can
give immediate possession. Rent
payments will buy it. lietter
get settled for the, winter.
home

J,

D.

3. A. HA.VMOVIL
821 Kait Silver.
l'hone 1522 R

Keleher, Realtor,

WIE1S0M

Phone 410,

211 W. Gold.

$8,500,00

Worth of lots on 4sl fJllver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the Past month.
A few
choice
lots left t.
$;,00 und up on easy terms,

"Will

SALE Edison machine and forty- Phone
recurus; good as new.

2404-J-

FOR tSALE Several used roll-to- p
desks,
113
Htai Furnlturt Co., phone 409-WVrlt Gold.
Moore rung., in excellent
FOR HALE
condition ; also pair of andirons. 811!

West tluld.
cook stove;
FOK SALE One four-ra- p
hot water connection, fl!0. IUL'1 South
Broadway.
FOU PALE Beautiful New Uibgou mandolin (flat model), leather cab?, cheap.
Call r.0; North Second.
FOR KALE Saddle,
gusol
tank: other ranch articles. 615 West
Atlantic. Phone HIO-R- .
FOR KALE ti:t hot water heater, tor
$35; sultahlo for heating; store, warehouse or work shop.
110 Houlh Walnut
FUR SALE Used tractors,
and lZ-Hardware Depart
with sang plows.
ment J. Korher & Co.
FOR SALE One 0x12 br 'wn two-ton- e
rug, ono large etrolt Jewel gas range.
PhAio 1438-Call mornings.
FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or
whole hog. Delivered. C W. Hunter,
phone 2409-Revenings.
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment
of plnons, luo the pound. Robert Mac
pherson, 1114 West Central.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Theie
Is only one place to obtain It. Albuquerque Dairy Association. Phone 351.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Swayne's Dairy, phone 1916-FOR BALE Beautiful new J. P. beebulg
player-pianmahogany case; rnteh or
Particulars phone 1804 J.
easy payments.
FOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, PIg'n
Whistle candles, best Ice cream In the
College Inn,
city. We deliver free.
phone 241.
FOR SALE Qood selection of Navajo
ruga and Qcrmantown pillow tops,
priced for quick sale. 1005 East Central. Phone 1419-CAKES luuuo to
NICE HOME-MAD- E
order; leave yuur orrtar n v f.-- Irult0
Mis.
eakes for Christmas.
Ma.'key, ic
East Sliver, phone 1285-BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albuquerque Dairy Association butter; If
your grocer can not supply you, call at
1
North Second.
the dairy,
THH WOMAN'S EXCHANGE of the T.
W. C. A., will be open every day till
Christmas, from 11:30 a. m. to 5 p. m.
This la tire place to buy your holiday
gifts.
.
FOR SALE Fine apples, by the box;
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Ark&nsaw
Black, Uanos, Ben Davis, Wine Sapps.
or call Wm. Holde, !0i
Phone 1628-W- ,
South Broadway
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, (1.00. Plantar Arcli Supports.
Thos. P. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West
Phone 1057-Central.
FOR BALE Thirty-eigspecial p'stoi,
0
125:
Winchester,
(25; sixteen
gauge Ithaca shotgun, (25, and twenty-tw- o
rifle; all In new condition. (07 West
Mountain road, phone 1977-ASBESTOS UOOfr PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 81 per gallon.
The Mazano Co., 110 South
WeVut, phone 1884-Try a built up
last as long as the building.
will
roof,
FOR SALE Colt .22 automatic target
pistol, in perfect condition, (25; also
Colt .38 army special revolver,
barrel, checkered walnut atocks, In new
condition, (27. Mr. Nelson, cottage
Methodist Sanatorium.

Rooms

CASH

FOU

Six large rooms, two good porches

If we haven't one to suit you
wo'U build 0110 just as you
want it.
Second and Gold Avenue.
Phono 010.

SALE IIOM.ES

heat
$5,500
near postoffice a
bar-Rai- n.

modern house, close in, splendid
location; newly decorated, fine
furnished, large
shade; $750 cash, balance like
lot
$4,250
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000. Two
fino lots, West Fruit, ..$075
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
W. If. McMITMOX,
113 S. Second.
Phono 723-200 West Gold.

FRUIT
SITAni--

WANTED

TREES
orna-

WANTED

THE KM AND

mentals

o M
M'RSKHIES

!'

it

ALBU-Qt'EItQE- K

.

Cot Vour Ordi-- in Sow. Writo
for c.ttaloK.
J. T. YOIAU & CO.
Allmquei-ciui)X. AI.
,

FOR

to

Phoiie

board.

FOH
and serving dinners and
pertlfH. phone i;80-W- .
WAN'TL'D
Plowing und team work.

l'hone

SALE-lloiuir-

SALEHouses
--

FOR KALE Large house, 30x40, on corner lot, eighty-four-fofront; fifteen
fruit trees,
grapes and gooseberries;
price (2,600, Can have (1,580 at 135 per
month. Will take light car as part first
payment. 1524 North Second.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourtli ward, hard wood floors, fire
three
place, largo screened
porches,
light, airy bed rooms with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
terms It desired. Phone
condition;

1S0-M-

Ruppe's Drug
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
CO. Windows
cleaned
and floors
scrubbed; stores, offices and houses
rates und honest
cleaned; reasonable
work, Postoffice box 101, A. Granone;
leave your calls American Grocery, phone
2.

BUSINESS CHANCES

SALE
Garage, best loculluii In
town. Phone 879.
FOR SALE Growing business. 4.',0 will
handle. Address Box A, care Journal.
FOR
Small grocery and five-rooCall nt 316 South Seventh
WANTED Active partner in poultry
business; must have $400. 202 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE One of the best businers
1977-properties In Albuquerque. 215
Hotol
FOR SALE By owner: 1'our modern First street. Inquire at Savoy
bungalows In Highlands, one and
cunfcctlonary
blocks from Central on car line; FOR SALE
shop, handling high-grad- e
goods; good
four rooms, bath, plastered and glassed- Address Shop, care
lti sleeping porch, front and back porcn. location; low rent.
balJournal.
$3. COO to (3,850; 1500 to 1750 cash,
ance like rent. Good Investment; now FOR SALE Pool room, cold drink stand
and twenty rooms In connection; good
renting for 850 and 855 Dcr month. Will
sell furnished or unfurnished.
313 South
Apply at loaBe, some terms.
First,
16 East Central.
pnone 558-ROOMING
HOUSE
Rooms all filled;
FOR SALE Livestock
central location; profitable investment.
-FOR
Team o horses. 1303 South Inquire, at Everybody's Candy Shop, 823
South Third,
FOR SALE Fresh young cow and bred WOULD LIKE TO EXCll ANll H SOME
717 South Arno.
does.
FOR Interest in business of proven worth.
FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying
Postoffice Box
Address "Ambition,"
rabbits. 710 West Lead.
FOR SALE Horse, wagon, harness, Jersey cow and calf. 1301 North First.
.
'o:-Two thoroughhre.l French
SALE
alred.ilo tups, threo mouths old. Call

FOR

FOR SALE At a bargain, five second
hand pool tables and une billiard table,
In first-clas- s
condition; ulso ons twelve-foo- t
soda fountain, A- -l condition. Iu
quire at 121 West Sliver,
lubllshed
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
mercantP business, located on railroad.
Will sell for value of lmprov. nents i.loo
Good reason for selling. If tntt rested in
good-size- d
proposition, address jostoff'co
box 638 Albuouerous

n
FOR SALE
driving horse,
lilv rubber-tire- d
buggy. Taylor's store,
Old Town, phone 889-FOR SALE Two horses, two colts. 100
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
Mr. Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
For" HVLE Four head
work horses,
Poultry-Egg- s
weight 1,200 pounds; sound and gentle; also ono set double harness. Phone WE BUS POULTRY AND RABBITS "t
2412-R802 South
all kinds. Phone 852--

FOR

FOR SALE care load good work liuries,
some good niares, all young; some are
not broko, at Grande Wagon yard, 810
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Fine bred rabbits: all younu
stock; new hutches; will sell reasin- ablo; must leave elty. Call '.norttligs,
rear LE211 West Marquette.
FOR-SACarload "fiesh Jersey milk"
cows and several springer cows, from
threo to six yeare old; all tuberculin
testrd. Can be scon at McAllister Yard.
120.1 Norh First, corner Mountain real.
FOR SALE We are nreeders of grade
llolsteln cows, and havo en hand between three ond four hundred choice
cows and heifers.
As we are a little
crowded for room, would sell a limited
number at a reasonable price. 3 he city
Denver, Colo.,
rark Dairy Company,
phone York 7541.

FRANKLIN

SALE

& CO
A

REALTORS

.

WANTED
Vour garbage. Pnone 24oa-R- j,
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery
EXt'ERTS trunk end" furniture crallnit.
Call for Joe. Phones 207 or 3JC;
prices

2.',

A. C, STARES,
Ari nue.
Phone lfM.

West

SHI

(Void

2402-J-

ClWt

si.ina. 315 West McKlnley.
FUR SALE By owner, in the Fourth
modern bungalow, garward,
age, has light and heat; very best residential district in elty; priced right;
over phone;
easy terms; not priced
shown by appointment
only. Phone
2040--

We will soli you a lot In either
Addition, build a hotl
on it
to suit you. Very small cash
balance
less than
payment,
See us at enoe.
rent.

UVES POLISHED and set op. Ervlu
Bedding Co., phone 471.
HAULING uf all kinds done.
Joe

leit

FOR SALE Level lot, 1418 East Gold,
I860: terms. Call 628 South Walter.
phone 2814-FOR SALE Flue 60 fool lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Ham- TYPEWRITERS
mono, 24 East Silver.
PAINTING
All liiukos ouiliau.ed
TYl'EWRl'lERS
FOR SALE Two-acr- e
tract, highest
and repaired. Ribbons for every maland in valley, two bloeks from North WHEN YOU consider painting, phone
Ex.
1647-Fourth street; water rights; two miles
estimates furnished free; t,ll chine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
work guurauteod; no Job too Urge,
Hi bWiiiu Fount).
out; terms. Phone 2412-15change, phone VDi--

REAL SNAP
modern hrkfc. with glassed
sleeping porch, large front screened
porch, nho ono o'f the kitchen,
latest hunt In features, hardwood
floors nnd finish throughout, largo
lot. Just
outside city limits, in
Fourth ward; J.VCO cash will handle, balance of (J.ooo at 8 per cent.
For rent. nioil,-rapartment, three
rooms and hath, close In on South
Arno street.
A

S

phone

FOR

Miscellaneous

Cattle

2408-K-

Jly owner, four-roohoux..
li li West
reaa
ok li hn T Humus. HMiriti Kuiih
a.vi.e.onca Uouse,
KOirH ISN'T Horn. 4iriN'rtn Kmirih.
AN1 ED Cattle to feed. ensilage an-V
rth
Phone
R2.
hay. (i ner month. W. J. Hyde, l'hone
Pult KUNT i'liniitaUcd Uuiil tuuiu. 4li
2414-RfcAi.E
Fun
n
mudei
&uii
Gold.
aiy
home at
West
Souc. E.ilth; full sued lot, pr. ,e and UooiisoN & CO. Cleaning paper and
Full Uli.NT ttevtitdt ui.rui iiished room
lei ins right.
ckunlng kalsomtne; all work guaran1l'4 Brnnh Edlih.
Phone 034-FUR BALE tiood
i
house, gar-- - teed.
rooms,
FOR KENT '1 luce tunnelled
iiko and suiull grocery.
SCAVENGER
Call
316
HAUL-1NAND UUNERAL
at
3011
North First.
lnudern.
South Seventh.
Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith,
FOK HUNT
lvvcly room, six windows. FOR SALE Nicely furnished, apartment 722 East Iron, phone 2310-R- .
0 fiouth Walter.
i.ousc ana small
nouses turn shad. UNION
dime
LA THERM
talhTnJ
1771-Full KKNT '1 wo looms unfurnished. Phi
promptly by J. E. Thiehoft & Sons,
103S
Noith Klghth.
1104 North Eleventh, phono 870-HALE Ly owner, now modern
lUS
Full liKNT FuiK.'shed rooms.
house, near Rouinsdn park, 8,00 THE
FUHVlTlfitfc
MUlll'HEy
cu-h- .
8co jier month.
South Walter. il1110 HS7-J- .
Phone 1826-will pay fair prices for usd
323 South Flrt. phone 8I4-.- L
FOK KEN T M one.,
furiiiithed rooms,
SALE OR TRADE Modern four-o- furniture.
steam heat, fiosvi West Central.
house, sleeping porch, garai.i, WELDlNti AND" CUxTtrNU ut metals;
also welders' supplies and carbide foi
FOR RENT Front
bed room, strictly full elzo lot; a bargain,
East C.ui- trul.
sale. N. M. Sleel Co., Inc., phone 1047-clean, close In. 20S North Sixth.
FOR
SALE
furnished
Two
FOR HUNT
Twelve or fifteen hun Irud
i)y owner, 713 West CoaT WANTED
light housefntme stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
soo North Eighth.
dollars on 13,500 property; will pay 9
keeping rooms,
newly decorated, vacant. per cent, for three years. Address P. 1L,
FOR RENT Nicely furnlslieC bod room, Tlore porches,
care journal.
4.'0 Weet Coal.
v.n2"(1 eelred. l'hona 1803-close In. l'hone 10S5-FOR SALE
niudern MAX. BARilAIN STORE, at 315 South
Pretty new
iv 'I'd
FOK RENT Furnished
om,
Stucco buniralow. pxlra well hull, nn,l
lust, will pay tho highest prices fur
nu;h
trance, furnuro heat.
line loenttun. 119 North Kim.
Apply your second-hanclothing, shoes and
fURMSHED rooms, hot water heat; no -i .orin r.tin. rtlmio l'JSii-I- t.
furniture.
Phone 8:,8.
skk; no children. 414 West Silver, J' OR SALE Just finishing a three-rooRUG CLEANERS
d
hotiRc; price 81.500;
FOR RENT 'lwo nicely furnished rooms
down. MATTRESSES
renovated. $3 50 and up.
ill!. West Mciviu- for housekeeping.
line rent, l.all at 1406 North S xth.
furniture
repaired and packed. Ervtn
ween lu and 12 a. ni., phono 1562-.Icy.
Bedding Co.. phone 471.
FOR HUNT Furnished room with privi- FOR KALE A tour-roofurnished cot BETTER
DOKAK
FINISHING It Is
lege of parlor; garayo uvalluble. l'iioiie
liigu on 50 foot lot near it. li. shoos.
better. Return postage paid on mail
1714-J- .
winy $,yu ior quick sale. J. A. Hum
orders.
213
Tho
Barnum
West
Studio,
Phone 1,',22-l- t.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bod ootid. S24 East Sliver.
Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
SALE
Modern
ruom, udjolnlng bath; uh-- Krae, -- 17 FOR
bungalow, four WM HAVE jnore calls for'rental prop-ert- y
West Uold,
looms and bath, front
and back
o want
than wo can supply.
FOR RENT One nice l.ue room for screened porches, fireplace, lawn, garden, your house to rent. .7. L. Phillips, Hen!
included. Estate 110 BoutliThlrd, phono 354-517 raiiKc, gas stove,
housekeeping, for lady enil'loyed.
ltiu-Forrester.
WVst Silver.
WILL CI IV 15" PIANO stnraKOutm "excelFOR SALE Account leaving city, furFOR RENT One upstairs loom, lurnlshlent care In private homo; family of
mod-or- n
or unfurnished
nished
two adults.
ed for housekeeping, 812 per month.
Can give thoroughly
only
house; screened porches, nicely ar- satisfactory local references.
Coal.
Address S.
for tw-- families. West Central, J. P., care Journal.
FOR RENT Nicely furnitilied front oed ranged
nenr park. Phone owner, 2204-WANtVd"
Careful KIdairfinisTiing"."
room, to lady employed; itirmtcu licit, FOR SALE
and
By owner, five-rooCOS Ninth Sixlh.
n
Twice dally service. Remember,
large front porch, modern bungalow,
Send your finishing
guaranteed.
FOR RENT Well furnished flout
In good residence
cast
section;
front,
to
a
in
at.
established
firm. Uanna
reliable,
room, suitablo for two, steam
lawn and trees, In very best condition; A
Hanna, Master Photographers.
Phono 1C75-would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
RAZOR
BLADE S Sell ij or bring your
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for lifcht .town.
Phono 14S0-dull blades for resharpenlng; douhie-edghousekeeping, 31i South Broadway, FOR SALE Three-rooand sleeping
35c; single edge, 2.',o per doztri;
phone 1D81-porch, facing south; good condition; have your
razor honed and set v exFOR RENT Rooms for light house- outbuildings, one-hablock front Fourth
work guaranteed, Kobza Uroihers
perts;
over
West
near
Central,
Fourth street school; price at
street,
keeping. 3191j
store.

Woolworths.
FOR RENT Beautiful furnished sleep
inir rooms: no sick, Fhonu 1007. 4J0
Soutli Edith.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
eporch, furnished for housekeeping, -i
South High, phone 2049-FOR RENT Nlca front room, adjoining
bath, with hot and cold water;
311 South Arno.
sick.
FOR RENT Large housekeeping room
With sleeping purch; light, hoi una com
water, (20. Phone 1511 M.
FOR RENT Nice front bed room,
able for two; no sick, sio jvorm
Eleventh, phone 1670-FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentle
men employed, (8.00 up; no sick, jib
West silver.
FOR RENT A suite of two rooms wun
bath, completely lurnisnea; steam ncai.
803 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Large furnished frunt room,
man preferred; no sick. Phone 1383-601 South Third St.
FOR RENT Two furnished light house
keeping rooms. Apply at Tailors' store,
Old Town, phone 889-FOR RENT Cheap, room for llgh'thouse- koeplng, furnished or unfurnished; no
sick.
603 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, lor two persons; no
citiiuren. no south walnut. ,
IMPERIAL ROOMS rico. clean room
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater. 21114 West Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and
sleeping porch, next to bath, lJ-North Edith, phone 2278-FOR REN T Glassed-i- n
porch and two
airy rooms; board across street. 111
North Mnple, phono 1886-HOTEL Sleeping rooms suo
ELGIN
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
West Central
602
week or month.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front;
bed room, steam heated, running w.'t'o.-611 West Coal, phone 1
no sick.
FOR RENT Furnished, room, milfaolu
for ono or two people employed; furnace heat; board It desired. 812 North
Tenth.
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
clean rooms and housekeeping apartments, by day, week or month. 312
South Third.
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
with large
fur light housekeeping,
sleeping porch, electric lights and gas;
no children.
410 East Central.
FOR RENT Two large rooms furnished
for light housekeeping; porch and private entrance; five minutes from CenFOR SALE Five hundred shares of City tral, on car line. 702 North Third.
E'ectrlc Railway, below par. Dr. R. FOR RENT Nice front bed room, southL. Hust. N. T. Armljo building.
ern exposure, hot wnter heat, hot and
ei:J running water; gentleman preferred;
no sick.
Apply 220 North Seventh.
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
RENT Beautifully furnished front
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r, FOR
bed
In private home, bath adValspar Enamels on automobiles. joining,room,
heat; employed gentleCottage Paint,, Homestead man; no furnace
Plymouth
sick, 900 West - Marquette,
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat1534-phone
Leathisfaction assured. Thos. V. Koleher
er Co.. 408 West Central, phone 1057-J- .

OKE AND TWO

J.

FOR

FOR RENT

$750

FURNISHED,

CUT OUT RENT

per month;

Two rooms, sleeping
porch,
Fourth Ward, $20
furnished,
per month.
Two rooms and bath, sleeping
Highlands,
furnished,
porch,
$32.50 per month.
DIECKMAXN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 West Gold Ave. Phone 370.

FOK

SOLD

YOUR OWN TERMS

Streets
all
water
graded,
mains and electric light lines
in, plat filed and lots now
for sale
in the
beautiful
HKANSON ADDITION
(corner
Mountain lluatl and Seventh
turret). Only "0 lots to sell
and 4 already Bold.
It's the
choicest property we know and
only $400 and $150 for
lota.
Cash or terms.
$20 cash and $10 a month
W. C. THAXTON
705 Mountain Road

and sleeping porch,

Fourth Ward,
unfurnished.

FOR

NOW READY

THINK

Third and Gold

Phone

?SS

new,

SAVE

657

latter

houn

will

h

too.

ior

with Board

Kent-Room- s

RuoiT3iruviiu. rrrmitirToad-

110

und

nin,

also,

.si

o
new
adohel
water, lights, etc. This
J15 mijutlr reot and you

can get tlicm

l'HILUP.I,
Third.

1. T,.
S0111I1

tUt

KM

f..ui--robnngalow,
,oxl4; i,,t, young trees,

screened iior.-htggarage,
roar of lot a
screened porcli,

tf
in--

Term,

$3,6.00.

A I,

ESTATE.
Jhone 354-V-

-

way.
8 per week.
HOARD
Mrs. Knight, 200
South Hroudway,
NICELY
furnished roon. with board; JOHN W.
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
ROOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch, Ro ms 16,
adjoining Imlh.
Wl Bast Central.
PHYSIC
FOR
RENT Room und bourd,
with
i. I..
steeping porch; first-clas- s
board. 410

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Ensr Cenlril.
RENT Large lurnlshed room with
loblo hoard; rates tor two people. 217
South Fourth.
GOOD HOARD
and sleeping porches,
soutliirn exposure; Beven miles sou'.n
of town. HO per month. Phono 2408-HFOR
RENT Nicely furnished
ro
wltr, board, lady preferred. 518 West
l'hone 472-FOR R10 NT Newly
roc
furnished
wun or without hoard. 413 Soutn
liroariway. phone 1309-JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location 1
Jew reservations
now
ueannseeaers;
available. Phone 2228-I' UK
REN I
Canvas sleeping porch,
wltll board for gentimnan convalescent,
5
K""t Central.
F R RENT Room ana
sleeping porch,
v Ith board for convalescents;
gentlo- mcn only; private home. Phone 2148-ltUMK BOARDING HOUSE
Nice, wurm
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
904 South Third;
short walk from station.
I1EALT11SEKKEHS

commodations,

with

Modern

nurse

I I

oli

N

r. t

.3.

Attorney.
17 and l'J, Cromwell
Phone
1A.VH

Ill

1(1

A

l

Bulls rag,

HUKONR.

HI

UN,

Diseases of tne Slnmnrh.
Suite. 0. Unrt.ett Building.

FOR

FOR

A

WILSON,

IJK. w.

c.

i

ahki;.

Eye. LKar, Nosu ond Throat.
Barnett JJuiiding.
L'hone 836.
Office Hour
to 1 3 a. m , and 2 to 5 p. m.

riAicc;AKKTTTirnrisiVirr;

Office

Orunt Jili'tr, Huoin
l'hone 671.
Residence J
K;iat Central
Phone f.71.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

107

I'rnctii'o I tn (eel to
GKMTO - I KINAUY DISEASES
AND DISHASFiS Of T1IK SKIN
I

l.ulmnitorv

WilMermun

Citizens

Punk

in

Connection.

I'liono

IMilp;.

N8A.

CHIROPRACTORS
10 nnd

Chiropractor.
'.'U Aruiijn Hulldlng.

ac-

aervlce.

Casa do Oro, 613 West Gold, phone 614-FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping

porches, with hoard, for convalescents.
Reed. 512 South Broadway, phone

M,a.
52li.

HUNT Tinvo fui'iilslit'd rooms Jor
Mouth
iijil'L hoiisoktii-pniffFOU liKNT--J- ui
nitU.'.i itpfirliucnt, three
li
;
it.
no
rotiiu.i and b.u
i'll AVest
k
Lend.
rooms
L'uU KKN- T- 'J In,-.li'.Hist.'ki.'cniiig
with
pop:! closo in. 413 West

Rooms
Hill RENT
with sleeolns
ooaru u desired. Also gar M;i q nolle.
ijoiciil-s-;
age for rent. 301 Soutli Edith. I'll me FOK J.fcNT Nov Miiail, in 'Join furnish
.
ed apartment, steam heat, hot water,
l.fi
Went Koma.
FOR RENT Furnaced-heatebed uu liniuiro n p;trt mnt 7,
with private entrance to bath; luri,, FOU liKN
M n! erTTt iire;-- r
,)iit furnish sleeping purch, for two. 1207 East
?d apartment with balli, closo in. Call
5'T North
1 va iir.N 1
ueil room
and s
FoH UKNT Two furnished rooms, for
ijoii-11ni; is 1. in rurnAr'M Iiaii,
hoiinr keeping ; adults; no HiLk
aujoin
eu Home; suitable for one or tw.i ladv 721llKht
Soiit
SeoiTnl.
tl'-Tunvaiescenis.
riiohe 1422-Two-moUKNT
FOK
furnished apart-meri- t,
SI Ivor.
an a cold wuLtii, meani heuU
hot
M I H A MO NT ES-ON -T H E -M EsA
South
1
iSronduny.
A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
im furnished a part-odei- ii
:oitvalescents: araduate nurse In nt. FOU ItKNT Thrci
ment,
throughout.
strictly
tendance; rates by tho week or month.
JinO
Houth
Waltp
Apply
Call 2400-JUKNT-T- im
o
furnished
Full
GOOD HuARD and room, close t'i shops
rooms for
piano; close
and car line; private entrance to room.
no
West
tick.
lnm.
In;
Jlj
also to bath; gentleman employed
reasonable.
Inquire til Hunt FOR ItENT Two ruorns with bath, fur- 8u7
Hnzeltline.
nlshed for lljrht
Call 2049-liiquire .Savoy Hotel.
UKSERVA HONS may now be had at St. South First,
rooms, furnished for
John's sanatorium (Episcopal: rates, FOH KKNT--Thr- oo
117.50 to fzo ppr week; Includes private
heat,
housekeeping, private bath, steam
a South Hroudway.
room with sleeping porch, connected
rhone 17U1-to
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, MA K VI AN ArAKTAlKNTS
Steam heat
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
lu the highlands, com
ed
service; no extras. All rooms have stam pletelyapartmtrity
1U South Walter,
furnished.
hfat. hot and cold running water. Rev.
Three-roomodern apartW. II, Zlegler, (Superintendent.
Phone FOH KENT
ment, partly furnished, U7.50, am cor
4.11.
and light paid. Inquire 1301 West
1340-J-

f

FOR SALE

FoH iSAf.E

Twenty-acr-

dillas.JnquJre

e

Ranches

ranch, at

Fa-

1303 South Fourth.

SALE Fort7-aer- e
aifalfaraTch'
four xnlUs from city. Inquire 400 West
uoin.
FOK SALE 'Fine Valley Hanch, close In,
at less than Improvements cost; oi
win trade for good residence In town.
roHtoffloe box S'2A or phone fifift.
FOK SALE Country home, stucco house,
even rooms, steam heated, electric
lights; on ten-acranch; in alfalfa and
orchard. Address Postofflce box 277, or
phone 2407-RFOK SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
ditch; new house and garage;
mile from school, one and one-ha- lf
Inmiles west Barelas bridge.
quire at Hunt's KanclX;
FOK ISA LK Seven acres land, four aorta
in alfalfa, fruit trees; 300 feet eajt
frontage, on Boulevard, five blocks from
ear line, I.L'OO; terms. J. M. Easter,
Old Albuquerque, N. M.
FOH HALE Kour-acr- e
ranch, two inlleF
from postoffice, on main ditch; double
chicken houses, t olj,
house, garage,
blooded chickens and turkeys;
..so furniture; terms. Fhone 2418-JFOK SALE Ranch, five miles north ot
town, ten acres under ditch, with
Improved house and good llBht'.n?
system; irood water; on paved Fourth
street, $S,000. Hauser Saddlery. Ill
West Copper.
FOH SA LK Eighty-acr- e
ranch, forty
acres under cultivation with good rtono
house, with open well, plenty of go-imiles from Al
water, $1,800 thirty-fiv- e
buquerque; good roads. Hauser Saddlery,
111
West Copper, Albuauerque. New
FOK

Broadway.
FOR SALE Entire stock puro bred S. C.
R. I. Reds, breeding pens or singles;
also a fine lot of bronie tir'eyd. Mrs.
H. B. Watklns, phone 2416-JRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
8. C. R. 1. Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks.
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed
413 West Atlantic, phone 1413-ing.
MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. 1. Reds,
won twenty ribbons January, 1321; a
superb lot of cockerels and cocks now
ready for sale; bred from my finest ex-C. Mexico.
hibition mntlngs; visitors welcome.
FOK SALE Best farm and small
P. Hay. 236 North High.
proposition In the Kstnncla valley, (dl- lftfi
uatcd along tho mountains;
"MONETTO LOAN
deeded, good well and windmill; nlfo
improvements on additional 160 acr.?s.
MoMiV 'JO L.UAN On watches,
riced right; Investigate;
two mi lev
guns and everything valuaole. from
store ond postoffice. Addri;s J.
Mr. B. Marcus. 13 South First.
W. Simmons, liver, N. M.
MONK 7 TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
FOR SALE OR TRADE
MATTRESS RENOVATING
y Co., 1i5 N. 1st.
Onttllfh
I...ranch. CONFIDENTIAL Jwn
RESIDENCE Will
loaiiami jewelry, dia- MATTHEbd KENOVATI.Nti.iJ.5U aud
W. J. Lomax, 1020 North Twelfth.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furmonds watches, Utterly botule, ilr1''
automobiles, lowest rules. Hntliinan'a niture packing. Phone in. Livln Bed
Journal Want Ada brlntf results. 11 7 Euutb First, funded lu liie state. Ultif Cum pan j.

RENT New furnished up.u.ment.
half block from Con trul n venus car
Call l.lir, East (Vntr:il. Woudlawn
Apartments, or phon-- i lfcL"-M- .
Two ixums and sleeping
FOK KENT
porch, unfurntshetl ; private entrance;
so 8 North Walnut.
no small children,
FOK
KENT Fur niched
threo' rooms!
heat,
private bath and sleepim- - pon-hwater and KkIK furnished. Apply luOa
West Central.
Foil KENT Apartment furnished complete for lU'ht houtwkocpimr, iuoiidiit,r
lights, heat and gas. :'l"i North Seventh,
Cruno A partmeniH, plmtie 31 1,
FoK KENT Thr .''i
largo rooms and
glassed sleeping porcli. bath adjoining;
completely furnished , for housekeeping,
gas and coal range, tilf West Coal.
FOK
line.

TIME CARDS

EM
Train.

No.
No.
No.
No.

S
7

No. 23

No. 2i
No.

2

No.

4

No.

8

No. 10

WESiiiuLN.J

Dally.

Arrive.
Depart.
The Scout.... 7:30 pm 8:30 pm
Calif. Limited. lu:o Bm 11:00 am
am 11:20 am
Kato
am 1:00 am
The Navuj.'.
SOUTH HOUN D.
El Paso Kxp
El Paso Kxp

EASTROl'NI).
The Navo.lo.. 2:lil pm
Calif. Limited, o .uo pm
R.
F. KiBht.. 7:C.'i pm
The Scut... 7:L'Oom

10:10 pm
11:30 am
40 pm
6:40 pm
8:10 pm
7:50 am
1

VROM SOUTH.
HI Paso d.Jj pm
Kl I'aso 7:00 am
No. 30 connects at Pelen with No. II
for Ch'vts, pec". Valley. Ksos City and

No. IS

Frum

No, 30

trrnm

O

Coast.

No. 29 connect- at Tieljn with No, II
Chivls and points east and eoiith

frim

4

CLOSE-OU-

Harrington ilall Instant Coffie l'aek"d

fn

.lolly

scaled, contains 05 drain".. ooaa! to mit iiounil of
regular Harrington Hall Coffee, yelling price ."5c.
vacuum

CRESCENT GROCERY

ROBERT JONES

Coal and Sontb Walter

..-

Phone

rbonei

LET'S GO

-

PJBf!E

M

T0DAY

GOODWIN

"OLIVER TWIST,

two-da-

IX

Samore were cited by Motorcycle
police
Officer Carter to appear in answer
court this morning to
Cenon
East
charges of speeding
charged
tral avenue. Samore is limit
pant
with exceeding the speed
school houses.
The Loyal Order of Moose will
and
AH members
meet tonight.
visiting members are requested to

attend.

IfePu
sit

The Woman's Benefit Order of
Maccabees will meet this afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock at the I. O. O. F.
hall. There will be election of officers.
Ada Philbrhk Phone 241S-JAlbuquerque Camp No. 1, Woodmen of the World, will meet thir
evening at the. Knights of Pythias
hall. There will bo election of

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

j

i

SAL.....$9.75

PAVING
ON

Phone

I7--

.I

J. H. Liebkemann yesterday sold

Stern

IJIdg.

Tel.

I.

Specialist.

701--

J,

O.

S033-W-

423 ISorlh Urst

I'hone 421.

.

!f3r

STOLEN

d

,
t
t

I

Scat

South Seventh

Fcr

FOR RENT

SOITH ARXO

1008

B I G

M.
HEUSEN COLLARS.
M A N D E L L CLOTHIERS,
Inc.

At one point in London buses
pass at an average of 640 per hour
'at the busiest time

Skinner's Grocery is the only store in the city that
carries a complete line of groceries. We carry
canned goods in three grades to suit any family.
Wc Deliver Your Order for 10c. Why Pay More?
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

DRESSED POULTRY
and EGGS

Southwestern Poultry Co.
011-- J
Phono

FOR SALE OR RENT.

new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.

C.

Bennett.

PHOXES

75

or

205 South First Street

mi

WANTED

Washing and Ironing to take
home; also clothes rough dried

Phone

1506--

PINON-NUT-

S

nut-mo-

323 South First

j

1.

Four-roo-

house

m

i

Ninth

ono block from

Cen- -

tral.
two

blocks

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are intending to buy
Investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1940--

Johnson Coal Co.

We Offer a Choice

COAL and WOOD
Phone 388-l'lrst

000 X.

of

ELMSNorth
HOTEL
First.
300 "J

Finest rooms in the state
steam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to$10weeK
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

STAGE

Reasonably
Priced
Hand-Engrav-

ed

HOBART BOSWORTH,
MADGE BELLAMY,
TULLY MARSHALL,
NILES WELCH
and MAE WALLACE

f

ADDED

Leaves Albnouercim. , 7:45
Arrives in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:00
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

'

STRONG'S

PRICES
X

I

l
For Year Fee!

91

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

H

l

m

ti3
idm

ynip
mU
km

SI
un

k.'

m H R
M

u

mm

CONTINUOUS

Combine satisfaction and economy
by usin?
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

TO

1

TODAY, WEDNESDAY

II P.

M.

AND THURSDAY

IPS!

Christmas Trees
ASSORTED LOT
CAN BE HAD AT

GUV'S TRANSFER
Phone 371

Second and Lead

-- 5,000

Lb.

COAL

FREE

We will give it away to our customers the day before Christmas. You may have your choice of
either Black Diamond Gallup, Swastika, Sugarite,
Brilliant or Commercial Lump the best coals sold
in Albuquerque.
Save your numbered Delivery
Tickets and See Our Window at 115 South Second
Street for further information.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone 35

AT!
Th

AUCTION SALE

TUESDAY, DEC. 6, AT 1219 NORTH FIRST ST.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2 P. M.
13 HEAD OF GOOD JERSEY MILCH COWS
These cows are all good and have been tested.
Some are fresh now and some will be fresh soon.
You will be given a full description of each cow
at the corral when she is offered for sale just how
long she has been fresh or when she will be fresh,
and how much milk she gives. These cows will be
sold to the highest bidder regardless of what they
are worth. They must be all sold by Tuesday night.
This is an opportunity to reduce your monthly milk
bill and have more milk at the same time. Don't
let this opportunity go by. Be on hand promptly.
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

8"

0S1

City

Coal

mm
ALL-STA-

s

a

CAST
WITH AN
Written and Directed By

LILLIAN

R

AM

GEORGE

RANDOLPH CHESTER
A photoplay that does not depend entirely upon the I
magnificent sDectacular scenes for which it has become r
known. Its success is due as much to the simplicity of
its domestic scenes and human love story as to the big
pageant requiring a menagerie and 8,000 actors, and the
lake of burning oil which is regarded as the greatest
conflagration scene ever filmed.
ADDED

ATTRACTION

"The Skipper's
NOTE:

Canon

6

....

Ikmw

ADVANCE

auus.
maiinee
.ac;
Night (6 to 11)- - --Adults. . ,35c;

Escape"

IN PRICES
nuaren.
Children...

.

. 1 uc

15c'

(LABELED)

TAXI
SINGER
Office Slnwr Cigar Store,
Central

EVESTS"

REGULAR

STO1E

BOOK

'

for

sm
am
pm
pm

Fees

i

-

ATTRACTIONS

"fKJRBEHT
"!f3 HFS'

E!

CANDY JARS

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

OF TWO WORLDS

Strong men and a witching girl, in a big drama
of flaming love. Cast includes

discontinuing these lines! Closing them
out! Buy them for gifts now, before they are f!
I
picked over. A sharp saving in price.

and

on
modern
North
Maple, half block from Central.

5

Supervised by Thos. H. Ince

Wc

Telephone 802
North Tenth St.
Send for mail order price list

FOR SALE UY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.

G

A ROMANCE

location in University Heights.
Owner Is out of city and has I
11 instructed mo to sell at once,
For particulars, phone 409-I

Geo. L. Zearing.

H. INCE TRIUMPH

If

Baskets asd Writisg Cases

Fay
are

S

A THOMAS

bath;

w

323

modern.

with

canvassed sleeping porches
large front porch. Choice

two

f

I.

LIFE",

self-sacrifi-

W

Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50

West

4tra

Fannie S. Spitz

CANDY JARS

210

flavy

tUP Or

Love and
blending in perfect harmony; k
duty and devotion triumphant over selfi&h instincts 4
latent in the human breast; a wonderful expression of
is fine in humanity, and of the heights to which i
whatever
t
r
me
aouiI can soar.

FOR SALE

Hi

modern,
from Central.

145.

Phone 600

WILLY-NILL- Y

Army

"THE

THOS. H. INCE PRESENTS

Acialr. 712 West Fruit.

J.

Holiday Gifts
Shelled
The Finest
Shelled;
.Machine - Shelled:
.Machine The
Separated.
dainty nut in
dainty packages.

1

exchange.

and

Phooc

Vest Central Ave.

Gold.
Six brand

in

E.

of' i

Robert MacphersonJ
1114

Tractor

h. p. on draw bar 20 on
Bottom
3 Emerson
nulley
Will take car
nlowa.

With each $2.50 purchase made here we will
give one 20c package of
the famous Melachrino
Cigarets.
Headquarters for new and
reclaimed army goods of
every kind.

,

.

Cents the Poirad in

S'BFiftorn
lI

SERVICE

QUALITY

.

Sale Cheap

m

12

'PINONS

v

CARD OF THANKS.
to thank the friends wh i
were so kind during the illii"s.i ami N'Vely. furnished modern home
death of my dear wile nnd also Nice neighborhood. Better see this
one before renting anything else.
for the beautiful floral offerings.
JAM Kti W. Ll TTltELL.
A baigain.
I wish

-

Larre Consisnment

Mcrrow Auto

33c
50c
$3.00
$3.25
27c

SI. 10. $1.(15 and $2.20.
(Including lax)
Sale at Matson's Tuesday,
December dlli.

PRICES

,

Emerson-Brandingha-

8

r-

WANTED

ARRIVED

419

m

AV'

205 W. CENTRAL

CENTRAL

We have just received another shipment of Eastern pack canned vegetables, in such well known
brands as Blue Label, Monarch, Ferndell, Fort,
F. F. O. G., and Sunbeam. In each line we have
selected the items which had the highest test
thereby protecting you so as you get the highest
quality on the American market. In these various
lines you will find the following items:
Golden Pumpkin
Tiny Green Lima Beans
Sweet Potatoes
Large Green Lima Beans
Sweet Corn
Tiny Whole Beets
Maine Corn
Small Whole Beets
Extra Small Peas
Stringless Beans
Medium Peas
Rattail String Beana
Spinach
Telephone Peas
Tomatoes
Kidney Beans

J.

HOUSE ROOMS
list. Phone 221--

l';.vii." on n ' i i yides of the street
;.r tracks on Fa:t l'euti"al avenue
viis completed yesterday inornln?
"
Mar from itai'i; door nt
iiy the New Alettico
t!
South Fifth, rontatnin:,'
company and the street was comover hi'or (1hx':m
lucres of
pletely opened to traffic. The north
.laundry. Upward for Informa
siue w.'w in us1 iii n (ri.v Tho comtion.
pany employed n full force of men
.'uiu!ay in order lo finish the work.
Aninis'H rhouhl be careful in
dihing oil the streol as the City1
Fleclric foiopany has not yet paved
In twren the street ear tracks and
:ir AVashcr anil Oiler.
there Is no way of protecting the
edge of tin' paving. The company
Co.
was permitted by the city commission to do it.'i own paving between
SI3 West Silcr.
the tracks and was granted until'
next sluing to complete, the work.

JUST

wool-line-

QjjtM

"LfMM
t&ztZ.klJ'Blt

Let Us Send a Man

i

Brookfield Sausage, per pkg
Swift's Sliced Bacon, per pkg
Rome Beauty Apples, per box
Rome Beauty Apples, per box
Cranberries, per quart

A. Skinner

I

gl.-ih-

facing on Girard avenue to Othel
VOI R WATCH
I. Crops, who has already moved ctork antlBlilNO
work In durlnjr the
Jeotry
I will take care of it.
into the premises.
rusli.
rhiiHtmaa
Leverett Zapf & Co. made three
HRAsniao.
I'hone 017-117 South 1 Irst.
on the Heights this week.
The new pump and
We deliver any size any
power motor for the Heights water plant is now en route from the where.
Henry Transfer Co.,
manufacturers and will be Installed
Phone 939.
immediately upon arrival here.
C. II. CONNER, M. I).

SKMj South

158

In replace dial lirnl.en vlndo
Alliaiiicriiic Lumber io..

COMPLETED
EAST

Taxi & uaggage

BITTMER

and Jewelry Store
First St.

FOR SALE

lf&Sm

Coll nrnl llrliver.v.

SHIPMENT OF VAN

the Pueblo typo bungalow he built

"

EstahlislicdlfSS

Shelled Pinon Kuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.
158

OTHMAN'S
fe.

CO.

Fine brass bed, springs, mattress, ivory dresser, chiffonier,
wall mirror,
table,
dressing
three chairs, oak and maple
electric
rockers,
gas range,
washer. Wilson heater, sanitary
couch, pad, Roman bench, 6x8
Wilton rug, fumed oak buffet
china closet, four pillows, down
comfort, army blankets sleepchamois-vesting bags,
puttees, medicine chest.

Daily Except Sunday

rii;-w-

H7

&

P

mm
4M

The Jeweler

l'

free

Music

LEVERETT-ZAP-

y

SHOP. SIKH"
city ixrxiltit;
.
ui:! Smith Setoml.
Plimic

:

Three Days Starling Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

The owner of the building now
occupied by the Moose lodge
will remodel the second floor
Into a modern office building
of twelve steam heated rooms,
providing tenants are available.
Would remodel it particularly
to accommodate
or
lawyers
doctors.
interested
communicate
Anyone
with

Estancia Stage Line

JImP

'

The degree team of Triple Link
Tlebtkah lodge will meet on Tuesp. in. at the
day evening at 7
iiid Fellows' hall.
Air. and Mrs. Gerald Cassidy
were in the city yesterday on their
way home to Santa Fe from a trip
io the Zuni dunces.
Lr. Murray, Osteopath. P. 644-liiashnl.
.loan Brady, deputy I'.
has returned from a trip to Santa
a
federal
took
he
prisl'o where
oner.
V. V. Armstrong of San Murcial.
returned to his home today after
i.7it here with relatives.
a
Factory wood, full truck load,
lour dollars. Halm Coal Company.
Phone !U.
school basketball
Toe Central
team defeated the North Fourth
afterstreet school team yesterday
noon by a score of 1)0 to 2. A return game will be played on the
North Fourth street school grounds
this afternoon.
A meeting of the Fortnightly c'.ub
will be hold at 8 o'clock tonight in
the Woman's club building, for the
purposes of passing on the revised
A social program ha a
constitution.
been arranged to follow the business meeting.
Dr. Carrie C. Irvin has gone to
?anta Fe for ten days.
The lawyers' club will hold Its
ninet.
regit. ar monthly meeting ando'clock
at the V. M. C. A. at 12:15
today.
The Catholic Lady Foresters will
meet this evening at St. Mary's
hall at 7:20 o'clock. A new treasurer will be elected.

Ukee

!

i

in. Sharp)

Modern Office
Building.

completely
all conveniences.
furnished
Right price for right party.
Apply
SOI West Marble Avenue.

3 7

I

M

p.

6;

TRANSFER

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICKS

Coal Supply Co Phone. 4 and 5.
Earnest K. Saltzmai. and Dave

FOR houseRENT

(t'urtalii at

J.

"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoon
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day

LOCAL ITEMS

Luces.

PostolTlce.

Opposite

Five-roo-

FOGG,

JR."

IV' ad This Groat Story You'll Want to See tlio
You Haven't You'll Want to See tlio Picture
any way.

TIoto

Picture.

...n...

Sixty Y. M. C. A. membership
workers, who attended the workers'
d
dinner at the "Y" last night,
Our Windows
the plans for the "200 raera- SYI' MONEY SHOP
ors In 200 minutes"
campaign
WISEMAN'S WATCH
which will start at a o ciock mis
215 South Second St.
morning and contintto two days.
About 125 workers have signed up
leu nnd each of them
'will work 100 minutes today and
the same amount of time tomorrow.
Regardless ot tno numoer oi
obtained, the drive
In Built Best on the Market.
memberships
will stop tomorrow evening when
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO
the membership salesmen, who are
Warehouse
lander the general supervision of J.
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
ft. Herndon, will report at the final
Phones 4 unci 5.
dinner at 6 o'clock.
The junior salesmen campaign
committee was well represented at
the meeting last night and It is
of boys
hoped that a large numberaffiliated
in the city will become
With the organization during the
Jewelry
drive. Letters were sent toa
Just out of tho nigh rent district
in which
BOO parents yesterday
"Y'
Opposite Postoffice.
tip was given parents that awould
122 S. Fourth
Phone no:i-membership for their hoy
make a good Christmas gift.
The boy membership has dropthe fact
ped to about 200 due to has
been
that for some time there
L. L. Wilton
no hoys' secretary.
GUYS
has recently been secured for this
will be
Call
position ami boy activities
continuous under his instruction.
"A gift to a hov of n 'Y' mem- 1
WH!
l,...Hn la n crlft with n lift thatevery
be npnrerlatcd by any hoy
ono of the days ot the eomlng
years," Lynn IT. Fox, secretary of
the association, declared last night.
"It Is the most natural thing in
' the world for a hov to like to do
stunts on gymnasium apparatus: to
have a good swim In fresh, clean
. .8:30 a m
Leave Albuquerque
water: to rend good boys' magaArrive Kstancia . . . , .1:00 p m
zines and to be with other happy,
. ,S:S0 a m
Leave Estancia
conger,!"! hovs. This !s what Is
. .1:00 p m
Arrive Albuquerque
offered him tbronch a membership
In the association."
Trig to he worn he nil members
have hocn sent out !n order that
the workers will know whom to
solicit. Any man or boy not weiring a tag wi'd b" entvidorod a I've
prospect for a membership.

Crystal Opera House
Dec. 8.
Thursday,
8:15

''''lli,'Hlllldius
''".
WP
ir.HT'S Inilliiii
VViVJl

Fresh Lump Lime

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

HAROLD

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, ticms,

1 i

125 Workers Will Take Part
in "200 Members in 200
Minutes" Drive; Salesmen Complete Plans.

0 5
rvi
mm
RUGS

NAVAJO

.11

CAMPAIGN TODAY

today, Swift's Urookfiold pork sausage, pound boxes Slip
Premium sliced and dorinod baron, pound boxes.. nor
Premium sliced and d?rinrd bacon, ttong boxes. ... SOr
42c
Premium bacon by the side, pound
Apples, we sold out of some kinds Saturday, but received
all
sale
of
the
we
continue
will
therefore
more yesterday,
kinds today at Saturday prices, $2..: to $1.00 per box.
Fresh
Swift's
Swift's
Swift's

S15 Marble Avenne

IMP

ITS

Our Price to Close Only 35c

WARD'S STORE
HOHBB U. WARD

ISATliS
Graduate nurse atid inassuii.-- o
attendance Shampooing arid
ea t men t s a specialty
scalp
nail for appointment.
)llt,S. TIHKV .lACl A. Prop.
Jhone
r0i,i W. Central

T

Castes.

CUR

and su.phck

ti:m .vn;i

TODAY ANOTHER

If Toil

December 6, 1921. '

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Ten."

Page

Look for the label It Is your protection. The only Colorado
coal brought into AJbuquorque. A little higher In price, but
absolutely the cheapest coal on the market as it lasts longer
and gives more heat. Always in stock.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Let Our

PHONES

5

TrucUs Bring Comfort to Your Home.

25

Cent Taxi

Prompt Day and Nlfdit Service

Phone

17

Open and Closed Cars.

Announcement
The Foto-ria- y
Film School of
Motion Picture Expression wllji
open at Tamarisk inn, Wednes7th.
day evening, December
4
Phone 2408
for enrollment
H--

i

